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Abstract
Large organizations including, Academic institutions, have complex processes related
to employees, performance, students, information technology, and a multiple
interactions between departments. Lack of a systematic methodology for evaluation
and improvements will have detrimental effects on the business success and on
service quality. The case explored in detail in this work is the process of Module
Monitoring and Evaluation in the National Ribat University.

The research aim to use process modeling to deepen the understanding of complex
organizational processes using a case study approach; and on the basis of that
understanding to make suggestions for business process improvement; and finally, to
develop a general methodology for business process improvement based on case
analysis

The methodology used for modelling existing process in the Sudan MME case is
Role Activity Diagramming (RAD) combined with Soft System Methodology (SSM).
Models for six major sub-processes were prepared. The models thus produced were
validated in discussion with participants.

Some of the main results of this research are, that a general methodology for business
process improvement which is feasible, easy to use, and useful has been developed,
the modeling methods can be applied successfully to the analysis of business
processes in a complex case (here, MME), leading to the design of process
improvements

A recommendation for this research will be that it would be useful and interesting to
see how NFRs, which not clearly appears among model elements, might be
represented and somehow included in the process model.
v

المستخلص
الموسسات الكبيرة بما فيها الموسات األكاديمية كالجامعات والتى بها مجموعة من اإلجراءت
المعقدة بسب مشاركة مجموعات مختلفة فى تقديم الخدمات ( الموظفين – الطالب – األقسام –
تقانة المعلومات) .هذه اإلجراءات والوحدات ان لم تجد انظمة وطرق ومناهج فى التقئيم و المتابعة
قد يترتب هذا الخلل على نتائج كارثية للمؤسسة.
يه دف هذا البحث الى إستخدام النماذج اإلجرائية لزيادة فهم التعقيدات الحالية والتى تعانى منها
موسسات التعليم العالى (جامعة الرباط الوطنى كمثال) .على حسب فهمنا لهذه التعقيدات اإلجرائية
قمنا بانتا ج بعض التوجيهات والمالجظات لتحسين هذه اإلجراءات .أخيرا تم تطوير منهجية عامة
لتطوير هذه اإلجراءات.
المنهجية التى أستحدمت تمثلت فى أنتاج نماذج جديدة هى مخططات النشاط واألدوار (Role
) Activity Diagramsومخططات مناهج النظم الناعمة ( (Soft System Methodologyثم
تم دمج الطريقتين معا وتمت أعادة تصميم اإلجراءات بناء على هذه المخططات.
أهم مخرجات ونتائج هذا البحث انه تم إنتاج منهجية عامة لتطوير نماذج اإلجراءات الحالية وتقديم
نماذج جديدة تسمح بتطوير هذه اإلجراءات .هذه المنهجية عامة وسهلة اإلستخدام.
اختتم البحث بتوصيات يمكن التركيز عليها مستفبال هى التركيز على إحتياجات المساعده فى هذه
اإلجراءات ودمجها فى النماذج اإلجرائية لتزيد من فعالية هذه اإلجراءات وتودى الى تطويرها
بالصورة الجيدة
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Chapter One
Introduction
It is clear that there is a real need for standardization procedures to make any
improvement of any of our life aspects. Education remains the most needed field
for continuous improvements. This is especially true in developing country in
particular Sudan, which shown a horizontal expansions in higher education.
Unfortunately this expansion appears to create many problems mostly in quality
assurance.
More importantly, there is a drive in high institutions in Sudan to get external or
local accreditation for both legal and marketing reasons.

1.1 Research Problem
Many modern organizations have large and complex processes which include
individuals, groups, information technology, and a multiple interactions among
individuals, organization, and technology. Customers expect high quality products
and services while organizations face rapid changes in the business environment.
Therefore, organizations need methods to deepen their understanding of their
activities, functions, and interactions; detailed process analysis may help them
improve their business processes to be better able to meet their own goals and
customers’ expectations.
Moreover, Shin and Jemella (2008) indicate that “information technology has
profoundly changed the way we do business during the past decade”. Therefore,
organizations need to manage these technological changes and identify methods
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which help them to perform these changes efficiently, effectively and in the most
suitable way.
Process modeling can be used to provide a comprehensive understanding of
business activities and functions and thence a base for detailed process analysis.
Business process improvement, on the other hand, refers to a family of approaches
which aim to help an organization to adjust its processes to fit a dynamic or
complex business environment, particularly so as to take advantage of rapid
advance in information technology. In particular, business process improvement
methods exist in order to identify deficiencies and problems that occur frequently
and prevent organizations from achieving their goals. Although many
methodologies have been developed to improve business processes, most of them
do not make significant use of process modeling to guide the evaluation and
improvement of business processes.
The current research explores the use of process modeling techniques and tools to
support business process improvement methodologies. Since process modeling
provides a comprehensive understanding and analysis of business processes, it
should ease communication between the process improvement team and the
respective organization’s employees. According to Bal (2003), the value of a
business process improvement and re-engineering methodology depends on the
techniques and methods that support that technology.
The research aims are identified as follows:
1. to use process modeling to deepen the understanding of complex
organizational processes using a case study approach;
2. on the basis of that understanding to make suggestions for business process
improvement; and
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3. to develop a general methodology for business process improvement based
on case analysis

1.2 Objectives
The research objectives are identified as follows:
1. Explore “as is model” process models in higher education in Sudan.
2. Evaluate, analyze “as is model” and compare to best practice models in high
education to identify ways of improvement
3. Design and Build a new framework process architecture and evaluate its
performance (targeting quality procedure)
4. Build process repository for the ministry of the High Education to monitor
the education process (targeting quality procedure)

In order to perform the objectives of the research, it is an essential and valuable
step to link organizational procedures, activities, and services to business
objectives and goals, in order to discover the main problems and deficiencies. This
research is implementing a practical investigation which uses process modeling and
case study to deepen the understanding of business process by systematic analysis
and evaluation, in order to suggest improvements for those business processes. It
combines a number of approaches into a generalisable methodology. The
approaches include linking business objectives to finer grain activities (or tasks) in
Role Activity Diagram (RAD) models (Ould, 2005) and systematic questioning of
elements of the model to test validity and performance in terms of the overall goal
of business process improvement.
Furthermore, the concept of Non-Functional Requirements (NFRs) is applied to the
analysis of the RAD business process models. This is an adaptation of a method
developed in software engineering for linking NFRs to conceptual models.
3

Translated into the domain of business process modeling, NFRs are equated with
the general or overall quality attributes of a business process. These, though
essential aspects of any effective process, are not well captured in a functionally
oriented process model.
In order to investigate the new approaches practically, the Total Quality
Department- Ministry of Higher Education in Sudan has been used in this research
as a case study. The main aim of the quality department process is to improve the
quality procedures in higher education institutes in Sudan and the collection of
information about quality issues. The new business process improvement
methodology will be developed and evaluated through examination of the some
universities case. In developing the business process improvement methodology for
the case in focus, an attempt will be made to articulate general guidelines for
analysis and evaluation of business processes, with a view to their improvement.

1.3 Research Questions
This research aims to use business process modeling (mainly Soft System
Methodology (SSM)) as a basis for developing a generaisable methodology for
business process improvement. The main research questions are:

(1) In a typical case, how can the process models be used as a basis for
suggesting improvements to business processes?
(2) Can these modeling methods be developed into a general methodology for
improving business processes?
(3) How can business process modeling methods be used to understand and
analyze the business processes of large and complex organizations?
(4) How can such methods be extended to include business goals and high level
quality attributes of business processes?
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The first question considers the feasibility of applying process modeling techniques
thoroughly and comprehensively across a complex case. The literature is short of
investigations into the possibility of representing goals and high- level process
qualities to process models. The second question seeks to address this lack by
linking the basic functional views of processes seen in conventional process models
to goal-oriented and non functional views. To address the third question, models of
typical case (Quality Department) will be subjected to systematic analysis in a
search for process improvements. The fourth question relates to investigating
whether the extended modeling approach, as applied to the case study with the aim
of identifying process improvements, is generalisable to other cases.

1.4 Anticipated Benefits
Introduction of such business process improvements would provide the following
benefits:

- The availability of the new improvements to all participants.
- Confidence of the process in improving the current situation (MME)
- Increase the amount of involvement that participants have with the whole
process of our case study (i.e. monitoring and evaluation process)
- Anonymity of stored date will encourage participants to leave more honest
feedback, this also lead to richer evaluation result on the whole.
- Eradicate the need for any manual calculations on the part of the
department's boards.
- Increase the overall control of management of the monitoring and evaluation
process.
- Minimize paper waste as the electronic system will allow for handling data
online.
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1.5 Methodologies and Tools
The research was based on a real case study for the National Ribat University
Module Monitoring and Evaluation process, it followed a methodology that
consists of seven phases; understand the current Process, Model the current
process, validate the current Process Models, analyse and evaluate the current
process, redesign the current process, evaluate the redesigned process, and
implement the redesigned process. Different techniques and tools were used, these
includes the use of Soft Systems Methodology, Role Activity Diagramming,
implementation of a computerized algorithms for producing statistical reports
supported by decisions making mechanism. For data collection interviews,
questionnaires, and observations were used.

1.6 Limitations
This research will focus on business process improvements for the National Ribat
Module Monitoring and Evaluation Process.
It will be conducted during the period from December 2012 to August 2017

1.7 Thesis Structure
This thesis is subdivided into six chapters as follows:
Chapter One: this introduction, present the research problem, aims and objectives,
and the thesis structure.
Chapter Two: present a general review of literature about business process,
business process modeling, and business process improvement, then it focuses on
business processes in higher education, and the background of quality department
in Sudan universities.
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Chapter Three: introduces the main research methods that have been used in this
research, namely, case study, process modeling, soft system methodology,
interviews, questionnaire, observation, and comparative study. Selection of the
universities quality department in Sudan as the main case study is justified. A
practically oriented research investigation is proposed, with the aim of developing
structured methods to understand and improve business processes building on
business process modeling. An outline is given of the main stages of the research
investigation.
Chapter Four: the first stages of the practically oriented research investigation,
which is “understand the business process”, is introduced. This chapter investigates
and develops methods for understanding business processes. It proceeds to describe
and model the quality process in Sudan universities using Role Activity
Diagramming (RAD) and Rich Picture Format of Soft System Methodology (SSM)
It went to presents the second stage of the practically oriented research
investigation, which is “evaluate the business process”. This chapter identifies and
investigates methods to validate and analysis the RAD models of the current
process. These include measuring the value of the activities, interactions, and roles
included in the RAD models, identifying deficiencies and bottlenecks, and
assessing how well business gals are achieved. The quality procedures case
remains the main focus.
This chapter concluded by presenting the third stage of the practically oriented
research investigation, which is “improve the business process”. It aims to identify
and investigate methods to redesign the current business process building on the
outcomes of the business process evaluation stage described in chapter 5. the main
method is that of modeling the Non-Functional Requirements (NFRs) of the
business process, and linking these NFRs to its respective RAD models with a view
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to improving the quality attributes of the business process. The methods are applied
to the quality department process.
Chapter Five: brings the methods described in the previous three chapters into a
general methodology for business process improvement, and evaluation the
methodology.
Chapter Six: concludes the thesis by recapitulating the thesis sections and the
research stages, presenting the main research outcomes, and indication directions
for future work.

1.7 Summary
This research aims to use process modeling techniques in a systematic and
generalisable manner to gain deeper understanding of complex processes, and to
develop a new methodology to improve business processes by building on their
process models. This chapter has presented the research problems, aims, and
questions, together with the structure of the thesis.
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Chapter Two
Background and Literature Survey
2.1 Introduction
Many organizations need to analyse and improve their processes to cope with the
rapid changes in the business environment and improvement of information
technology. Business process improvement methods focus on providing an
effective and efficient means to improve organizational processes and achieving
their goals. Furthermore, according to Bal (2003) the worth of business process
improvement methodology depends on the tools and techniques that support it. The
application of modeling and analytical methods to the current business process
needs to be used significantly to provide the key to business process understanding
and improvement methods which can be used to discover deficiencies and
problems in the current process and improve or re-engineer it.
Many business improvement methodologies and business process modeling
techniques have been developed to analyse and improve business processes. This
chapter surveys the background and literature relating to business process
modelling and improvement. The concept of business process is introduced in the
second section followed by an overview of business process modeling in section 3.
An overview of business process improvement is presented in section 4, followed
by an overview of business processes in Education sector in section 5. The next
section presents the quality assurance process in Sudanese higher education
institutions (module monitoring and evaluation). The last section presents a
summary of this chapter.
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2.2 Business Processes
Hindle (1997 a) defines a business process as a sequence of logically linked
activities, where each activity has a set of inputs and value added tasks that produce
a set of outputs to meet organizational

and customer requirements. Business

processes involve people, machines, departments, companies, technology …. etc,
which interact with each other in order to achieve goals of the business. Ould
(1995) stated that “a process involves activity: people and/or machines do things. A
process also generally involves more than one person or machine: a process is
about groups; it concerns collaborative activity. And process has a goal: intended to
achieve something”.

Education processes and banking processes are example of

business processes. The word ‘business’ relates to ‘what a certain process or
organization intends to carry out’. For example, the business of education processes
is to provide education services, while the business of banking processes is to
provide banking services. According to Rolstadas (2013), a business process has
interconnected activities that aim to provide output and service through using
material, information, equipment and people (see Figure2.1).
A business process can be measured when processes are structured and clearly
defined using different dimensions such as time, cost, consistency, reliability, and
satisfaction of customers. Davenport (1993) identifies a process as a related
sequence of work activities which are performed across time and place, with as
beginning, an end, and clearly identified inputs and outputs (a structure of action).
Lunn et al. (2003) indicated that an important aspect of processes is that they
deliver the goals or meet stakeholders’ needs. This aspect can be used to identify
the effectiveness of business processes by investigating how well the goals are
achieved.

10

Input
Resources and
Information

Process

Output
Value Added

Figure 2.1: Definition of business process (Rolstadas 2013, pp.149)
Hammer and Champy (1993) stated that a business process is a set of activities that
one or more kinds of input to provide an output that is of value to the customer.
Thus, a business process should be perceived as a collection of activities that
involve structured and semi-structured changes of inputs into outputs, where the
outcomes of the business processes should lead to customer satisfaction. Saven
(2003) argues that business processes can be identified as a relationship between
inputs and outputs, where inputs are changed into outputs through a chain of
activities, which add value to outputs.
Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) (Checkland and Scholes, 1990) focuses on
problem formation within human activity systems, which are fundamentally social
and political in nature, through they may include machinery. SSM can be useful in
identifying high level business processes, from first principles, in the conceptual
modeling phase and a subsequent participative refinement of the models.
A business process can be represented as interactions between a set of roles which
may represent people, machine, departments, companies, and technology. These
roles include activities, interactions, and decision points. Ould (2005) stated that “a
process is a coherent set of actions carried out by a collaborating set of roles to
achieve a goal”. Davenport (1993) argued that processes need to define clearly
owners of business processes, those responsible for design and performing the
business processes and for ensuring that customer requirements are met.
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But business processes are more complex that transforming input into output as
they can be viewed from different perspectives. According to Curtis et al. (1992), a
process can be seen from different views based on the information required. The
main views of a process are functional, behavioural, organizational and
informational. These may be summarized as follows:
(1) Functional views: represents what activity or element of the process is being
performed;
(2) Behavioral view: relates to when the process is being performed, and how it
is being done;
(3) Organizational

view: represents who is performing the process and the

mechanism through whom there is interaction or transfer of content;
(4) Informational view: represents the information details or entities that are
being manipulated by the process; these can be data, and/or product entity
details. The informational view considers both the data involved and their
relationships.
Another view of business process was developed by Melao and Pidd (2000) using
four perspectives as follows:
(1) Business processes as deterministic machines: emphasize on structure and
static objects;
(2) Business processes as complex dynamic systems: emphasize on interaction
and dynamic behavior;
(3) Business processes as interacting feedback loops: extend the second
perspective by highlighting the information feedback structure of business
processes; and
(4) Business processes as social constructs: emphasize on human aspects of the
business process
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Moreover, Ould (1995) defend different types of business processes as follows:
(1) Core processes: focus on satisfying external customers;
(2) Support processes: emphasize on satisfying internal customers; and
(3) Management processes: aim to manage core and support processes.
As shown above, there are many definitions regarding business process, but most
of them are fundamentally the same. A business process exists to help an
organization achieves its goal(s). Therefore, a business process can be defined as a
structured series of activities that are carried out by people, machines, or both
(subsystems) within their boundary and environment to achieve an organization's
goals, and change input(s) into output(s) of the quality expected by customers.
Business processes can be described in terms of two views, namely: a Functional
View, which describes the main activities of the business process that change inputs
into outputs, and a Non-Functional View, which describes quality attributes of the
business process. Furthermore, business process understanding is essential not only
for improving the business process, but also for performing the current business
process. One of the effective techniques that can be used not just for understanding
the business process but also for analyzing and improving it, is introduces in the
next section.

2.3 Business Process Modelling
2.3.1 Business Process Modelling Definition
Business Process Modelling (BPM) can be defined as the representation of one or
more of the process perspectives to understand, analyse, and/or improve the
business process. Pidd (2003) defines a model as “an external and explicit
representation of part of reality as seen by the people who wish to use that model to
understand, to change, to manage and to control that part of reality”. Tam et al.
(2001) defined BPM as the process of building an as-is model (current situation)
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and/or a to-be model (proposed situation) for functional activities of the whole or
part of an enterprise. Curtis et al. (1992) stated that a process model is an abstract
representation of a real or proposed process that involves elements that are
important and essential to the purpose of the process and can be enacted by humans
and/or machine.

2.3.2 The Importance of Business Process Modelling
Since an organization may involve interrelated processes, in a web of interactions,
people, and machines, there are many reasons to use a process modelling or a
process-oriented view. Process modelling can be used to represent and understand
business processes. Saven (2003) stated that business process modelling is
becoming increasingly popular as it facilitates a common understanding and
analysis of business processes in an enterprise. She added that process modelling
can be used to learn about process, or make decisions about a process, or develop
business process software. Moreover, Curtis et al. (1992) indicated that BPM aims
to support human understanding of current business processes, process
improvement, process management, process development, and process execution.
And because real-world processes are complex, process modelling can be used to
represent different aspects of business processes. Hommes and Reijswoud (2000)
stated that “a business modelling technique should provide means to describe the
dynamic aspects of the functioning of an organization as well as the static
characteristics of the information space on which the dynamic aspects build”. In
addition to facilitate understanding, business process modelling could provide
inexpensive representation of business processes. Biazzo (2002) indicated that
process modelling methods are widespread, because process models can offer
useful and relatively inexpensive representation of processes which can then be
used to improve and redesign these processes.
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The use of process modelling should facilitate communication of organizational
processes, Warboys et al. (1999) stated that there are a number of useful reasons
for modelling, such as that it helps to describe a process, analyse a process, and
enact a process. Giaglis (2001) argues that modelling is at the core of
organizational design and information systems (IS) development. He added that
business process modelling provides a facility to decision makers which help them
filter out irrelevant complexity in real world and concentrate on the most important
parts of the process under study. Also, business process modelling can used to
contribute positively in the software development process. Tam et al. (2001) argued
that BPM aims to identify critical processes, improve the overall performance of
the business, form a tool for business process re-engineering, identify appropriate
strategies for software package implementation, and help with software
development. Phalp (1998) pointed out that business process modelling technique
can be used for traditional software development as well as to facilitate business
processes improvement or restructuring
Ould (2005) summarized a number of several needs which are served by process
modelling: the need for shared understanding of what the business does and how it
does it; the need for a common approach to be adopted and perhaps mandated, for
instance through a Quality Management System (QMS), to improve a process,
which might be initiated under the banner of Total Quality Management (TQM);
the need for radical change of a process, such as might be carried out using the
principles and techniques of Business Process Re-engineering (BPR); the need for
alignment with traditional or legacy computer-based systems; the need for
workflow management systems; and the need for forms of process technology,
such BPMSs, to be applied to give active support to the management and
enactment of business processes.
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As shown above, business process modelling has become an essential technique for
business process improvement teams and information technology analysts, because
business process modelling facilitates both communication and analysis of business
processes. Business process modelling can also be used to deepen understanding
and guide evaluation of current business process in an organization, particularly if
responsibilities and roles are represented in the model. On the basis of improved
understanding and evaluation of the current process, suitable improvement can be
suggested to solve problems and deficiencies in it. The suggested improvements
can furthermore be modeled and evaluated prior to application. Business process
modelling can be used not only to give a functional view of business processes, but
to provide also non-functional view of business processes, and so show how quality
attributes of business can be produced. This will enhance the quality of the
business processes and therefore the quality of services and products of the
organization.

2.3.3 Techniques in Business Process Modelling
There are various BPM techniques described in the literature, and it is important to
identify their differing goals, in order to select the right technique for a particular
process. Saven (2003) emphasized the importance of identifying the user or
purposes models would be put to when undertaking modelling of any kind

BPM techniques can be classified on basis of the purposes the models will be used
for. For example, models can be developed to support process understanding, while
others will be developed to support process execution. BPM techniques can also be
classifies according to process perspectives or characteristics, such as functional
and informational perspectives. Kueng et al. (1996) categorized BPM approaches
into four categorization: activity-oriented approaches, which tend to define a
business process as a specific ordering of activities (sometimes referred to as
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tasks); object-oriented approaches, which are associated with object orientation,
such as encapsulation, inheritance, and specialization; role- oriented approaches,
which focus on roles as sets of activities, carrying out particular responsibilities;
and speech-act oriented approaches, which are based on speech act theory or a
language/action perspective. Lin et al. (2002) classified them according to their
relative strength into six aspects, namely: functional, behavioural, organizational,
informational, verification and validation, and modelling procedure. Yet another
classification of process modelling was proposed by Bal (2003), who classified
modelling process techniques into five groups, namely: general system modelling
methodologies such as Structured Analysis and Design Technique (SADT),
functional modelling methodologies such as IDEF0, informational modelling
methodologies such as Petri Nets, dynamic modelling methodologies such as RAD,
and enterprise modelling frameworks such as Computer Integrated Manufacturing
Open System Architecture (CIMOSA), Lin et al. (2002) identified the following
essential concepts for defining and classifying BPM techniques:
• Activity – task, function, or operation, as in IDEF0 and RAD;
• Behaviour – action, business rules, or control, as in IDEF1, IDEF3, RAD,
and Dynamic Modelling
• Resource – e.g., mechanism or location (IDEF0);
• Relation – relation class (IDEF1) junctions and links (IDEF3) interactions
(RAD), dependencies, means-end and decomposition links, object links
(OO), or organization;
• Information – as in IDEF1, or message (IDEF1X), message sending (OO), or
information infrastructure;
• Entity – as in IDEF1X, or entity class (IDEF1), attributes and object class
(OO),
• Event – event objects (OO), inputs/outputs (IDEF0);
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• Verification and Validation – as by simulation or dynamic model; and
• Modelling procedure – as in IDEF1X, Dynamic Modelling, or OO methods
Some classifications of BPM techniques were developed based on combination
between more than one dimension. Giagles (2001) proposed a classification based
on a combination of modelling goals and modelling perspectives. He suggested
three variables to classify BPM techniques, namely: breadth (of goals), depth (of
perspectives), and fit (with projects). Luo and Tung (1999) proposed a framework
for selecting BPM methods based on objectives of process modelling
(communication, analysis, and control), perspectives of modelling methods (object,
activity, and role perspectives), and characteristics of modelling methods
(formality, scalability, enactability, and ease of use). Saven (2003) classified BPM
techniques by purpose and also as passive or active depending on how easily they
could be changed. Hommes and Reijswoud (2000) argued that BPM techniques can
be described and classified according to "a way of modelling" and "a way of
working". The former describes the product of modelling and the latter the process
or procedure of modelling.

As shown above, many business process modelling classification have been
introduced in the literature. While these classifications represent most aspects of
business processes, approaches which represent and model quality attributes (nofunctional requirements) of business processes are lacking. According to Kotonya
and Summerville (1998) non-functional requirements can be defined (from the
system point of view) as "restrictions or constraints placed on a system service".
Adapting this idea to business processes, and casting it in a more positive
formulation, we can regard an NFR for a business process as a desirable general
property or quality attribute of a process. It is therefore appropriate to modify the
classification introduced by Curtis et al. (1992) in order to cover these attributes.
This extends the list of process perspectives as follows:
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• Functional perspective, which represents what a process elements are being
performed
• Organizational perspective, which represents where and by whom in the
organization process elements are performed;
• Informational perspective, which represent the informational entities
produced or manipulated by a process;
• Behavioural perspective, which represents when process elements are
performed; and
• Non-functional perspective, which represents quality attributes (nonfunctional requirements) of business processes.
The extended classification of business process modelling perspectives is shown in
figure 2.2
Modelling
Perspectives

Functional
Perspectives
IDEF0
Flow Chart
Perti Nets
Investigation DFD
UML

Organizational
Perspectives

RAD
RID

Information
Perspectives

IDEF1
IDEF1X

Behavioral
Perspectives

Perti Nets
IDEF3

Non-Functional
Perspectives

Still Need

DFD
UML

Figure 2.2: Modelling Perspectives
Some of the main BPM techniques are now briefly described
(1) IDEF Family
The Integrated DEFinition family of methods is modelling techniques
developed to support organizations through the modelling of their requirements.
The most important methods in this family are IDEF0, IDEF1, IDEF1X, and
IDEF3 (IDEF, 2005)
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IDEF0 is modelling technique designed to model the decisions, actions, and
activities of an organizational system. According to (IDEF, 2005), IDEF can be
used effectively in analysis, particularly functional analysis. Also, IDEF0 can be
used to help the modeler in identifying tasks which should be achieved, what is
required to achieve those tasks, and what deficiencies are in the current system.
The IDEF0 technique is simple – each activity is represented by four elements
(input, control, output, and mechanisms), as shown in figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: IDEF0 diagram (www.IDEF.com)
IDEF1 is a modelling technique suitable for informational modelling (Saven,
2003). IDEF1 can be used to identify information related to enterprise, rules
governing the management of information, logical relationships within the
enterprise reflected in the information, and problems resulting from the lack of
good information management, (IDEF, 2005). IDEF1X is a modelling technique
for informational modelling and analysis, and in particular for data modelling.
According to Giaglis (2001), IDEF1X cannot only model data elements
manipulated by computers but also manually handled data as well. An IDEF1X
diagram is similar to an entity relationship diagram (see figure 2.4)

IDEF3 (Process Description Capture Method) represents and describes behaviourl
aspects of businesses, and the order in which activities or events occur. Also, it
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captures precedence and causality relations between situations and events. IDEF3
includes two types of process modelling as follows: (1) the process flow diagram
(PFD), which represents how activities within a process are working; and (2) the
object state transition description (OSTD), which models the flow of different
states of entities within a process (Giaglis, 2001)

Figure 2.4: IDEFIX notation (Giaglis, 2001)
(2) Flowchart Technique
A flowchart is a graphical representation used to represent such things
operations, data, flow direction, and equipment using special symbols (Saven
2003). Flowcharting can be used to show the flow of information and actions
within a process. It is most suitable for functional modelling. The flowchart is
easy to use, facilitates communication, and provides good representation of
details.

(3) Role Activity Diagram (RAD)
Role Activity Diagrams (RADs) are diagrammatic notations to represent and
model individual or group roles within a process. RAD focuses on the
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organizational brhaviour in a process. RAD shows a process mainly as role(s),
activities, and interactions. The role involves a sequence of activities, which are
carried out together as a particular responsibility. RAD models also represent
interactions between roles, and external event triggers (Ould, 2005).

According to Ould (1995), a role can be identified as an area of responsibility
for some contribution to a process. This responsibility is carried out by a set of
ordered activities which share a single role body. A role can take many forms as
follows:
• A unique functional group such as Documentation Department,
Accounts;
• A unique functional position or post: e.g. Head of Analysis Department;
• A rank job title: e.g. Senior Engineer;
• A replicated functional group: e.g. Branch;
• A replicated functional position or post as Head of Department; and
• A class of person, such as customer.

RADs represent a primarily functional view of a business process by modelling
activities, actors, and interactions. For Ould, activities represent what actors
carry out as "individuals" in their roles. The state of a role before and after each
activity can be defined. Actions allow a role to move from its current state to a
new state. Interactions show how roles in the same business process coordinate
their activities. Interaction might represent the transfer of something between
roles such as information, or it might represent negotiation or discussion
between roles. Figure 2.5 shows an example of a RAD model. More details
about RAD are introduced in the next chapter.
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Figure 2.5: Example of RAD model

(4) Role Interaction Diagram (RID)
RID is a combination between RADs and Jacobson's object interaction
diagrams. RIDs represent a process as roles, activities, and interactions.
Activities and roles are connected in a matrix, where activities are represented
vertically on the left axis, roles are shown horizontally along the top, and
interactions are represented as horizontal lines between roles (Saven, 2003).
RID can be used to represent the organizational view of business processes as
the RID shows the main roles and activities within a business process, how
these roles (actors) interact, and how interrelated activities are coordinated.
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Figure 2.6 shows an example of RID model. While the RID diagrams are easy
to read and understand, they lack flexibility and not well suited to modelling
complex processes with many roles and activities, such as education processes.

Figure 2.6: RID model, (Saven, 2003)
(5) Petri Nets
A Petri Net is a graphical and mathematical modelling technique. Petri net is
suitable for modelling behaviour of dynamic systems, (Desel and Esparza,
1995). It is used for describing and modelling types of behaviour that are
characterized as being concurrent, synchronous, parallel, and resources sharing
(David and Alla, 1992). A basic Petri Net graph consists of a set of states and a
set of transactions (Giaglis, 2001). A version of the Petri Net called the
Coloured Petri Net (CPN), has a formal, mathematical representation, and a
well-defines syntax and semantics (Saven, 2003), which provide a basis for
behavioural analysis.

The behaviour of a CPN model can be analyzed using simulation or analytic
methods. The main drawbacks of using basic Petri Net according to Saven
(2003) are the lack of data concept and the tendency for generated models to be
extremely large. Lack of a concept of hierarchy also makes it impossible to
build a large model via separate sub-models with well-defined interfaces. CPN
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removes these problems by incorporating data structuring and hierarchal
decomposition. Figure 2.7 shows an example of a basic Petri Net model.

(6) Data Flow Diagramming (DFD)
Data Flow Diagramming (DFD) is a method to represent the flow of data or
information within processes. DFDs can be used to represent an informational
view of business process, since they show how processes interact with each
other (and with users and external processes) through the flow of information.
DFDs are easy to understand, draw and amend. Each process can be divided
into sub-processes at a lower level to show more detail (Saven, 2003). An
example of a DFD is shown in figure 2.8.

Data flow diagrams also show a functional view of business processes, since
they show functional dependencies, and what activities change the information.
The main limitations of DFDs are inadequate representation of people, events,
and decisions. They only provide a static representation of a system and of those
functions which include data manipulation (Giaglis, 2001)

Figure 2.7: Petri Net Model (Giaglis, 2001)
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Figure 2.8: Example of DFD (Saven, 2003)

(7) Unified Modelling Language (UML)
UML was introduced in 1997. Linn K. et al. (2001) describe UML as "a visual
language that can be used in developing software systems". UML is one of the
important object oriented (OO) modelling languages. Object oriented methods
are "methods to model and program a process described as objects, which are
transformed by the activities along the process", (Saven, 2003). The essential
idea of object oriented techniques is the concept of an object. According to
Kueng et al. (1996), there are two essential elements for an object namely,
structure and behaviour. The structure is identified by attributes and
relationships to other objects, while the behaviour of objects is identified by the
methods objects can carry out.

UML can used to model business processes, and is particularly useful if the
model needs to be enactable. According to Booch et al. (1999) UML is "a
language for visualizing, specifying, constructing, and documenting the
artifacts' of a software- intensive system". Although UML aims mostly to model
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system, it can be used to model functional and information views of business
processes. According to Saven (2003) UML provides the capability to cover
conceptual items (business processes and system functions) and concrete items
such as database schema and reusable software components. UML includes nine
different diagrams as follows:
• The Activity Diagram, which represents activities and tasks that are
carried out by system;
• The Class Diagram, which represents the structure of a system (as a set
of classes and their relationships);
• The Object Diagram, which represents object combinations in a
specific class diagram;
• The Use Diagram, which expresses system functionality and the
relationships between use cases;
• The Sequence Diagram, which represents sequences of messages sent
among a set of objects;
• The collaboration Diagram, which shows collaboration between
objects;
• The State Transition Diagram, which represents transactions in a class;
• The Component Diagram, which is special type of class diagram used
to show components within a software system; and
• The Deployment Diagram, which is a special type class diagram used
to represent hardware within a software system.

Some authors used UML to model business processes. For example, Odeh et al.
(2002) made translation of Role Activity Diagramming (RAD) to UML Activity
Diagramming using case study in order to compare both techniques and
investigate the feasibility of the translation.
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(8) Simulation
According to Saven (2003), the simulation aims to use different methods and
applications in order to imitate the behaviour of real system. Sometimes realword systems are complex and difficult to study. In this case, real-word can be
studied indirectly using simulation models. According to Giaglis (2001), the
simulation might have many forms such as discrete-event simulation,
continuous simulation, system dynamics, Monte Carlo simulation, and
qualitative simulation. Also, simulation can be classified, according to Saven
(2003), based on some features and characteristics such as deterministic (input
data is fixed) or stochastic (input data is randomized), static or dynamic, and
continuous or discrete. However, simulation might be based on one of the
previous modelling techniques such as Petri Nets or other. Therefore, simulation
models can be used to represent the different aspects of processes (functional,
behavioural, informational, and organizational). The main disadvantages are
that simulation needs long time and huge resources in order to model real-word
systems.

There are many different techniques for modelling functional, behavioural,
organizational, and informational perspectives of a business process. There are
however no established techniques for representing a non-functional perspective
(quality attribute) of business processes. One of the aims of this research is to
investigate how to model quality attribute of business processes. Furthermore,
in view of complexity of many business processes, deeper or combined
techniques are needed to improve process understanding and analysis. This
research develops new methods, using RAD as a foundation, in order to more
fully understand and evaluate complex processes such those found in education
institutions.
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2.4. Business Process Improvement
Business process modelling techniques efficiently support business process
improvement

methodologies.

The

essential aim of business

process

improvement methodologies is to identify and solve problems and deficiencies
that prevent an organization from achieving its goals. According to Valiris and
Glykas (1999), business process improvement methodologies aims to "improve
what already exists in the organization usually by eliminating non valued added
activities in order to achieve lower throughput times and best re-allocation of
resources". Process improvement is the process of understanding, analyzing,
evaluating, and improving the activities that are important to an organization's
success. According to Ould (2005), the steps needed to improve organizational
performance commonly include:
(1) Changing the ordering of activities;
(2) Changing responsibilities for activities or decisions;
(3) Changing scheduling mechanisms;
(4) Increasing or decreasing the amount of parallel activity;
(5) Removing (or inserting) buffers or stores for materials between steps in a
process; and
(6) Restructuring functional groups.

2.4.1. Classification of Business Process Improvement Methodologies
Many approaches and methodologies have been developed to improve and analyze
business processes. Davenport (1993) categorized traditional approaches to
improve processes as follows: (1) activity-based costing, (2) process value
analysis, (3) quality-based improvement, (4) information engineering, and (5)
business process innovation
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The aim of this section is to introduce the main business process improvement
methodologies. Business process improvement can be grouped into three general
categories, business process re-engineering, incremental improvement, and
combined approaches.
2.4.1.1 Business Process Re-engineering
Business process re-engineering can be defined as performing radical changes in
the current business processes of an organization in order to be able to achieve the
business goals. Hammer and Champy (1993) identified re-engineering as a
fundamentals rethinking and a radical redesign of business processes to achieve
dramatic improvements in performance.
Business process re-engineering was introduced originally by Hammer (1990) and
Daveenport and Short (1990). Consequently, many methodologies have been
developed for business process re-engineering. Davenport (1993) introduced an
approach called process innovation, which also aims to achieve radical business
improvement, but within a specific five- stage framework: identifying candidate
processes for innovation, identifying change levers, developing process visions,
understanding existing processes, and designing and prototyping the new process.
Valiris and Glykas (1990) reviewed and classified BPR methodologies into three
categories namely, management accounting methodologies, information system
influenced methodologies, and organizational theory based methodologies. They
developed a new methodology called Agent Relationship Morphism Analysis
(ARMA), which is a holistic view of the organization by combining BPR principles
with organization-theoretic concepts and some powerful modelling techniques
from IS development
Many of the BPR methodologies are fundamentally the same as they aim to
perform radical redesign in order to achieve dramatic business results. Vakola and
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Rezgui (2000) investigated the existing business re-engineering methodologies, and
concluded that the majority of the methodologies exhibit similarities in key areas
such as planning and implementation, but showed differences in the continuous
improvement stage. They suggested that there was a lack of methods or tools to
identify human and organizational factors which affect the change process. They
subsequently developed a new eight-stage methodology (CONDOR) to re-engineer
business processes, and report on its use within three European construction
companies.
Since many organizations may involve different aims, processes, and orientations,
some of the BPR methodologies are developed for specific projects or sectors such
as education or manufacturing sectors. Shin and Jemella (2008) developed a BPR
methodology particularly suited to financial institutions. This methodology consists
of four phases namely, energize, which set up a framework of communications and
plans, project teams, sponsorship, and top management commitment; focus,
analysis and diagnoses the current process; invent, which is the process redesign
step; launch, which implement the new business process. They describe an
application of the methodology at the Chase Manhattan Bank

2.4.1.2 Incremental Improvement
The second general category of business process improvement, which may be
termed incremental improvement, covers a large class of approaches concerned
with performing small improvements, but significant, to the current business
processes of an organization. According to Adesola and Baines (2005), business
process re-engineering methodologies, aimed at performing radical changes, are
outside the run of normal business process improvement methodologies. They
reviewed several existing business process improvement methodologies and
explored some of their drawbacks. They captured relevant elements and success
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factors to be considered in developing and evaluation an effective methodology for
business process improvement and from this developed a new seven-step
methodology which they called model-based integrated process improvement
(MIPI).
Consequently, many methodologies have been developed for business process
improvement. Povey (1998) reviewed several process improvement methodologies
and suggested a new ‘best of breed’ methodology for business process
improvement. He found all the methodologies have weaknesses in areas both of
human activity and of change management. The proposed new methodology was
created by selecting and combining the best parts of the other methodologies, and
adding in principles of change management at appropriate points. Bisson et al.
(2000) developed a method to improve business processes in the accounting
department of a local telephone company. This method consists of fifteen steps,
grouped as follows:
• Create a relationship map for the project, select the people to be trained, train
the project and steering teams, select the process and the project, plan the
project;
• Create a relationship map for the system, build the IS map, identify
disconnects, decide whether to patch or redesign the process;
• Define “should” attributes, build the “should” map, specify measures; and
•

Critique and revise the proposed design formulate recommendations; decide
whether or not to implement the recommendations.

Incremental improvement methods should be structured and aim to analyse and
continually improve performance of organizations by simplifying and streamlining
their business process. Hindle (1997 a) suggested four basic principles for
performing process improvement namely: focus on the customer, understand the
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processes, involve people, and exploit technology o maximize the return from the
previous points.
Quality management and improvement are essential in order to achieve strategic
objectives of organizations. Carpinetti et al. (2003) proposed a framework and a
reference model for process quality management and improvement which derives
improvement actions from strategic decisions, customer expectations, and
prioritization.

2.4.1.3 Combined Approaches
A third category of business improvement methods combines radical (reengineering) and incremental approaches. Chua and Goh (2000) have combined the
two approaches, to improve the processes of education organizations in Singapore.
They gathered the necessary information via semi-structured telephone interviews,
a review of academic literature, and secondary data collection from the Ministry of
Education. They found that a hybrid model is better for education improvement and
students satisfaction.
Many methodologies used this approach to improve business processes. Rohlede
and Silver (1997) proposed a mixed framework with thirteen steps, as follows;
establish appropriate organizational support, select a process, assemble a process
improvement team, define and understand the process, streamline the process or
remove obvious wastes, check availability of relevant data, identify problems,
monitor the process, check process stability, resolve problems, check if the process
meets targets, undertake process innovation, and implement changes.
Many organizations need to improve their processes. And since some of them have
complex and different processes, some processes might only need incremental
improvement while other processes need radical changes. Lee and Chuan (2001)
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proposed a new methodology to improve a business process based on a mixture of
benchmarking,

business

process

re-engineering,

and

continuous

process

improvement. They proposed a five phase cycle for process improvement:
(1) Select,
(2) Understand,
(3) Measure,
(4) Improve, and
(5) Review.
They used an industrial case study t demonstrate the application and usefulness of
their methodology. Tam et al. (2001) presented business process modelling as a
base for implementing business redesign within Hong Kong’s small- to-mediumsized industries (SMS), in an approach which uses data flow analysis (DFA)
Ould (2005) identified four approaches to using RAD process models for process
improvement:
• For point-wise improvement;
• For flow-wise improvement;
• To restructure roles; and
• To realign the organizational structure with the business model.

Finally, some of these methodologies focus on improving both social and technical
systems of organizations. For example, Keating et al. (2001) proposed a Modified
Socio-technical System (MoSTS) methodology to analyse and improve complex
socio-technical processes. This methodology was applied using a case study (a US
based national laboratory). MoSTS methodology consists of five phases: process
scanning, technical subsystem analysis, social subsystem analysis, interpretation,
and process redesign leverage. Figure 2.9 shows the MoSTS methodology.
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Figure 2.9: MoSTS methodology, (Keating et al, 2001)

2.4.2 Discussion
Different approaches and methodologies to improve business processes were
presented above. While the above methodologies help to analyse and improve
business processes in an organization, some of them still suffer from shortcomings.
Business process improvement methodologies need to be systematic and structured
with clear steps to guide business process improvements, but according to Viliris
and Glykas (1999) there is a lack of systematic approach, arising from the fact that
many of the methodologies are instead based on real life experience and
consultancies.
Furthermore, business process modelling appears not to be used extensively to
deepen understanding of current business processes, so as to perform a structured
evaluation from which to suggest improvements. Rohleder and Silver (1997) stated
that a structured approach to business process improvement which includes
measurement and some process modelling is increasingly recognized as the way to
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achieve significant business process improvement. Although business process
modelling can help improvement teams to analyse and evaluate current business
processes, according to Kueng and Kawalek (1997), the conceptual framework of
business processes. Therefore, in this current research, a new approach is presented
in which a thorough qualitative and quantitative assessment of current business
processes, building on detailed current business process models, is used to
evaluate, and identify problems and deficiencies in, the current business processes.
A similar identification step is also important in evaluating a redesigned process,
before proceeding to implementation. Adesola and Baines (2005) argued for the
importance of the task of evaluation of a proposed business process as a step within
a methodology. This research presents different methods to evaluate the redesigned
business processes through their process models.
Some of existing methodologies put insufficient focus on the roles and
responsibilities of individuals, grouping of humans and the interactions between
them in business processes. Vakola and Rezqui (2000) explored the importance of
human and organizational factors and argued that most of the existing
methodologies do not include stages related to human and organizational
requirements. Valiris and Glykas (1999) stated that most of the methodologies do
not focus on the roles and responsibilities of the employees that carry out business
process’s activities. Vakola and Rezqui (1995) suggested that most of companies in
their survey were performing at only around 50-60 per cent their IT potential
because they ignored human and organizational factors while designing new
technology.
Organizational exert great efforts to carry out their business processes in a way
which meets functional requirements but also produces a good overall or general
quality of service. It would be useful to have a method to represent the quality
attributes of business processes, and to assist organizations to improve the quality
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of their quality of their business processes. In this research, the notions of NonFunctional Requirements (NFRs) and a goal-oriented approach are borrowed from
software engineering in order to improve the quality of business processes. Many
approaches have been suggested to design and develop systems using goals.

Green (2000 and 2005) described a number of different goal-oriented approaches to
requirements engineering:
(1) Information Science Institute approach (ISI), in which the global goals
(constraints) are decomposed into an equivalent set of sub-goals. After that,
each sub-goal may be satisfied by the actions of a single agent.
(2) The Critter approach, in which all the global goals are decomposed into a
set of sub-goals (not necessary equivalent), and each sub-goal is satisfied by
the actions of one more agents.
(3) The Knowledge Acquisition in Automated Specification (KAOS), in which
the requirements for an application are elicited and represented in a formal
structure called a requirements model.
(4) The Toronto approach, in which knowledge is generated to facilitate the
selection of design components which will satisfy the functional and nonfunctional requirements of a required application.
(5) The Generic Modelling Approach to Requirements Capture (GMARC), in
which a non-technical client can produce formal specifications for required
applications.

Furthermore, the author produced as synthesis of the above approaches as follows
(Green, 2000, pp31):
(1) Select specification components from the domain model or obtain goals;
(2) Decompose goals to specification components;
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(3) Select best specification component alternatives; and
(4) Create or modify the domain model.
Other goal-oriented approaches that represent and operationalise non-functional
requirements in the software engineering paradigm are illustrated by Chung and
Nixon (1995), Cysneiros et Al. (2001), and Kontonya and Summerville (1998).
These approaches can be used from the business process point of view to improve
quality attributes of business processes

2.5 Business Processes in Higher Education Institutions
This section provides an overview of Higher Education processes and some
methods to model and improve these processes;

2.5.1 Education Processes
Education processes are highly complex processes consisting of individuals,
groups, and machines, as well as a web of interactions between them. These
processes typically involve multi-disciplinary teams, interactions between different
workflow participant, different activities, boundaries, and goals need to be
achieved. They are often lengthy in duration, dynamic and highly variable,
knowledge driven, and dependent on information from other processes.
Hindle (1997b) gave examples of business processes in Education organizations,
including: defining service procedure, measuring participant’s satisfaction,
researching education needs, enrolling students, and assessing students. One of the
essential goals of education processes is to perform quality services and processes.
Curry et al. (1999) describe the main dimensions used to measure quality of service
as follows:
• Reliability: the ability to achieve the promised service dependably and
accurately.
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• Responsiveness: the willingness to help customers and provide prompt
service.
• Assurance: the knowledge and courtesy of staff members and their ability to
convey trust and confidence.
• Empathy: ability to introduce caring and individual attention to customers.
• Tangibles: assurance of physical features, equipment, staff members, and
communication materials.

2.5.2 Education Process Modelling and Improvement
Education process improvement is one of the most important objectives in many
countries. But as stated earlier, education processes are complex, consisting of high
levels of interactions among many individuals and groups within several
organizations.

2.5.3 The Process of Evaluation
According to Church (2001) “…students are becoming more focused on the issue
of the student as the “consumer” of educational services.”

The above statement can be applied to teaching staff as well. This coupled with the
introduction of tuition fees has increased the pressure on instructors and
universities to maintain a high standard of academic services.

One of the best ways to make sure if this is so is to gain feedback from the
consumer, in this case the instructors, students, and generally evaluating the
modules different aspects from a instructors and students point of view.
“Most educational facilities have now made the quantum leap from trying to be
“good teachers” to making the learning process more readily available to students
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(Lechner 2000)”. This is especially true in higher education institutions. Authors
such as Berman (2000) understand that “universities at all levels are
acknowledging the need for better practice in evaluating teaching”. Berman also
notes that “increased attention to evaluation goes hand in hand with a more general
shift in the way evaluation is being viewed.” Therefore it is important to have a
reliable system capable of producing useful informative analysis on the evaluation
data collected.
It is clear that “evaluation done consistently overtime should result in an
improvement within each iteration” (Berman 2000) and over time should lead to a
“polished” final product. If you apply this to teaching, then continuous evaluation
over a number of years will lead to the standard of any particular process being
increased. Lenchner (2000) adds that “currently the most realistic indication of a
programs success is the students own perception of their learning. With this in
mind it is clear that we need a system in place that can evaluate all feedbacks and
eradicate any problems instructors may have faced during the academic year.
Church (2001) believes that “student feedback and evaluation of provision is an
essential part of the quality assurance process and is crucial factor in ensuring and
maintaining student satisfaction” as well as overall academic standards. All things
considered it is clear that good evaluation is an essential part of modern academia
and a good department will encourage evaluation throughout the academic year in
order to improve its overall standards.

2.6 Education and Evaluation Procedures in Sudan
2.6.1 Education in Sudan
During British colonization the education system was intended to produce civil
servants and professionals to serve the administration, rather than to educate. The
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whole system was biased in favor of the government needs and a Western
curriculum. Most schools were concentrated near Khartoum and less was present in
urban areas, even the population was predominantly rural.

Although the north of the Sudan suffered from shortages of teachers and buildings,
the situation in the south was even worse. The mission schools took a largest part
in education in the south. The instruction was so poor that in mid 1930s the
government implemented provincial education supervisors upon the missionaries.
In February 1964, the civil war and the expulsion of all foreign missionaries was
another set back for southern Sudanese.

In 1956 (independence), education budget was only 15.5% of the total budget.
Only 45 million Sudanese pounds was available to support 1,778 primary schools
(enrollment 208,688), 108 intermediate schools (enrollment 14,632), and 49
government secondary schools (enrollment 5,423). Higher education was limited to
the Khartoum University; added to around 1,000 students study abroad. The adult
literacy rate presents a real problem for the Sudan population. During period from
1965 to 1990 the literacy rate only rose from 22.9% to 30% (El Tom 2006)

The primary school curriculum followed the British educational tradition. Although
all students learned Arabic and English in intermediate and secondary schools, the
language of instruction at the University of Khartoum was English (El Tom 2006).
The teacher training college at Bakhat al Ruda was unable to provide enough
teachers for intermediate, secondary, and higher education, this led to continuous
need of expensive foreign teachers.
In 1969, the Nimeiri’s government considered the education system inadequate for
the needs of social and economic development. Accordingly, an extensive
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reorganization was proposed, which would eventually make the new six-year
elementary education program compulsory and would pay much more attention to
technical and vocational education at all levels. Previously, primary and
intermediate schools had been preludes to secondary training, and secondary
schools prepared students for the university. The system produced some welltrained university graduates, but little was done to prepare for technical work or
skilled labours for the great bulk of students who did not go as far as the university
or even secondary school. The basic system consisted of a six-year curriculum in
primary schools and three-year curriculum in junior secondary schools. From that
point, qualified students could go on to one of three kinds of schools: the three-year
upper secondary, which prepared students for higher education; commercial and
agricultural technical schools; and teacher-training secondary schools designed to
prepare primary-school teachers. The latter two institutions offered four-year
programs. Postsecondary schools included universities, higher technical schools,
intermediate teacher-training schools for junior secondary teachers, and higher
teacher-training schools for upper-secondary teachers.

However, the problems with the education system in southern Sudan continued to
exist, from more than 5,400 primary schools, only less than 14% were located in
the South. In addition, the re-start of the civil war in 1983 destroyed many of these
schools.

In the early 1980s the number of secondary schools was a little more than one-fifth
the numbers of primary schools and only 190 high or upper-secondary schools
were in the public system. This situation encouraged local businesses to open
private schools (mainly in the capital Khartoum).
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During the late 1980s, the government established more schools at all levels and
with them, more teacher-training schools (although these were never sufficient to
provide adequate staff). But the process was inherently slow and was made slower
by limited funds and by the inadequate compensation for staff; teachers who could
find a market for their skills elsewhere, including places outside Sudan, did not
remain teachers within the Sudanese system.

In the mid-1970s, there were four universities, eleven colleges, and twenty-three
institutes in Sudan. The universities were in the capital area, and all of the
institutions of higher learning were in the Northern provinces. These postsecondary
institutions and universities had provided Sudan with a substantial number of welleducated persons in some fields but left it short of technical personnel and
specialists in sciences relevant to the country's largely rural character (El Tom
2006).

By 1980 two new universities had opened, one in Al Awsat Province at Wad
Madani (Al Jazirah University), the other in Juba in Al Istiwai Province (University
of Juba). By 1990 some institutes had been upgraded to colleges, and many had
become part of an autonomous body called the Khartoum Institute of Technical
Colleges (also referred to as Khartoum Polytechnic).

In September 1990, the General Omar al Bashir announced extensive reforms in
Sudanese education. Four hundred million Sudanese pounds were allocated for the
academic year 1990-91 to carry out these reforms.

The new education philosophy was to provide a frame of reference for the reforms.
Education was to be based on the permanence of human nature, religious values,
and physical nature. This was to be accomplished by a Muslim curriculum, which
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in all schools, colleges, and universities would consist of two parts: an obligatory
and an optional course of study. By early 1991, Bashir had decreed that the number
of university students be doubled and that Arabic replace English as the language
of instruction in universities. The educational ladder was changed in Sudan in 1991
from a (6+3+3) to (2+8+3) to include two-year pre-school stage, 8-year basic stage
and three years secondary school stage. The Arabic language was instituted as the
official language of teaching and scientific curriculum at the governmental Higher
Education Institutions (Arabitization) (El Tom 2006).

2.6.2 Higher Education “Revolution”
The year 1990 is considered as a turning point of the higher education situation in
Sudan. The year witnessed the birth of higher education “revolution” adopted by
the National Salvation “revolution” that came to power in June 1989. This regime
declared that the situation of higher education in Sudan had severely deteriorated in
all aspects and there was an urgent need for revolution” reform. The major
objectives of higher education “revolution” of 1990 were as follows:

1. Increase student intake at all institutions and reform admission policy (from
elite students to all). The number of students in public institutions increased
from 4,000 in the early eighties to 350,000 in 2006 and 472,000 in 2008
(MHESR, 2010).
2. Geographical distribution of universities in different states of Sudan
including rural areas avoid’s concentration of institutes in the capital.
3. Open chances for private higher education institutions and relate educational
programmes with the local environment and the needs of society.
4. Abolish student boarding and subsistence schemes.
5. Encourage all students studying abroad to continue their studies at Sudanese
institutions.
6. Use Arabic language as the language of instruction and research.
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Due to the “revolution”, both public and private higher education institutions
(HEIs) in Sudan have witnessed rapid expansion. The number of public HEIs
increased from five universities and one polytechnic in 1989 to 30 universities and
the number of private HEIs is now approaching 43 universities and colleges .The
expansion of HEIs happened at too a rapid rate that the major role of university in
basic and applied research had been neglected and also does not consider the need
of the country. This has led to the claim by academics that higher education
“revolution” in Sudan has stronger political influence rather than academic
achievement.
Geographicals, 70 per cent of private HEIs are located in Khartoum. Not only are
they concentrated in one location, these private institutions are also not wellprepared to address issues related to diversification besides having low enrolment.
There are no major differences between disciplines offered by public and that of
new private institutions. It may be said that private institutions are based on profit
rather than addressing the needs of the country.
The positive side of the “revolution” is the increase of the number of students
enrolled in HEIs. The distribution of universities in the states has helped to reduce
cost of travelling and accommodation in towns or in Khartoum. Due to that, the
percentage of female enrolled for higher education in relation to male jumped from
16 per cent in 1975 to 53 per cent in 2003 and today it is approaching 60 per cent
(El Tom, 2008). In addition, the “revolution” has made higher education accessible
for all regardless of socio-economic status and constraints. Accessible higher
education has been made possible by the opening of non-conventional education
such as distance education which also serves as a response to the growing social
demand for more diverse academic programs. But lack of qualified teaching staff
and education infrastructure coupled with the mass waves of students has led to
low quality and quantity output of graduates.
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Chapter Three
Research Methodology
3.1 Introduction
Research Methodology is the process used to collect and analyze information and
data for the purpose of making business decisions. The methodology may include
publication research, interviews, surveys and other research techniques, and could
include both present and historical information. In this chapter, the research
methods and different techniques that can be used in processing a scientific
research were discussed. It continues to cover the selection of the Processes of
Module Monitoring and Evaluation in Sudan institutions as a Case Study, and
concluded with a Practically Oriented Research Investigation

3.2 Research methods
Research is a process of discovering new knowledge (Salkind, 2003). Collis and
Hussey (2003) described research as a systematic and methodical process of
enquiry and investigation to increase knowledge. As stated in chapter 1, this
research aims to develop a new methodology to improve business processes.
Suitable techniques and methods to achieve the aims of this research must be
identified to achieve its objectives. According to Salkind (2003) a research method
is a structured method of investigation chosen by the researcher to conduct data
collection and analysis. Collis and Hussey (2003) argue that a research
methodology can be identified as the overall approach to the research process, from
the theoretical keystone through the data collection and analysis.

Research

methods can be qualitative or quantitative. According to McDaniel and Gates
(2002), qualitative research is research whose findings are not subject to
quantification or quantitative analysis. Salkind (2003) described qualitative
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research as research that investigates phenomena within their cultural and social
context. This can be achieved through a variety of tools, such as interviews, case
studies, and historical methods. Quantitative research, by contrast, is research that
can be achieved using mathematical analysis (McDaniel and Gates, 2002). The
questionnaire is an example of a quantitative research method.
Research methods that have been used to investigate and develop business process
understanding and improvement methods are case study, process modeling,
interview, questionnaire, observation, and comparative study. These are briefly
explained in the following sections.

3.2.1 Case Study
Case study is a research method used to investigate in detail and intensively an
individual or an institution in a unique setting or situation (Salkind, 2003). A case
study often involves a comprehensive investigation within an organization or a
group of organizations. According to Cassell and Symon (1994), case study
research consists of a detailed investigation including data collection over a period
of time in one or more organizations, or groups within organizations, to provide an
analysis of the context and processes involved in the phenomenon under study.
Thomas (2003) stated that a case study involves a description and a representation
of an entity and its activities. The case study may be able to show why the entity
acts as it does. Entities that are investigated using case study could be of various
sorts, such as individuals, groups, organizations, or events.
Many authors have categorized case studies into several types. Collis and Hussey
(2003) categorized case studies, in an organizational context, into four forms as
follows:
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(1) Explanatory case study: where existing theory is used to understand and
explain what is happening;
(2) Descriptive case study: where the objective is restricted to describing current
practice;
(3) Experimental case study: where the research evaluates the implementation
of new procedures and techniques in an organization;
(4) Illustrative case study: where the research attempts to illustrate new and
possibly innovative practices adopted by particular companies.
Bassey (1999) distinguished between intrinsic and instrumental case studies. By an
intrinsic case study they referred to research that ignores outside concerns and
focuses on a particular situation for its own sake. By an instrumental case study,
they referred to research that focus on one or more particular situations in order to
try to understand an outside concern.

In the present research, the descriptive and experimental forms of case study have
been used to explore in depth a particular business process (the modules
monitoring and evaluation process in Sudan). A number of qualitative and
quantitative methods are used to collect detailed information, including interviews,
observations, and questionnaires, and meeting with domain experts. The case study
method provides a foundation for the development of a practical approach to the
understanding and improvement of business processes. The resultant approach can
then be validated against the case study itself.

3.2.2 Process Modeling
This research uses the process modeling language RAD (Role Activity
Diagramming) as one of its main techniques. Role Activity Diagrams (RADs) are
diagrammatic notations to represent and model coordinated behaviour and
interactions within a process.
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According to Ould (2005), RAD represents the roles that perform a part in a
process, and their elements (activities and interactions). RAD presents the task(s)
of roles in the process and how they collaborate. Because RAD adopts the role as
the primary unit for analysis in process model s, it is suitable for organizational
contexts, since it partitions the organizational behaviour of a process into roles
(Giaglis, 2001). A role involves a sequence of activities, which are carried out
together as a particular responsibility. According to Saven (2003), roles can be
identified as abstract notations of behaviour representing a desired behaviour
within the organization. They can include software systems, customers and
suppliers. RADs provide a visual representation of the different aspects of a
process, which makes them useful in supporting communications, since they are
easy to read and understand. RADs can also be used to demonstrate how processes
interact (Saven, 2003).
In RAD models, each role is represented as a separate shaded area within activities
represented as black boxes within a role. Interactions are represented as horizontal
lines joining roles, and a vertical line within a role represents states of the role; the
state of any part in the role can be labeled by using small loop around the state line.
A role can be constructed to depict concurrent or parallel behaviour, using the
point-up refinement triangle. Choice, or “case-refinement’ (Ould, 2005), is shown
by a point-down triangle. The main RAD notation is shown in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.2 (Phalp et al., 1998) shows an example process modeled in RAD, with
three roles namely ‘Client’, ‘Council Clerk’, and ‘Planning Committee’. In this
process the client obtain an application form from the council clerk and completes
it. When the application is completed, then the client submits the application by
returning it to the council clerk. After that, the council clerk checks the application;
if the application meets guidelines and criteria, then the council clerk can respond
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to the application and inform the client of a decision. Otherwise, the application
should be sent to the planning committee to make a decision. When the planning
committee makes decision, the response is sent to the council clerk, who then
informs the client with the decision.
The advantage of the RAD modelling language for the present research lies in the
relative ease of understanding of the diagram produced, and the clear identification
in the RAD models of the main roles (responsibilities), activities, decision points,
and relationships in a business process. Kueng et al. (1996) argue that the role, as
represented in RAD is similar to the idea of a module, since it allows a grouping of
primitive activities to be assigned to a particular person or agent. RADs express the
modularity of work through roles and synchronization between roles. The ability to
express this modularity and responsibility make RADs a useful vehicle for
performing assessments of a business process, since the structure of the work is
clearly laid out.

Role Name

Process Encapsulation
A Role

An Activity

Part Refinement

Adriven Interaction

A state Description
A trigger

Case Refinement
An Interaction
Start another role
Unstructured Fragment

Figure 3.1 Main RAD notations
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Figure 3.2 Example of RAD model (Phalp et al. 1998)
RAD gives an explicit and natural way of representing roles as clusters or
sequences of activities performed by an agent, and especially by a person, where
UML Activity Diagrams, for example, which use the notation of ‘swim-lane’ as a
rough equivalent for role, shift attention away from the integrating purpose of the
agent and towards the detail of the separate activities. With its stronger and more
natural representation of role, RAD is also better placed than UML Activity
Diagrams to represent the coordination of behaviour between roles, and so give a
clear and natural representation for various forms of cooperation in organizations.
RADs, according to Odeh et al. (2002), might be conceptually simpler than UML
Activity Diagrams, and in consequence might be easier to employ, and to use in
communication between technical and non-technical parties. Moreover, RADs
include notation to represent how one role instance can instantiate another role, and
to show the number role instances, which are not supported by UML Activity
Diagrams. RAD gives a good general basis for process analysis, role reorganization
and optimization, and overall business process improvement. Patel (2000) noted
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that the activities undertaken in a role might require the use of technology. RAD
allows activities to be carried out by machines as well as human agents.
While RAD models provide a sound basis for process understanding and analysis,
they nevertheless have limitations. RAD models are essentially static, and it is not
easy to link them to other forms of system model. Furthermore, RAD modelling is
unlikely to be helpful where behaviour is not regulated or consolidated into
identifiable roles, or where change is so rapid that models are out of date before
they can be drawn. RAD captures regular, established roles better than it does
occasional or undefined roles. In the present case, for example, it is easier to
represent the student or instructor as a RAD role, since these correspond to
particular jobs and particular knowledge, than it is to represent the Faculty Dean as
a role. Nevertheless, for capturing the complex pattern of activity and interaction in
a relatively stable and regular environment such as

that found in Education

institutions, RAD is an appropriate modelling tool, both because it can show a good
level of detail and because of its primary orientation towards roles and interactions
between roles.

3.2.3 Interviews
The interview is a qualitative research method in which the interviewer collects
data through asking a set of prepared questions for interviewees to answer.
According to Thomas (2003), interviews typically involve questions asked orally
by researchers and answered orally by individuals. Interviews traditionally are
conducted face-to-face and one-to-one, where the interviewer speaks directly with
one interviewee at a time. By using technology, interviews can be conducted using
different methods: on the internet, the interviewer may send typed questions via the
computer network to the interviewees who answer in typed form; interviews can
also be conducted on the telephone.
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According to Salkind (2000) interviews can take many forms from informal
conversation to a highly structured question-answer session. An interview may
include three types of questions: (1) standardized or structured questions, which
have explicit focus, and a clear and specific answer; (2) semi-structured or semistandardized questions, which allow the interviewee to make a more varied
response; and (3) non-standardized or unstructured questions where the
interviewers have a list of topics which they would like the interviewees to talk
about. In the last case, they may also be free to ask questions as they wish in a
sensible way, and even join in the conversation by discussing what they think of
the topic (Fielding and Thomas, 2001). Thomas (2003) classified interviewing
strategies into four as follows:
(1) loose-question approach: this aims to elicit respondents’ interpretation of a
very general query,
(2) tight-question approach: designed to discover respondent’ preferences
among a limited number of options;
(3) converging-question approach: designed to incorporate advantages of both
the loose and tight methods;
(4) response- guided approach: in this strategy, the interviewer begins with a
prepared question, then spontaneously creates follow-up questions that are
logical extensions of the answer the interviewee has given to the opening
question.
Interviewing is an efficient way to collect information and understand an
organization’s processes, according to Thomas (2003): “interviews are efficient for
collecting information about people’s knowledge, personal backgrounds, and
opinions”.
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This research has conducted semi-structured and non-structured interviews with
members of the case study institution (the National Ribat University). These
interviews have helped in the collection of detailed information about the institutes,
enabling the researcher to understand, explore, evaluate, and redesign the current
processes of the institute.

3.2.4. Questionnaire
Questionnaires can be used to collect information from a specified target
population. According to Thomas (2003), a questionnaire is a set of typed
questions that participants in a survey are asked to answer, either (a) by checking
one choice from among several possible answers, or (b) by writing out an answer.
McDaniel and Gates (1996) stated that a questionnaire is a set of questions
developed to collect the required information for achieving the goals of a research
project.
A questionnaire can be used to collect two types of information, facts and opinions.
Facts represent information about what respondents to the questionnaire know.
Opinions are expressions of attitudes or preferences (Thomas, 2003). Simmons
(2001) identified four categories of information collected using questionnaires as
follows:

(1) attributes, which include personal or socio-economic characteristics, such as
sex, age, marital status, religion and occupation;
(2) behaviour, what the individual has done, is doing, and may possibly do in
the future;
(3) attitudes, which imply evaluation and are concerned with how people feel
about an issue;
(4) beliefs, which can usually be assessed by asking whether something is seen
as true or false.
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According to Simmons (2001) there are three forms of questions that can be
included in a questionnaire:

(1) Closed questions. These are developed in advance, complete with a number
of possible answers that can be given. Each respondent is asked to choose
from one of the listed options.
(2) Ranking scales. A ranking scale is a form of closed question. A list of
choices is provided and the respondent is asked to rank them.
(3) Open questions. These allow individuals to respond in any way they wish.
Questionnaires have been used in this research to collect a large quantity of data in
a relatively short time of period and from different places within the selected
institution (Centre of Quality Assurance and excellence, Faculty of Computer
Studies, Academic Affairs, Experience staff members). Closed and ranking
questions have been used in the questionnaire to encourage respondents to
complete and return the complete questionnaire. The collected information has
been used to analyse and improve the current process.

3.2.5. Observation
Observation can be identified as a process of gathering information by watching
and/or listening to events, then recording what happened (Thomas, 2003).
Observers may communicate directly or indirectly with the people whose
behaviour is being recorded. Observation can be carried out in different ways, for
example, participant or non-participant, obtrusive or unobtrusive, natural or
contrived setting,

disguised or non-disguised observation,

structured or

unstructured observation, and direct or indirect observation

For deeper understanding of the current business process in the present research,
observation has been used as a method to address some issues beyond the reach of
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interviews

and

questionnaire.

Observation

strengthens

the

researcher’s

understanding of the situation on the ground, which might otherwise be difficult to
imagine. Non-participant observation has been used in this case.

3.2.6. Comparative Study
Comparison is a process of comparing things and identifying how the chosen
things are similar to and different from each other (Thomas, 2003). The method
may concentrate on the similarities, the differences, or both.
Thomas (2003) suggests that a comparative analysis involves the following steps:
(1) choose the category of objects to be compared;
(2) identify which two or more types of objects within the category to be
compared;
(3) select the characteristics of the objects on which the comparisons will focus;
(4) collect and present descriptive information about the status of each object;
(5) offer conclusions about how the objects are alike and/or different.

This method of comparison has been used in this research to assist redesigning the
current process of the selected institution, and to discover differences between the
selected case study (Module monitoring and evaluation processes in Sudan) and its
counterparts in European countries (UK) and USA. Comparison helped with
identification of some problems and possible solutions in the selected case study.

3.3 Selection of the Processes of Module Monitoring and
Evaluation in Sudan institutions as a Case Study
As stated in the first chapter, this research aims to develop new approaches to
understand and improve business processes through process modelling, using
Sudan Higher Education institutions module monitoring and evaluation as a case
study. The current section addresses the selection of this case as a suitable vehicle
for developing the research.
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Higher Education in general, and Module Monitoring and Evaluation process in
particular, conform to Ould’s (2005) characterization of processes as involving
people and/or machines in the performance of collaborative actions and the pursuit
of goals. Higher Education processes typically include different lines of activity,
within a web of interactions, individuals, groups, departments, technologies, and
goals. They have customers (students), boundaries, and inputs which need to be
changed into outputs in order to meet process goals and customers’ expectations.
Patel (2000) has observed that higher education in general involves many suborganizational groupings in complex interactions. In addition, one of the main
objectives of the most countries around the world is to improve their Education
sectors.
Education processes commonly exhibit several complex features:
• a range of formal and informal interactions among a number of specialist or
disciplines, both academic and administrative;
• the deployment of advanced knowledge, skill, and equipments in an evolving
socio-technical systems;
• a shifting population of intermittent customers (students, and staff);
• the pressure of decision making in customers (i.e. students and staff) future.

Education processes thus represent a serious and significant challenge for
modelling and investigation. Other sectors may present similar levels of
complexity, but particular interest in this area revolves around the incorporation of
advanced knowledge and machines into an institution’s central process, and the
urgent nature of the relationship between the institution and its customers
(students).
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The modules monitoring and evaluation, in Sudan as elsewhere, involves high level
of interaction among individuals and groups within the specific institution as well
as several institutions. The main objective of the process of modules monitoring
and evaluation is to improve the administration of modules monitoring and the
collection of information about processes cases, which should contribute in the
longer term to better understanding of evaluation and a reduction in the impact of
the lack in education quality. Quality management needs a high degree of
collaboration between faculty departments and centers of quality assurance within
specific institution and ministry of higher education as well. In present research,
interviews conducted with the head of quality assurance department in the National
Ribat University showed them to be willing to cooperate and provide needed
information. The general module monitoring and evaluation process has been
investigated by studying the work at The National Ribat University and some other
similar institutions. The National Ribat University, which is one of the largest
universities in Sudan, aims to deliver a quality and more efficient higher education
services for different disciplines.

Interviews, questionnaires, and observation were the main techniques used to
collect information relating to module monitoring and evaluation process within
the selected institution. Interviews were used with staff members and questionnaire
with students. Gathering detailed information in the case study environment
provides the essential foundation for a practical research study aimed at generating
a business improvement methodology.

The monitoring and evaluation (feedback) process is an appropriate case study for
this research in terms of complexity, accessibility and generality. Production and
validation of a general methodology for business improvement would be difficult
to achieve without a grounding in a sufficiently complex and realistic case.
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Although the monitoring and evaluation process in Sudan, as an example of a
higher education process, exhibits sufficient complexity to provide a worthwhile
and demanding subject for study, the methodology developed in the succeeding
chapters does not assume any particular features of education quality processes as
fundamental to or typical of all institutions, and so should be abstract enough to be
applicable in other equality complex but different settings.

3.4. A Practically Oriented Research Investigation
Understanding and improving business processes, including their quality attributes,
can be performed using a sequence of connected and logically ordered steps. This
section introduces the main stages that guide the research investigation, whose aim
is to answer the research questions by identifying a structured approach which uses
process modeling to deepen understanding of, and improve, business processes.
The main stages are discussed below and linked back to the study of the literature
presented in Chapter2.
1. Understand the Business Process
Needless to say, understanding the current business process is a prerequisite to the
achievement of successful business process improvement. Understanding and
documenting the current business process are important, because, according to
Davenport (1993), it can facilitate communications among participants in the
organization and develop a common understanding of the current process in a
business process improvement team. Complex processes cannot be improved
unless they are first understood. Understanding the current process helps recognize
problems in it, avoid repeating them in an improved process, and identify the value
of the proposed improvements.
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As stated earlier, complex processes are difficult to manage. Therefore, better
understanding of them is likely to enhance knowledge and collaboration between
actors working within and between processes.

This stage aims to develop suitable methods for understanding and modeling
business processes. In particular, it investigates the value of using semi-structured
and unstructured interviews, observations and process modelling to identify actors,
activities, and interactions between actors and activities included in a business
process, using the module monitoring and evaluation as a case study. This aims to
provide the means for a comprehensive understanding of all sub-processes and to
make an initial identification of non-value adding activities that need to be changed
or eliminated.

Moreover, this stage also investigates the value of modelling business processes
using Role Activity Diagrams. The purpose of modelling here it to express,
represent, understand, and manage a particular process. Because some business
processes are complex, including those in education, a technique rich enough to
express, specify, understand, and model all relevant characteristics of these
processes is required.
2. Evaluate the Business Process
Evaluation is an essential step for identifying problems and deficiencies in a
business process. Evaluation must be performed systematically to be effective.

The evaluation stage aims to investigate a possibility of analyzing and evaluating
the business process through RAD models in the previous stage, again using the
module monitoring and evaluation process as a case study. Many methods have
been developed for analyzing process models, for example (Ould, 2005) and
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(Kueng, et al., 1997). While these methods can help to analyze, evaluate, and
improve business processes, they may still suffer from some shortcomings in some
aspects concerning complex business process such as those in higher education
institutions. Kueng et al. (1997) indicate that “conceptual business process models
are not able to express he main aspects”, of complex processes, for instance, the
time taken to achieve activities, or the methods required to ensure that customers
receive the promised service. Some of these methods have no systematic way of
analyzing and evaluating the current process, or, especially of discovering
problems in the current process. To cover these shortcomings, a technique is
required to analyze, evaluate, and improve a business process in a systematic way,
through examination of the process models, and in particular through RAD
modeling. Furthermore, to achieve a better understanding social issues of the
current process, Soft System Methodology (SSM) were used.

This stage approaches evaluation of a business process, using Ribat University
process as a case study, as follows:

(1) using RAD models and SSM to discover problems and bottlenecks in the
current processes;
(2) use qualitative and quantitative assessments to test the validity and quality
of activities and interactions included in the RAD models (interviews and
questionnaire); and
(3) link the goals of the business process to activities in the RAD models
3. Improve the Business Process
The previous stage should identify most of the deficiencies and problems within
the business process. This stage aims to solve deficiencies and improve processes
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to the point where the business process at least delivers the outputs expected or
required by the owners (i.e. institutions) and customers (i.e. students and staff).

As stated in the previous chapter, organizations exert great efforts to carry out their
business processes in a way which meets the functional requirements to produce a
good overall or general quality of service. Borrowing terminology from software
engineering, it might be appropriate to term these general quality attributes as ‘nonfunctional requirements’. It would be useful to have a method of representing these
attributes, so that they can be modelled more explicitly. Such a method might assist
organizations to improve the quality of their business processes.

In this research, applying the concept of Non-Functional Requirements (NFRs) to
business process modelling was investigated, with particular reference to role
activity diagramming. According to Kotonya and Summerville (1998) nonfunctional requirements can be defined (from the system point of view) as
“restrictions or constraints placed on a system service”. Adopting this idea to
business processes, and casting it in a more positive formation, we can regard an
NFR for a business process as a desirable general property or quality attribute of a
process. Two dimensions of NFRs for business processes can be identified. First,
direct-service qualities introduced directly to the customers, as for example,
service-time, responsiveness, or empathy. Second, indirect-service qualities
represent general qualities that enable staff members to perform their
responsibilities efficiently and effectively, such as system and information
availability. The latter do not produce value for customers directly but enable
delivery of direct-service qualities. Building on previous research investigations,
the case of the module monitoring and evaluation process in Sudan will be further
used to investigate the possibility of improving the business process when linking
business process to NFRs as follows:
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(1) derive appropriate functional specifications for business processes based on
the previous investigations (using comparative analysis and other methods);
(2) link non-functional requirements of the business processes to RAD models,
in order to improve the quality of business process performance; and
(3) optimize the RAD models according to the results of the previous points.

The stages of the practical research investigation are summarized in figure 3.3

Current
Business
Process

Understand
Business
Process

1

Evaluate
Business
Process

2

Improve
Business
Process

3

Improved
Business
Process

Investigate
Process Modelling, NFR, Case Study, Interviews, Questionnaire, Comparative Study

Figure 3.3: Practically oriented research investigation

3.5. Suggested Plan to Perform the Practically Oriented
Research Investigation
This section introduces a brief plan to carry through the stages of the practically
oriented research investigation. The steps are discussed in detail in the coming
chapter (4):
Step 1: Conduct interviews and observations in the Ribat University, in order to
understand the module monitoring and evaluation process
Step 2: Conduct interviews and observations at the other Universities in Sudan, in
order to collect information about module monitoring and evaluation and deepen
understanding about the process
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Step3: Use Role Activity Diagramming (RAD) to model the module monitoring
and evaluation processes
Step 4: Conduct interviews in the Ribat University to validate the resultant RAD
models
Step 5: Analyse the current process through its RAD models.
Step 6: Conduct interviews and questionnaires in order to collect detailed
information with which to evaluate the current process
Step 7: Suggest improvements to the current process based on the results of the
enhanced understanding, analysis and evaluation of it
Step 8: Model the improved module monitoring and evaluation processes using
RAD
Step 9: Conduct interviews in the Ribat University to validate the new module
monitoring and evaluation processes and its RAD models.

3.6. Summary
A practical research investigation has been outlined, which consists of three main
stages, namely: (1) understand the business process, which aims to identify
possible methods to understand and model a business process; (2) evaluate the
business process, which investigates systematic methods for analyzing and
evaluating a business process; and (3) improve the business process, which
investigates the possibility of improving a business process through optimizing
business process models and linking NFRs to them. The case of the module
monitoring and evaluation process in Sudan will be used throughout this research
investigation.

The identified research methods, as employed within the practically oriented
research investigation, will be used to design and develop new approaches to the
modelling and analysis of business processes as a basis for business process
improvement.
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Chapter 4
Understanding, Evaluating, and Improving Business
Processes
4.1 Understanding Business Processes by Modeling
As stated previously, organizations

need to understand their processes well

enough so that they can improve them. Process modelling is an important
instrument for facilitating understanding and analysis of business processes (Saven,
2003). This chapter presents the application of the three stages (Understand the
Business

Process,

Business

Process

Evaluation,

and

Business

Process

Improvement) of the practical research investigation introduced in the previous
chapter. In particular, this chapter identifies methods for understanding current
business processes and demonstrates an application of those methods using
Monitoring and evaluation in Sudan higher institutions (the National Ribat
University). It explores and models the processes using Role Activity Diagrams
(RADs) and Soft System Methodology (SSM) technique.

The rest of this section is structured as follows: Section 2 presents business process
understanding methods, and Section 3 applies them to understanding and modeling
the monitoring and evaluation process in Sudan. Section 4 presents a comparison
with the monitoring and evaluation process in England and USA, and Section 5
gives a summary of the understanding of business process by modelling.

4.2. Business Process Understanding Methods
Business process understanding is a pre-requisite not only for achieving business
process improvement, but also for efficient performance of the current business
processes. To understand the business process, it is necessary to explore its scope,
such as where the process starts and ends, what the inputs and outputs are, and
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what set of activities changes inputs into outputs. Understanding the business
process well will facilitate communication between process actors, and help
identify any problems and deficiencies.

The first step in understanding the current business processes is to identify its
goals. According to Kueng and Kawlek (1997), a clear understanding of goals is
essential to be able to state what we want to achieve, what we want to avoid, and
what a business process should encompass. Therefore, process goals may be used
as a vehicle to identify those activities that need improvement in the given business
process and discover which activities obstruct the achievement of the overall goals
of this process. In return, this will pave the way to defining measurements criteria
to assess the extent to which gals are fulfilled.
Initially and as a high priority, business process improvement requires top
management commitment and involvement, in addition to the collaboration of staff
members. According to Raymon et al. (1998), in order to gain the advantages of
business process engineering and improvement, the project must have the visible
commitment and full support of top management. The objective of understanding a
business process is to identify actors, activities, and interactions between actors and
activities taking part within it. This should provide a comprehensive understanding
of all sub-processes and will identify initially non-value-adding activities that need
to be changed or eliminated such as redundant activities or long waiting times. For
better understanding, it will be very useful to document how the current process
works. The documentation can then be used in the next stages, to model and
analyse the current processes. To document the current processes, the following
steps were proposed:

(1) Specify the objectives of each process,
(2) Specify the role name of each actor and each department in each process,
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(3) Identify and specify activities which should be achieved by each actor or
department in each process,
(4) Document interactions among activities and actors or departments, and
(5) Specify the role of IT in each process

Interviews, observations, and group discussions are among the most suitable
techniques to elicit information about business processes, in order to understand the
business process at this stage, the open-ended questioning at interview will serve
the collection of information about the whole process, and enable discussion of
important issues in details, including those relating to the quality of the current
process. Interview and observation in this stage needs to focus on the following
aspects of the process: workflows of activities, roles of employees, interactions
between the roles in each process, and flows of information from one role to
another and from one process to another.

Organizations need to provide quality services and/or products. The first step to
improve the quality attributes of a business process is to elicit its non-functional
requirements. Among the methods used to elicit non-functional requirements are
examining business documents, observing and/or interviewing people involved in
the business process under investigation, and referring to relevant academic
literature.

According to Lin et al. (2002),

one of the most important objectives of process

modelling is to capture existing processes by structurally representing their
activities and related elements. Process modelling should facilitate comprehensive
understanding of organizational processes. This should ease communication both
between staff members of an organization and between external bodies (i.e.
ministry of higher education) and internal members. For comprehensive
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understanding, RAD can be used to model business processes. RADs can show the
roles of all players in business processes, and the relationships between them can
be readily represented.

The next section introduces the application of the methods identified to
understanding and modelling business processes, using the module monitoring and
evaluation (MME) process in Sudan as a case study.

4.3 Understanding and Modelling the MME Process in
Sudan
As stated in Chapter 2, the main objective of the MME process is to improve the
administration of module performance and the collection of information about
monitoring and evaluation situation. Five processes have been identified to
represent the overall MME process, as follows:

(1) Student Feedback;
(2) Instructors feedback;
(3) Teaching Assistants feedback;
(4) Follow up; and
(5) Faculty Committee feedback.

Each process has its separate objectives, and its own ways of achieving them, but,
all the processes together aims to achieve goals of the overall MME process.
The main challenges facing monitoring and evaluation process, as understood in
terms of

4.3.1 The Main Participants in the MME Process
The current method of module monitoring and evaluation suffers from several
drawbacks as it had been already identified in Chapter Two. The basic purpose of
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introducing the new business process improvement for MME process was to
eliminate the difficulties that are currently being experienced.

To fully understand the current business process, elements of the Soft System
Methodology (SSM) as developed by Peter Checkland (Eva 2004) were used.
“This methodology is a way of dealing with problems where there is a high social,
political and human activity component, this distinguishes SSM from other
methodologies which deal with hard problems which are more technically
oriented” (Couprice et al 1997).

SSM deals with soft problems which are often difficult to define. Soft problems are
thought of problem situations rather than the problem itself, because we realize that
things are not working the way we want them to and eager to explore whether
anything can be done about it, “It is a classic situation of it not being a ‘problem’
but an ‘opportunity’” (Couprice et al 1997).

SSM was used to help start thinking about the whole problem systematically. Main
encouragement point was to explore new techniques that normally never been used
by software engineers regularly. This method was quite interesting and helpful in
giving an insight into understanding the problem. Rich Picture Format (RPF) for
the current problem situation was created to help in understanding what the way
people can look to the MME process. RPF can also helps in proposing a new
business process improvement that can be implemented. Figure 4.1 below shows
the RPF for the current situation
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There are a real
concerns regarding
instructors’
performance

We had every
right to put what
we think is
suitable for
student
Staff has to work hard
and accept their
current situation

Education Authorities

Examiner seems not
to deliver syllabus
properly

Deans

Exam Board Staff
I am very
dissatisfied with
my income and
my welfare

Instructors

We can’t
understand why
there are many
problems with
our
performance
every year

Lecture rooms are not
suitable for teaching

Instructors
satisfaction is low

Student
motivation is very
low

Students

Figure 4.1 Rich Picture Format for Problem Situation
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The author was particular interested in the CATWOE mnemonic which is
traditionally used to formulate the root definition of the SSM approach. “Root
definitions are a technique for identifying the perspective (underlying belief) of
each stakeholder in the system” (Eva 2004). CATWOE stands for Customers,
Actors, Transformation Process, Weltanschauung, Owner, and Environmental
constraints respectively and a more detailed explanation of what they mean can be
seen in Table 4.1 below

Abbreviation Meaning
C

Customers

Description
Everyone who stands to gain benefit from a
system is considered a customer of a system

A

Actor

The Actors perform the activities defined in the
system.

T

W

Transformation

This is shown as the conversion of input into

Process

output.

Weltanschauung

The German expression for Worldview. This
makes the transformation process meaningful
in context.

O

Owner

Every system has proprietor, who has the
power to start up and shutdown the system

E

Environmental

External elements exist outside the system

Constraints

which it takes as given. These constraints
include organizational polices as well as legal
and ethical matters.

Table 4.1 CATWOE: Explained: Information from Couprice et al (1997).

Next stage will try to relate the different categories explained above for the
research currently been conducted, and elaborate on their functionalities and roles
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within the process. It also covers the new approaches for business process
improvement

Customers
The present process has mainly four existing customers that benefit from it;
Instructors, students, quality assurance staff, and Faculty committee members.
Ministry of Education and the Examiners can be added as both can benefit from a
more efficient overall evaluation process that will lead to a more successful
process.

Instructors and students will have the opportunity to submit evaluation forms at
times suitable to them, giving them increased flexibility and the chance to voice
their opinions on the module different activities. This new improvement will give
the customer (Instructors) the chance to evaluate the service that are being offered
and allow them to suggest ways that may improve their teaching experience in the
future.

Quality assurance staff as representing the academic senate in this case mainly
plays the role of the safe guard body of the whole business process in the
institution. Proposed improvement will help them to automate their process and
safe a humble time in managing different faculties MME processes.

The faculty committee members will benefit from this new business process
because they will no longer have to issue statistical reports by hand as the whole
process will be automated. The computer based system will carry out all the
required tasks and produce the final results. This will save the staff a lot of time
and effort.
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Actors
The actors that are involved in the current process will be the instructors, students,
quality assurance staff, and faculty committee members. However because the new
business process improvement will be automated there will be a need to create a
role for system administrator who will maintain the system generally.
Transformation
To fully understand the core activity of the business process and understand how
input is converted into output, considered a “mini” statement that broadly covers
the main requirements of the system. This statement is shown in the box below.
The system should be able to electronically process the submission of participants
evaluation forms securely and efficiently and automate the task of summary,
eventually producing useful information for the decision making committees

This can be broken into three separate statements:
i. The business process should be able to electronically process the
submission of MME forms securely and efficiently
The whole process should be online therefore eliminating the need for paper
forms or notes, allowing each participant to submit their answers to the
questionnaire online. The system should be secure, stopping malicious people
from submitting evaluation forms under false identity. The whole system should
be quick and easy to use, should not take up too much the participant’s time,
and allow them to complete their business as quickly as possible.
ii.Automate the task of summary
The system that will be designed should be able to do all the necessary
calculations from the data stored in the database. All calculations will be done
within the system and will be updated whenever new information is added.
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iii.Produce useful information for the participants
The system will need to calculate useful results that can be used to compare and
contrast the overall evaluation feedback from participants concerning specific
subjects. Averages for each question will be calculated and displayed on screen.
This information will be useful in deciding what aspects to change in a module
in the future.

These three statements are broad, but cover the main requirements of the system
and allow understand the expected core activities.
Weltanschuuang – World View
The whole system will be able to be accessed online. Because the system will be
placed on one of the Examination Board servers it will only be accessed by people
using the board’s computers. This shields the system from users outside the
university network and to some extent acts as a secondary security measure.

The system will be able to handle multiple logins at any one time, allowing many
teachers to fill in their answers and submit them simultaneously. Similarly many
board staff will be to access the database to recall the feedback at the same time.
Owner
The system once up and running should be fairly easy to maintain and so will
require minimum, if any, maintenance. However a system administrator will need
to assign to the system to ensure that it continues to run in this fashion. He/she can
also be approached should there any technical difficulties.
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The system administrator will have the ability to control the system generally and
have access to the whole system including the source code and database.
Environmental
The system should be stable, reliable, and be able to store the data securely.
Because of the data protection rules there is a need to consider who owns the
information.

As the information will be submitted anonymously and will not contain any
personal or sensitive data (such as an address) it will be not need to be as strongly
protected as sensitive data needs to be. Nevertheless the system will be protected
by password and a login function and will endeavor to keep any data that is stored
in database secure

4.3.2 The MME Process
At present when the semesters come to the end the instructors in charge of the
module should submit a questionnaire feedback. This feedback questionnaire
allows participants to comments on the success or failure of the module different
activities.
Module feedback forms normally handed out by the head of department to the
instructors that been around at the time of distribution of the forms. Each instructor
is given ten to fifteen minutes to complete and hand in the form so that it can later
be analyzed. This process is repeated by each teacher for every subject he/she teach
On the other hands, students should be also asked to complete and submit another
feedback form, which includes different questions regarding semester modules that
been taught.
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During the course of this investigation, contacts were made with different bodies
that involves in MME this includes, Faculty committee members, teaching staff,
students, and quality assurance department. This discussion aimed at determining
each group’s point of view.
During discussions with the groups contacted it became clear that the underlying
causes of the problems stated so far can be summarized as follows:
1. User Problems with the Existing Process
At the first glance of the current process two main users were identified; these
are instructors and students.
Instructors and students are the main participants in the current process and
without them it would not be possible to produce feedback at all. One of the
major problems that face Instructors and students is the limited time that they
are given to complete the feedback form. Ten minutes is simply not enough
time for them to produce constructive well thought out answers that will be of
use to the faculty management. As a result most feedback forms only have the
statistical scalar questions completed when they are returned whereas the open
ended questions are normally left blank. Secondly, it is a fact that towards the
end of the semester period the attendance of instructors and students will begin
to drop and because feedback forms are traditionally handed out on the last
semester day many participants will not be available to complete their feedback
forms. As a result the participants who weren’t available will not get the chance
to express their opinion.
One can argue that this is the fault of the participants rather than the faculty
management, so the faculty management should not need to provide a system
that accommodates participants that missed the opportunity to complete their
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forms. Although this is a valid argument, but it should point out that the less
feedback forms that are returned, the smaller the sample size when calculating
the statistical data. The smaller the sample size, the less accurate the overall
results and data will be. Therefore it is in all users' interest to provide a system
that allows participants to submit feedback within a period of time that is longer
than is currently available.
2. Faculty committee members Problems
Faculty committee members are the second largest group, and at present are
responsible for calculating the averages and statistical data for each module.
The whole process for them can be very time consuming, tedious and generally
inefficient. It is safe to assume that in many cases staff members will not make
an effort to calculate the averages for each question and so a lot of the recorded
statistical data is simply not used. Participants often fail to answer the more
open ended questions and as a result faculty committee members will only have
the scaled questions to evaluate modules. Often when participants do answer
these open ended questions the answers are of little help and follow the line
“module was ok” or “module material is too much”. Although these comments
allow gaining an insight into what issues are concerning the participants they do
little else and rarely give enough material to warrant major restructuring of the
module.
3. General Process Problem
Although unlikely, one of the problems that to be addressed is the possibility
that participants may submit multiple forms creating a bias and affecting the
overall results. Because of the anonymity of the questionnaires it is impossible
for committee to be sure that participants only submit one questionnaire per
module. Another major issue is the paper waste that is created through this
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system. Once the questionnaires have been analyzed they are discarded and only
the reports are kept for future reference.

These problems were analyzed in attempt of figuring out what were the main
reasons behind them. Below are some of main reasons that been identified
during the course of this investigation:
1. Lack of sufficient information
University administration has no clear information about the number of
instructors, supporting staffs who works in different faculties, and so the quality
assurance department struggles to trace participants to make sure they fill in
their evaluation forms (Muhi Aldin 2006)
There are many factors that have led to this problem:
a) The presence of different employers between the faculties and university
administration.
b) The presence of two different systems in form of faculty boards and quality
assurance department, there is no central body which oversee and regulate
the two systems.
c) The high turnover of participants and the presence of many short term
contracts.
2. Instructors – management dichotomy
The instructors always feel that they are unfairly treated by the university and
faculties management. They are the people who deliver the syllabus, so they
should be the ones who have the say in running and assessing modules (Ibrahim
2006). While university and faculties management insist that they are the
responsible body of all activities regarding delivering a guilty services.
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This situation creates conflicts between the instructors and faculties
administration. The instructors feel completely alienated from the running of
faculty's different processes. Hence, they don’t feel obliged to be part of any
feedback mechanism.
On the other hand, faculty's administration who has no teaching experience do
not appreciate instructors interference. This because they feel that it is their job
to set the standards (as the university administration told them to do so) and
they are the people who will be responsible for student's performance and
achievements.
3. Lack of awareness
There is a clear lack of awareness and understanding for the importance of a
feedback mechanism. Paper work is usually seen as a sign of bureaucracy rather
than a useful mechanism by which a system can be improved.
4. Sense of indifference
Lack of transparency and the absence of any changes regarding their input
create a sense of apathy and lack of interest.
5. Financial and time constraints
Time constraints and lack of financial incentive makes the manual system less
attractive and demanding (instructors have always been at the bottom of the
scale of income).
6. Incompleteness
The manual system has practical difficulties which lead to incompleteness of the
feedback. The National Ribat University is a large institution with poor
infrastructure this leads to difficulties in communication and collection of data
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7. Managerial system
The quality assurance department system is based on a wide network and many
different levels of manger, this creates a great risk for system failure in
delivering information between different levels
8. Cost
The manual system incurs more financial and human cost. The university
budget mainly relies on student’s tuition fees. The government contribution is
minimal; hence, not spuriously, any shortfall in the budget will be balanced by
reducing any other monitoring and evaluation activities.
9. Time
The manual system is time consuming and it take months to collect data and
more time to analyse it. Therefore any changes that need to be implemented
may be out of date before being implemented.
The consequence of the lack of feedback system
i.

Validity and Reliability
The failure of a good feedback system will reduce the validity (measuring what
it has been designed to measure), and reliability (indicates repeatability of the
test i.e. any time test had been conducted, same results should be achieved) of
the system.

ii.

The participants alienation
The participant’s feel completely alienated from the whole process. They feel
helpless, having no control and no influence on the way the faculty process is
running. This has led them becoming distant from the improving and
developing their faculties. This has serious consequences regarding the
participant’s morals and self-esteem.
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iii.

Students anxiety and panic
They will be a culture of anxiety and panic among the students as they will be
fed with this sense of uncertainty from their instructors regarding what to expect
from the faculty management. This will create an unhealthy state, which will
have a negative effect on student’s performance and achievements.

iv.

System integrity
Due to the lack of control and failure to set boundaries that restrict different
parts to work within the agreed job description, the lack of understanding of the
true environment, and the practical difficulties in delivering the services, the
system has became unfair and people have lost faith in the integrity and the
fairness of the whole system.

4.4 Comparison with MME Process in Similar bodies
According to United Kingdom Quality Assurance Agency (QAA’s UK), the
Quality Code mentioned that, in order to discharge its academic functions
effectively the University must be in a position to assess its performance at various
interlocking levels, including:
i.

the requirement to display a capacity for carrying out an all-institution
audit of the performance of its taught provision

ii.

the capacity for analyzing the performance of taught provision within
faculties

iii.

taught courses must be susceptible to individual and collective review,
on an annual and periodic basis.

iv.

taught modules, must be analyzable immediately after delivery and
again when full results are known.
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These levels of interlocking scrutiny enable the University to investigate quality
assurance, enhancement and standards issues ranging from the individual unit
(module) to overall University performance.
With this in mind, the University’s Monitoring and Evaluation procedures have
been developed to provide Module and Course Leaders, Performance Enhancement
Meeting (PEM) Chairs, faculty managers and University-level committees with a
range of evidence with which to evaluate the quality and standards of the
University’s teaching, assessments, marking and awards. Evidence includes data
on student progression and achievement, the views of External Examiners and
students, and nationally available survey data such as NSS and DLHE outcomes.
Monitoring and Evaluation procedures also provide the means by which faculties
and the University in general can evidence the quality of teaching and learning and
the student experience overall. In addition, these outcomes provide an evidential
tool for identifying and sharing good practice and promoting consistency in quality
assurance across the University.

Reporting is based on quantitative data on academic results, student progression,
retention and achievement, and on commentary and evaluation by a range of
stakeholders including students and External Examiners.
All data used in monitoring are drawn from the University’s Student Records
System (SITS), where performance data are updated to reflect the decisions taken
or approved by relevant University committees or authorized officers.
The key decisions concerning student academic achievement will have been taken:
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• For modules, at Subject Standards Board (SSB) level, with quality assurance
provided by the algorithms in the SITS, by the internal second-marking and
external Subject Standards External Examiner moderation systems
• For progression, at Course level, by the University’s progression process,
with quality assurance provided by the algorithms in SITS and by nominated
senior faculty staff
• For awards, at the University’s Awards Board, with quality assurance
provided by the algorithms in the SITS and by the auditing carried out by
External Examiners on this Board.
Thus, performance at module and course level is analyzed at the PEM level.
Faculty and University-level performance is analyzed at Faculty and University
Undergraduate and Postgraduate Committees respectively.
Module Level
Module level data focuses on pass rate and grade distributions for overall module
results. Average module marks per component are also available to facilitate
consideration of individual assessment methods.
Course Level
Course level data are based on the credits and completions achieved by students
and the Retention, Progression and Achievement (RPA) consequences. Retention
relates to both in-year (avoiding withdrawals) and students re-enrolling from year
to year. Progression is whether a student has achieved sufficient credit to progress
to the next level. Achievement is the completion of an award and the results.
Consolidated Reporting Levels
Consolidated

data

at

levels

above

course

level

uses

the

same

categorization/analysis as at course level thereby enabling comparison between the
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performance of different courses/subject areas (PEM/faculty level) and different
Faculties (University-level), as well as year-on-year comparison.
Module and Course Log Templates
The University provides standard templates for Module and Course Logs for
monitoring purposes. Prior to the July PEM, Academic Registry produces and
circulates module data for Module Leaders to incorporate in their Module Logs. At
course level, the Office of Institutional Effectiveness (OIE) provides course
performance data and distributes them to faculties. Module and Course Leaders are
then required to evaluate modules/courses for which they are responsible and
propose any action required.

Module and Course Log Data
The Office of Institutional Effectiveness (OIE) is the University’s authorised
source for monitoring and evaluation data. Module data is extracted from the
University’s Student Records System (SITS) and entered onto Module Log by the
Module Leader. Course data is extracted and provided separately for Course
Leaders to complete the Course Logs. The OIE also provides data on the
destination of leavers from higher education (DLHE) and student feedback
collected through the National Student Survey (NSS).

Course and Module Leaders are expected to analyse and comment on data in the
Course and Module Logs at the July census point, when all teaching and all taught
provision initial assessments have been completed and results (and awards for UG)
published. Whilst these interim data do not deliver a complete picture of module
and/or course performance, as they are produced prior to resits and postgraduate
dissertations, they nevertheless provide Course and Module Leaders with an
important early indicator of performance and student behaviour sufficient to enable
key issues to be identified and actions planned.
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External Examiner Commentary
In a system where universities have degree-awarding powers and are responsible
for the quality and standards of their own taught provision, the External Examiner
arrangement is the principal means of benchmarking academic standards
nationally.

Subject Standards Examiners provide, at module level, advice on the suitability
of draft assessment tasks and on the marking standards of students’ completed
assessments. Subject Standards Examiners are asked to attend PEMs where they
have the opportunity to comment more generally (including above module level),
on the basis of performance information supplied to them.

Subject Standards

Examiner Annual Reports provide institutions with independent feedback at
module, course and SSB level. In line with the UK Quality Code’s expectation and
indicators on external examining, the University expects its External Examiners to
comment on good practice and opportunities for improvement in addition to
confirmation of assessment standards. Module and Course Leaders are expected to
reflect on External Examiner comments in Module and Course Logs.

Awards Examiners are appointed to the University Awards Board, and provide
advice at institutional level via the three meetings of the Board each year and also
via their Annual Reports. Awards Examiners comment and advise on the probity
and management of the University’s awards processes and regulations, on
academic standards, on the effectiveness of the University’s monitoring and
improvement processes, with emphasis on RPA, and on strategic-level initiatives
affecting the student experience. This is in addition to their fundamental role of
auditing and verifying proposed awards. The Board works on the basis of Board
papers and presentations, mostly based on University-level data – normally broken
down to faculty or School level and where appropriate also down to SSB level 85

provided by the OIE or Academic Registry. Occasionally Awards Examiners will
also be asked to conduct audits of subject areas – typically at faculty / School level
– or of a University-wide change process.
Course Committees
Course Committees are an important element of the quality assurance and
enhancement cycle and as part of their remit include a review of the action arising
from the previous year’s Course and Module Logs and consideration of External
Examiner reports. Course Leaders are expected to reflect on feedback from Course
Committees in their Course Logs. For further information on Course Committees,
see also the chapter on Student Engagement.
Course and Module Feedback
Module feedback takes place early in the academic year to allow module leaders to
act on student concerns in a timely way. Course feedback takes place at the end of
the academic year and is intended, primarily, to inform Course Logs and the annual
monitoring process in general. Both Module and Course Leaders are expected to
reflect on module and course feedback in Module and Course Logs.
Performance Enhancement Meetings (PEMs)
Performance Enhancement Meetings (PEMs) are designed to provide faculties with
the opportunity to assess the academic health of modules and courses, monitor
performance of students and engage with Subject Standards Examiners regarding
the fitness for purpose of, and ways of enhancing the course or module.

Performance Enhancement Meetings (PEMs) take place following the Subject
Standards Board (SSB) mark confirmation meetings and the early July University
Awards Board and publication to students of progression and awards. The PEMs
are scheduled at the earliest possible time bearing in mind the need to produce and
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consider module and course data. All examiners, both external and internal, are
invited to attend PEMs.

The PEM and the equivalent SSB normally share a common membership and
Chair. PEMs are scheduled by the Academic Registry but operate under the aegis
of, and are secretaried by the faculty. Information on the arrangements for PEMs is
available through QEU’s Monitoring and Evaluation webpage. The Academic
Registry also provides operational guidance to External Examiners, PEM Chairs,
Vice Chairs, Deans and others in the run up to meetings.

The PEM is primarily concerned with course level performance (module results
will have been considered at an earlier point by Course and Module Leaders) but
PEM Chairs are provided with Course and Module Logs (by Course and Module
Leaders). Modules with a 60% or lower pass rate at July are also considered at
the PEM, along with any evidence of good practice that is worth sharing. The PEM
Chair should identify, prior to the meeting, which modules need to be considered
but should also ensure the meeting addresses any issues raised by External
Examiners.

Prior to the meeting, data consolidated at SSB level will be provided to the Chair
by the OIE. The Chair will share and encourage the meeting to reflect on this if and
to the extent he/she considers useful. The meeting, as the primary face-to-face
meeting of the year concerning performance enhancement, is formally minuted. It
is important that documentation is finalised promptly after the meeting.

The

intention being that where issues are identified action can be instigated in time to
affect provision for the following academic year.

In particular, actions that

commonly need to be approved via the formal modification procedure, providing
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they do not impact on programme planning, may be taken up to two weeks after the
PEM; Agreed changes must be reflected in updated specifications and handbooks.

Information and/or decisions from PEMs flow into other areas of quality assurance
and enhancement: to faculty committees such as the Faculty Undergraduate &
Postgraduate Committee, and into central University committees, such as the
Undergraduate & Postgraduate Committee. The following diagram illustrates these
connections.
Timing of PEMs

Performance Enhancement Meetings (PEMs), for all taught provision, are
scheduled to take place in July, approximately five weeks after the completion of
mark entry and four weeks after the consideration of samples of student work and
the confirmation of marking standards by External Examiners. This timing allows
for essential decisions affecting courses and modules to be taken at the earliest
possible stage following the PEM. Where issues have been identified by a PEM,
Module and course teams have up to two weeks to complete the process required
for modification (see Chapter 5 on Modifications) in order to effect improvements
to the course/module for the following academic year.
The PEM Chair’s Report is based on updated, aggregated module and course data
from the OIE, and takes into account resit and postgraduate dissertations results.
The PEM Chair’s Report is expected to be completed in November and should
draw heavily on the sources that were considered at the July PEM.
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In summary, the two phases of the PEM process are:
1. Performance Enhancement Meeting (PEM) held as early as feasible,
in the latter half of July. Data is provided in advance by the OIE (and
in the case of supplementary module information, by Academic
Registry) to faculty participants and managers to aid their preparation
for the meeting. Academic Registry distributes data to Subject
Standards Examiners.
2. PEM Chair’s Report, taking into account relevant Course Logs, is
completed in November when full year data (including resit and
postgraduate dissertation outcomes) are available. There are separate
templates for undergraduate and postgraduate provision.
Updated data: phase 2
For phase two, the OIE will produce complete module and course level data for
PEM Chairs.

PEM Chairs will circulate the data sheets to Module / Course

Leaders who must consider whether there is a need to update the actions contained
in the commentary they made at phase one.
New data and reports: phase 2
In the case of modules not considered at the July PEM, postgraduate dissertations
and other exceptional summer modules, full Module Logs will be completed at this
stage (phase two).
In addition, full Postgraduate (PG) Course Logs should be produced at this second
phase as awards and postgraduate completion / non-completion information was
not available for the first phase of the PEM process.
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Thresholds and targets
At phase two, thresholds and targets are based on the complete data available after
resits:
• the UG and PG threshold module pass rate is 80%
For other indicators, the targets to achieve an improvement over the previous year,
as appropriate: e.g.
• percentage of Level 4 students progressing to Level 5
• percentage of Level 5 students progressing to Level 6
• percentage of final year students achieving target award
• percentage of final year students achieving a “good degree” (1 st + 2.1 or
Distinction + Merit).
Given acknowledged sector-wide variations by subject area / discipline, for some
indicators faculties will set their own targets.

New documentation: phase 2
Apart from the PG Course Logs and the PG dissertation Module Logs, the main
new documentation produced at phase two is the PEM Chair’s Report (PCR).
When the PEM Chair’s Report has been completed, each faculty must then produce
a Faculty Annual Monitoring Statement (FAMS) which is considered first at the
Faculty Undergraduate and Postgraduate Committees and thereafter at the
University’s Undergraduate and Postgraduate Committee

Faculty Annual Monitoring Statement (FAMS)
The FAMS is intended to provide the University’s Undergraduate and Postgraduate
(UGPG) Committee with the following:
• an evaluation of faculty performance at undergraduate and postgraduate level
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• confirmation of the implementation of the University’s quality assurance
procedures
• information on validation/review/modification/deletion activity
• update on enhancement within the faculty
• action plan
The PEM Chairs’ Reports (PCRs) and Course Logs should be used to inform the
Faculty Annual Monitoring Statement (FAMS). Through the PCR and Course
Logs, the FAMS should also reference other evidence such as: External Examiner
reports; course committee minutes; student feedback; PEM outcomes.
The scrutiny of the University’s UGPG Committee is essential to provide the
University with assurance, that through its processes, the institution is monitoring
standards and performance and managing risk appropriately and proportionately for
its portfolio of programmes.

The University UGPG’s consideration of the FAMS also provides a platform at
institutional level for the identification and dissemination of effective practice (both
internally and externally) and a means of promoting the benefits gained by the
institution as whole (staff, students and other stakeholders) from the annual round
of monitoring and review activities.

Annual Monitoring and Periodic Review
The University’s taught provision is reviewed every five years and the process is
described more fully in the chapter covering periodic review and revalidation.
Unlike the day-to-day quality management of taught provision, Periodic Review
takes into account a changing environment, longitudinal data, market trends and
current research etc. To do this, the review process draws heavily on the Module
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and Course Logs, External Examiner comments and PEM minutes, amongst other
things.
Monitoring and Evaluation for Collaborative Partners
Collaborative partners are required to keep Module and Course Logs for each
module and course delivered by them. Collaborative Module and Course Logs are
adapted versions of the on-campus templates and are employed in the same way at
Performance Enhancement Meetings (PEMs).

In addition to the above, partners are required to complete a Collaborative Annual
Monitoring Statement (CAMS) summarizing performance of all courses delivered
by them and updating the University on any major developments. The QEU writes
to all its collaborative partners in November of each year requesting completed
Logs and the CAMS by mid-January.

Once completed by the partner, Module and Course Logs are submitted to the
dedicated Academic Liaison Tutor for their commentary on the academic health of
provision delivered by the partner.

Course Logs are then submitted to the

following: a) Faculty’s Quality Representative; b) the faculty manager responsible
for Collaborative Provision and c) the QEU.

The Collaborative Annual Monitoring Statements are submitted to the faculty
manager responsible for collaborative provision and to the QEU for consideration at
faculty level. The QEU evaluates all Course Logs and CAMS and submits an
annual report on collaborative provision to the University’s Undergraduate and
Postgraduate Committee for consideration and, if required, action.

Having taken into consideration the Course Logs and CAMS, the faculty manager
(or nominee) responsible for collaborative provision submits a Partnership Annual
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Monitoring Statement (PAMS) as an accompaniment the QEU’s annual
collaborative provision report to the University’s Undergraduate and Postgraduate
Committee for consideration and, if required, action. The diagram below depicts
the process.

Timings will, of necessity, depend upon the teaching and assessment cycles of each
partner but performance statistics will be generated and formally considered only
once, when the annual cycle, including calculation of awards, is complete.

For convenience purposes, the PEM will usually take place on the same day as, and
immediately after (or incorporated within), the final SSB of the year. In this case
the PEM will use data provided either by the partner or SSB Secretary (assuming
proposed module marks have been confirmed and award proposal calculations have
been agreed) as the basis for PEM discussion. Records including draft Module Logs
and draft Course Logs will be revised as necessary subsequently, to reflect final
authorized data entered on SITS. The SSB Secretary will normally also act as the
PEM Secretary.

In the few remaining cases where there is no dedicated SSB for the partnership and
module results are instead considered and confirmed at one or more SSB designed
for University taught provision, then a separate PEM for the partnership will
normally need to be scheduled.

Generally for undergraduate level collaborative provision, the PEM will follow the
final SSB and therefore take place between June and September. For postgraduate
level collaborative provision the PEM will follow the final SSB and therefore be
held between October and December.
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4.5 Understanding Business Process Summary
This chapter has used investigation and modelling to further understanding of a
business process, using the process of MME as the case in focus. Understanding
the Business Process is the first stage of a practical approach leading through
investigation to process improvement.

In this stage, information about the MME process has been elicited using
interviews and observational techniques. The process, decomposed into subprocesses, has been analyzed and documented in terms of its objectives,
interactions, and the role of IT.

This chapter has demonstrated the application of SSM modelling notation to the
representation of the MME process. The overall complex process has been broken
down into five separate sub-processes, namely, Student Feedback, Instructors
feedback, Teaching Assistants feedback, Follow up, and Examination Committee
feedback, all of which have been modeled in detail, and discussed.

These models may be seen as representing the current understanding of the MME
process. This coincides with Blyth’s (1995) view that business process modelling
could represent the current understanding of a socio-technical system by producing
a set of detailed models, which could also provide information about the
environment in which an IT system is to function, and provide a context within
which to formulate policy and design decisions. The explicit representation by
SSM models of features in the MME process provides a comprehensive
understanding of the process and aids communication about it. It can provide, as
shown in the next chapter, a basis for process analysis, role reorganization and
optimization, and overall business process improvement. Furthermore, a method is
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introduced earlier to show how the models can be used to help decide which
activities are automated and which are carried out by people.

Initial non-functional requirements for the MME process have been suggested by
consideration of approach literature and through interviews and groups discussion
with staff members in the selected institution.

Modelling the current process is the first step in a longer investigation which
should lead to improved processes for module monitoring and evaluation within the
overall process of quality assurance section. Better understanding of this complex
process should help in planning and monitoring quality strategies, which may in
turn support effectiveness in general student’s performance. The next chapter
describes the second stage of the practical research investigation, Evaluate the
Business Process, building on the modeled MME process (RAD models) being the
case study in focus.

4.6 Business Process Evaluation
Business process evaluation is the heart of business process improvement because
it reveals deficiencies and obstacles in the current process. Process evaluation
explores and tracks activities and interaction that may be preventing the current
business process from achieving its goals efficiently. According to Lee and Chuah
(2001) “the company or organization themselves have to realize their current
situation or the performance level they are at”. Thus business process evaluation is
essential to identify the roots and causes of problems and weaknesses.
The aim of this Section is to present the second stage (Evaluate the Business
Process) of the practical research investigation explored in chapter 3. In particular,
this section identifies and investigates methods for validating and analyzing RAD
models of the current process, for measuring the value of activities, interactions,
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and roles included in the RAD models, for identifying deficiencies and bottlenecks
in the current process, and for assessing how well the current process is achieving
its goals. These methods are demonstrated in relation to the MME process in
Sudan.

4.7 Validation of the Business Process Models
The first step in the evaluation stage is to validate the RAD models produced from
the previous stage (Understand the Business Process), since these models are the
basis for subsequent analysis and assessment.
Validating the current process models entails checking them to verify that they
represent an accurate, correct, and acceptable description of the current process. To
validate the RAD process models, the following elements or aspects should be
checked:
(1) Roles: check whether the models represent all roles included in business
process accurately by investigating whether there is any missing role,
whether the names of the roe are correct, and whether the right roles are
represented in the right processes;
(2) Activities: check if the models cover all relevant activities by observing if
there are any missing activities, if the names of activities are correct, and if
the right activities are represented in the right processes;
(3) Interactions: check whether there are any missing interactions, any wrong
interactions, and whether the names of the interactions are correct ;
(4) Workflow: check whether the current process models represent an accurate
workflow through activities and interactions; and
(5) Explicitness: check whether the business model(s), overall, represent a full
and clear picture of current business processes.
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Because RAD process models give a reasonably transparent and comprehensible
picture of business processes, it is feasible to validate them through direct
discussion with staff members in the organization. This discussion can be with
individuals and/or groups.
Participants in the discussions should include those roes and activities are
represented in the model being validated. Meetings can usefully start with the
presenter talking though the RAD modes) and inviting feedback and comments.
Non-functional requirements also need to be validated through both individual and
group meetings, even these are not necessarily explicitly represented in the
diagrams.

4.7.1 Validation of the RAD Models of the MME Process
This section considers whether the RAD models of the current MME process
represent an accurate, correct, and acceptable description of it.
Individual and group meetings to validate the first versions of the models were
carried out in both Faculties Committees (FC) and Quality Assurance Department
(QA) as follows: a group meeting with administrator at FC, a group meeting with
administrator at QA department. Comments received during these meetings which
prompted changes to the first RAD models, which led to the current versions of the
RAD models.

The administrators at FC and QA were quite able to read and understand the RAD
models of MME process. This made communication between investigator and
administrators easy and led to clarification of the overall picture of MME process.
This in turn was a helpful start for checking the accuracy and correctness of the
roles, activities, interactions, and workflow represented in the RAD models.
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These meetings were also used to identify and validate non-functional requirements
(quality attributes) which are important for achieving the objectives of the MME
process. A new NFR of 'information Domain' emerged in these discussions, a
requirement that the information that can be generated by each role and added to
the institution database could be constrained to a domain specified for the role.
This new NFR was added to the first list given in the previous chapter. The NFRs
identified by this stage are taken forward to the improvement stage and modelled
there (in the next chapter).

Once the RAD models of the existing process have been validated, analysis of the
models can start.

4.8. Structural Analysis of Current Process Models
The second step in the evaluation stage is to analyse the current process, using the
RAD models, in order to identify problems and deficiencies in it. Four methods for
analyzing the current process models are discussed below:

4.8.1. Discovery of Unnecessary Complexity
RAD models can be used to discover unnecessary complexity or repetition in the
current processes. These may prevent a process from achieving its objectives. At
the highest level in the MME process, one of the goals of education provision is to
deliver highly efficient and accessible services. How well has the MME achieved
this goal? Interactions in the RAD models show how roles in a process collaborate
to achieve the overall goal. By focusing on a particular role, or on particular roles
in turn, we can find out how many activities a role comprises, and how many
interactions it drives, by examining the process model and its sub-models. It may
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be possible to improve a particular process by redefining or reorganizing roles,
activities or interactions if the present arrangements appear to cause unnecessary
complexity, or reduce the quality of the process outcomes.
To study this issue in details, we have followed participants (students and
instructors) journey in the MME process. By tracing the different stations the
participants passes through.

Initial Contact
When the semester comes to end quality staff needs to meet with faculty
administration to discuss the MME procedure that needs to implement within
specific college.

Faculty staff will assist quality staff in their effort to collect as much evaluation
forms as possible. The faculty staff has to communicate and cooperate well with
quality staff to achieve best results in forms collection. All this processes currently
done manually so tedious work has to be done. This current process may leads to
catastrophic errors and untrue module evaluation report.

Using the RAD and SSM process models, it is possible to show how many
interactions the participants must perform before submitting their forms (and
ultimately achieving their goal). The quality staff needs three visits at least (fill and
submit evaluation statistical reports) as shown in figure 4.4, which according to
interviews conducted locally in the National Ribat University is considered to be
too many. A possible solution is to decrease the number of visits to one by cutting
out meetings conducted before process started to promote and explain the
evaluation process and substituted them by implementing online services describe
the process.
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Review Short Answer Questions

Quality Staff

View Statistical Report

Identify Who hasn't Submitted

Figure 4.4 MME process focused on quality staff

4.8.2 Discovery of Un-validated Data
As we stated eelier, MME process considered to be one of the most complex
processes. So to make any improvements, a deep search has to be conducted to
identify any unnecessary process that currently been implemented. At the same
time a deep search can result in identifying a humble data that was left unvalidated. One of most important finding in this search was that the background
and experience of instructors wasn't checked in MME process and left unvalidated.

Instructors play a key role in delivering a quality services for any institution. It was
obvious that instructors feel completely alienated from the whole process. They
feel helpless, having no control and no influence on the way the modules are
designed and assessed. This has led to them becoming distant from the improving
and developing of their modules. This has serious consequences regarding their
morals and self-esteem.

4.9 Process Architecture
To implement business process redesign several best practices can be
distinguished. An overview of heuristic rules that can support practitioners to
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develop a business process design that is a radical improvement of a current design
was developed. The emphasis is on the mechanics of the process, rather than on
behavioral or change management aspects. The various best practices are derived
from a wide literature survey. To evaluate the impact of each best practice along
the dimensions of cost, flexibility, time and quality, a conceptual framework is
presented that synthesizes views from areas such as information systems
development, enterprise modeling and workflow management.
The best practices are thought to have a wide applicability across various industries
and business processes. They can be used as a “check list” for process redesign
under the umbrella of diverse management approaches.

It is increasingly common to describe organizations as sets of business processes
that can be analyzed and improved by approaches such as business process
modelling. Successful business process modelling relies on an adequate view of the
nature of business processes, but there is a surprising divergence of opinion about
the nature of these processes. This part of the research proposes a conceptual
framework to organize different views of business processes under four headings.
A process architecture for MME management in Sudan Higher Education (the
National Ribat University as example), based on the nature of the business at our
institutions, a brainstorming exercise was carried out to find a set of core EBEs
(essential business entity). The intention here was to establish a solid foundation
from which to go on and develop our process architectures (redesign). If we had a
common foundation, the eventual architecture would be easier to be followed in
other similar institutions. Differences between them might then be understood in
terms of DBEs (designed business entities): as the common architecture to
accommodate business processes were elaborated, we expected that they would
diverge, but that the additions to the core diagram would be DBEs, reflecting
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different ways of doing things, but not a difference in the essential business.
Effectively the boundary between EBEs and DBEs was redrawing, and expecting
organizational reality to be shaped more by the latter than the former. Still, if this
worked, we would have established core architecture, which might then be
transferrable to other institutions.
The following five core EBEs in our brainstorming exercise were came up:
• Student
• Staff member
• Curriculum element
• Teaching and learning activity
• Assessment event
These were the EBEs that any university really could not get away from.

All

university departments will have a curriculum (otherwise there would be no way of
giving it any kind of disciplinary identity), teaching and learning activities
(whether formal or informal, real or virtual), assessment events (because without
this no accreditation of a student’s achievement is possible), staff, and students.
List is open to the objection that it is quite obvious, and could be worked out by
anyone with a passing knowledge of higher education. This core would also work
quite well for other levels of education, in the Sudan and elsewhere, so hardly
captures the essential or distinctive quality of the area of activity in which research
is interested. Still, what trying to do was not find a set of EBEs that distinguished
higher education from other areas of activity, but find a set that provided a common
core within HE institutions, as a starting point for development of full process
architectures for different institutions in the sector.
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Since author was interested in the lifetime of each of these five entities, each one of
them becomes a Unit of Work diagram (UOW).

The UOW diagram, with

appropriate clouds and relationships added, is presented as Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Core UOW diagram
Staff members generate curriculum elements in the sense of proposing ideas for
what should be taught. Conversely, the content of teaching (derived from the
curriculum elements) demands the existence of staff to cover them. These
curriculum elements also generate teaching and learning activities: teaching
activities for the staff and learning activities for the students. To know how
effective learning activities have been requires assessment events, which are shown
in the figure as being required by teaching and learning activity.
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First- and second-cut process architecture diagrams from this core UOW diagram
were derived, and these are shown as Figures 4.6 and 4.7.

For the first-cut

architecture, the first step is to produce the case process (CP) and the case
management process (CMP) for each of the UOWs. Then consider whether the
relationships between CPs (via their respective CMPs) are organized through
services (with an independent CMP) or through task forces (with CMP
encapsulated). In this case, all the relationships seemed best understood as task
forces, and so were modelled accordingly.
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start
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Figure 4.6: First-cut core process architecture

Figure 4.7: Second-cut core process architecture
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Some of Ould’s heuristics were used to reduce the first-cut architecture to a
second-cut equivalent.

First, all the encapsulated CMPs were folded into the

requesting CPs. Second, some of the delivery chains were rationalized. The chain
of results delivery from “Handle an assessment” to “Handle a student” was retained
because the intermediary CP “Handle a Teaching and Learning activity” does
actually make use of the result. But the deliver relationship between “Handle a
teaching and learning activity” and “Handle a curriculum” was deleted because in
practice nothing is actually delivered. Similarly, the deliver relationship between
“Handle a curriculum” and “Handle a staff member” was deleted. As a final step,
the names of some processes were changed into to more appropriate ones.

4.10 Evaluation of Business Process against Objectives
Before evaluate the current business process against its objectives, the following
question has to be answered: Why we do monitoring, and why we evaluate
1. Why we do monitoring:
• What gets monitored is more likely to get done.
• If you don’t monitor performance, you can’t tell success from failure.
• If you can’t see success, you can’t reward it.
• If you can’t recognise failure, you can’t correct it.
• If you can’t demonstrate results, you can’t sustain support for your
actions.
2. Why we evaluate
• Understand why and the extent to which intended and unintended
results are achieved, and their impact on stakeholders
• Important source of evidence on the achievement of results and
institutional

performance,

thus

accountability
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is

one

basis

for

corporate

• Important contributor to building knowledge and organizational
learning.
From research investigation it was obvious that the MME objectives with the
current process will not be achieved. As the current process suffers from different
obstacles, these can be identified as follows:

1. University administrations bureaucracy procedure
2. Lack of interest from different participants
3. Lack of job descriptions for different participants
4. Lack of staff recommendations implementation, which lead to staff
dissatisfaction
5. Time allocated to MME procedure is not suitable

From this investigation it was clear that a new business process improvement has to
be implemented. As the current process is not working effectively and this may
lead to complete collapse of MME.

The new process improvements will have the following objectives:

1. Research the feedback problem and identify the reasons behind them.
2. Explore the potential for a feedback mechanism (reflection tools) between
the participants and administrations.
3. Research similar institutions to find how they maintain a standard quality for
their MME process.
4. Set up a good practice guidelines for participants to follow
5. Design a process that will help in resolve the problem situation.
6. Implement a process that will help in resolve the problem situation.
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4.11 Business Process Evaluation Summary
Evaluation of business processes in the context of their models is not a
straightforward task. Many different business process-modelling approaches have
been developed, each with their own specific business process modelling languages
designed to meet a specific business requirement. The proliferation of business
process modelling techniques is realized as a notorious problem for business
process management. Standardization has been discussed for more than ten years;
none of the proposals is commonly accepted as de facto standard in the industry. In
practice, multiple business process models are often being used within one and the
same enterprise.

This chapter covered different issues regarding the evaluation of business process
for MME. It discussed the validation of business process models; then, present
methods for the structural analysis of the models. It went to describe a process
architecture investigation into the five sub-processes (Student, Staff member,
Curriculum element, Teaching and learning activity, Assessment event).

4.12 Business Process Improvements
From the requirements elicitation it was clear that the design and implementation
of such business process improvements with all information available will be
beneficial. After an insight discussion through the whole process it was decided to
target the instructors and students for filling the feedback evaluation form online.
This will allow for easier management process and allow the board staff to make
sure that which participants are submitting their reports and which ones failed to do
so.
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4.13 Business Process Improvement Methods
4.13.1 Representing Requirements
This section describes the specification for the business process improvement in
terms of user and system requirements. The methodology for defining the
specification broadly follows the techniques as advised by Sommerville (2009)
Software requirements are the services that the system will carry out and the
constraints under which it operates. They should only describe what the system will
do and how it will do it.
User requirements are a high level description of the services to be provided by the
system, concentrating on the main features and shown using natural language and
diagrams (Sommerville, 2009). The user requirement specification will be written
for potential readers and end users who may not have the technical knowledge to
understand the more detailed system requirements specification which will be
developed from the user requirements.
The requirements will be written in natural language. However, primarily because
of its ambiguous nature, natural language can lead to misunderstanding
(Sommerville, 2009). UML (Unified Modelling Language) use case diagrams will
be therefore used to add clarity to the structure and semantics of the requirements.
Using such object orientated models helps greatly in the production of the design,
which again uses UML.
UML has a major phase in itself consisting of use cases that deal with the
requirements elicitation. A use case is an object oriented modeling construct that is
used to define the behavior of a system and is a very popular means of
requirements engineering for object orientated systems. Requirements can be
expressed in various forms, from unstructured text to expressions in a formal
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language. Most of the functional requirements can be expressed as use cases, and
UML’s use case diagrams are essential for managing those requirements.
Interactions between the user and the system are described through a prototypical
course of action along with a possible set of alternative course of action. Primarily,
use cases have been associated with requirements gatherings. The use cases
themselves give a very thorough review of the situation in English description that
is the dialogue between user and the system while the use case diagrams help the
user and the developer to visualize the design. Because of their exemplary nature,
they are relatively easy to produce and understand, both by software engineers and
domain experts. The use cases opens up an opportunity for the developers to
extract out all the functional requirements for the system.
It is essential to describe software requirements accurately if the end product is to
be considered as a success. The process of extracting the user requirements is often
problematic for reasons such as the requirements engineer is not familiar with the
system’s domain or clients can not accurately express, or do not know their needs.

In order to develop a stable design it was necessary to produce as concrete a set of
requirements as possible.

User Requirements
The principal users of the system are instructors, students, faculty committee
members, and the system administrator.
Instructors mainly need a system that displays an evaluation questionnaire of some
kind that can be completed online and which is then stored in a database. The
students also will be allowed to complete the online questionnaire.
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Faculty Committee members would need to view feedback records that have been
filled by the instructors and students to extract statistical results for each module
and will eventually need to print out these results. The statistical report will contain
calculations on all questions that were asked. They should also be able to identify
which instructor has submitted feedback in the hope that they could use this
information to ‘chase up’ instructors that have not submitted their feedback.
The system administrator is the person that controls the system and is the first
contact point when a problem arises. They need to have access to the entire system
from the user interface to the source code. They will be in charge of setting up the
system to start and close the evaluation cycle.

System Requirements
From the work done in exploring the problems facing the MME and what has been
discussed. The following requirements that will need to be incorporated into the
system were identified:

1. Accurately and securely authenticate each user before granting them access
to protected pages.
2. Display the questionnaire in an electronic form.
3. Anonymously and accurately store the answers in database.
4. Allow multiple numbers of users to access the system at any one time.
5. Eradicate all manual calculations required by faculty quality staff.
6. Produce a statistical report that takes into account answers to all calculations
7. Identify which instructors have submitted feedback.
8. The

system should

be

user

friendly (following where

possible,

Shneiderman’s eight golden rules that will be mentioned in chapter Five
(Redmond-Pyle and Moore, 1995)) and should require minimum if any
training to use.
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The following Use Case diagram (fig 4.8) illustrates the main functions of the
system and shows the actors that will be using the system. From understanding the
current situation, there will be three actors and will each use the system differently.
The Instructor's/students main use for the system would be to complete and submit
the evaluation questionnaires online for their respective modules. The main
function of the system from the Faculty committee member's point of view is to
display the calculated evaluation results.

Finally the administrator will need to access all parts of the system to ensure that it
will run smoothly. He/she will be responsible for different activities as explained
below.
uc Use Case Model

Complete and Submit
Questionaire
Student

Add Department

Create Questionnaire

Update
Questionnaire

Instructor

Extrcat Sttistical
Reports

Add Module

Faculty Committee
Rev iew Feedback
Questions

Administrator
Delete Module

Fig 4.8 Subject System: UML diagram
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Use Case Specification
1. Complete and Submit Questionnaire
Instructors and students will be able to fills in and complete a questionnaire and
submit the information. Were, the user shall be able to fill in the multiple choice
questionnaire that been displayed. And the user shall be able to proceed to the
second part of the questionnaire (Open ended part) after pressing the submit button.
2. Extract Statistical Report
Faculty Committee and the quality staff will use this function to view the data
stored in the system and obtain statistical data based on the evaluation information
stored. The system will calculate the averages of the answers from the data it has
stored for the chosen subject. It will then compare to the overall averages of the
other modules.
3. Review Feedback Questionnaire
Faculty Committee and the quality staff will use this function to review the
questionnaire stored in the system and update any information regarding the
questionnaire.
4. Add Department
This function allows the user (Administrator) to create a new Department on the
system.
5. Add Module
This function allows the user (Administrator) to create a new module on the
system. Effectively this will start the whole evaluation process. Once the module is
on the system feedback can be filled by instructors and students.
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6. Delete Module
This is opposite of the “create module” function explained above. When this
function is executed the system will remove the module from the evaluation system
preventing any more users from filling any more feedback.
7. Create Questionnaire
This use case will allow the administrator to add a questionnaire to the system.
He/she will have to choose which type of user he wants to add questionnaire for
8. Create Questionnaire
This use case will allow the administrator to update the questionnaire that been
created. He/she will have to choose which type of user he wants to update the
questionnaire for.

Activity Diagram
The next step was to construct an activity diagram for the three main user groups.
These diagrams model the flow of activities that take place in user’s session and
allow us to show how functional requirements will be delivered from a user point
of view.
These diagrams are exceptionally important in the design process as they can often
surface any misunderstandings. It is very important to solve any problems at this
stage as mistakes that aren’t solved can often prove to be disastrous.

When the Activity diagrams for the three user groups been collected it is possible
to view how each user type will interact with the system.
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System

Teacher

Enter URL

Display Homepage
+ Login

Enter Login
Details

[ Login Not Verified ]

Verify
Login

[Login Verified]

Fill In Details &
Answer Questions

Display Evaluation
Form

Click Submit
Button

Store
Data

Confirmation
Message

Fig 4.9 Activity Diagram for Instructor User
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4.13.2 Linking Non-Functional Requirements to Functional View
The requirements elicitation during the development of a project not only includes
capturing of the functional requirements, but non-functional requirements as well.

Although the system required by a client needs to fulfill the functions (functional
requirements), they need to operate under certain constraints. These constraints and
the system properties that are imposed on a system are referred to as the nonfunctional requirements. Non-functional requirements are given high significance
regardless of what the name suggests, i.e. non-functional. In fact, in some systems,
such as mission critical and safety critical systems, the non-functional requirements
may be more important than actually the functions required by the system to
perform.
Non- functional requirements are normally extracted from the client interaction and
are retrieved directly from the clients. The RUP (Rational Unified Process) has the
Supplementary Specification which in fact is a document of non functional
requirements.
The following points will include an initial overview of the non-functional
requirements.
1. Reliability
•

Availability - The system is required to be continuously available at
anytime, anywhere.

•

Data Storage - The data stored should always be accessible during the
period when the system is available.

•

Data Persistence – More than one user should be able to access
information from a source simultaneously.

•

Failure rate - Since the consequences of the system failure are not
hazardous, failure rate is acceptable at a medium rate. However,
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failure rate should be kept to minimum.
2. Performance
•

Fast response time to user’s requests.

•

The system should provide user with the right function upon request.

3. Security
•

Invalid users should not be allowed to access the system.

•

The data must be backed up in case of failure or damage.

4. Usability
Usability, although an abstract concept, is a measure of the ease of learning and
use of tasks provided by a user interface. Usability is a measure of the
effectiveness of carrying out tasks using the interface; the learnability with
respect to the amount of training and practice required; the flexibility with
respect to the extent to which the system is effective if tasks change and the
user’s attitude to using the system (Redmond-Pyle and Moore, 1995).
Because of time constraints and the fact that a real client did not have to be
satisfied, it was decided that measurements of usability would not be
introduced. Usability requirements are derived from the requirements
documentation and the user interface is designed to meet these aims. Many
elements of usability measurements could not be introduced because the
existing system performance could not be used as a comparison. The
performance of the user interface is constrained by the use of the chosen
programming language and the RDBMS used; these are, however, more than
capable of implementing the small system that is being developed in this
project. In short, common sense has been applied when introducing usability
into the design.
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4.14 Problem Solving and Modeling of the MME Process
4.14.1 Evaluation
Evaluation is the systematic collection, analysis and interpretation of information
for the purpose of improving the quality and effectiveness of educational
programmes. An effective evaluation generates outcomes that are valid, reliable
and suggests action for improvement. Evaluation takes into consideration the views
of teachers and students as well as the availability of resources. The evaluation
must focus on specific elements, such as:
• clarity of aims and learning outcomes
• the usefulness of curriculum content
• delivery of the curriculum
• the validity of the assessment methods
• the support available to students
• the development of subject-specific skills

However, a wide range of elements makes the evaluation rather difficult to
manage.
4.14.1.1 Evaluation Model
Various models for evaluation have been put forward; however, the Total Quality
Management (TQM) model will be used in this evaluation process (Frye and
Hemmer, 2012). TQM is a comprehensive strategy that aims at continuously
improving product quality (Sallis, 2005). The concept was initiated in the industrial
sector and has recently been accepted in education. A simple model of TQM in
education considers all the parameters and groups concerned with the quality of
education, Figure 4.10: TQM Model
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PROCESS
ES

OUTPUTS

INPUTS

FEEDBACK

Figure 4.10: TQM Model
Inputs:
• The quality of students
• The quality of lecturers
• The administration
• The learning environment
Processes:
• Educational programmes and curricula
• Teaching methods
• Assessment methods
• Library and computer resources
Outputs:
• Knowledge and skills of students
• Professional competence of graduates
• Impact on social and economic development
Feedback:
• Evaluation and reporting
• Acting on report's findings
• Reviewing and controlling the system
The evaluation ensures that the curriculum is designed and maintained by
experienced and qualified professionals. Evaluation also confirms that the learning
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objectives of the course are rational and well-defined and complement other
courses leading to the award of the intended qualification.

Evaluators ensure that the course content provides adequate coverage of the subject
and incorporates the expected learning objectives of the course. The teaching and
learning activities have been designed and implemented to enhance students’
learning and achieve the learning objectives of the course. In addition to providing
opportunities for students to develop subject-specific skills, activities must enable
students to be independent learners and develop other transferrable skills.
Evaluators also look into the assessment of students and make sure it is fair and
used to achieve the objectives of the courses and its improvement in the future.

Evaluators assess the educational environment in terms of efficient allocation and
utilisation of resources that are required for the achievement of the objectives of the
course or programme. Resources include availability of funding, qualified staff,
library and computer facilities required for the provision of quality services. Such
an environment adopts fair and ethical practices and fosters respect for staff and
students.

4.14.1.2 Evaluation Method
Various methods can be used to collect the data. The method must be diligently
selected and implemented to ensure the validity and reliability of the data.
Questionnaires will be used in this evaluation to gather the views of students and
teachers. Questionnaires are perhaps the least expensive method of evaluation, a lot
of information can quickly be collected and analysis can be carried out by
computer (Harvey, 1998). Closed questions will be used, requiring respondent to
select from a limited number of responses by ticking or encircling their choices.
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4.14.2 Questionnaire Design
The questionnaire that has been designed will try to tackle the concerns raised by
faculties committees, students and quality staff regarding the modules performance
and evaluation. Different issues can be identifies such as syllabus content,
instructor experience and abilities, student motivation, teaching environment and
etc. This will explain that why a section for questions about the subject syllabus
was included. Below is the breakdown for the scale questions:
4.14.2.1 Students’ Questionnaire
Student views are of paramount importance when evaluating teaching, but there is
advantage in soliciting all concerned to obtain different viewpoints. The student
questionnaire will focus on the course content to ensure that the material studied
was not too elaborate considering the time allocated for it to be covered
satisfactorily. It is equally important that the level of the course is appropriate
relative to the students’ pre- knowledge and understanding. This information is
essential for putting the modules in the right sequence for the progression of the
students.

Further questions will be related to the support given to the students in term of
reading materials, such as text books, library resources and hand-outs. It is
important that students are referred to text books and general books to enhance
their understanding; such books must be made available and written to the right
level so that students do not find difficulties in consulting or understanding them.
Support in the form of assignments, class exercises and relevant examples will
assist student learning and should be readily provided to students.

The questionnaire acknowledges the importance of the instructor performance
particularly in delivering the course material. In this regard students will be asked
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about the instructor punctuality, clarity and loudness of voice, legibility of writing
and whether the material was well-organised and presented in an engaging manner.
Explanation of difficult concepts, asking and responding to questions and giving
constructive feedback all are essential elements of competent and effective
teaching. For instance, lecturers ask questions to gather evidence that pupils have
learnt what they have been taught and use this information to modify their teaching
according to the needs of students (Black, 2010). Questioning can also be used as a
tool to engage students’ attention and keep them motivated. The verbal or written
feedback given to students will help them assess their current achievement and
inform them what the next step in their learning progression should be (Black,
2010).

The rest of students questions concern student participation and involvement to see
if they were engaged, proactive and taking ownership of their learning. Students
will be asked about their attendance, the number of tutorials and assignments they
performed, the number of questions they asked and the number of questions they
answered in the class, and the number of study and revision hours. The answers to
these questions may also give insight into to the balance of learning activities
within the course. The student's questionnaire can be found in (Appendix A)
4.14.2.2 Instructors’ Questionnaire
Instructors will be asked if the time of the lectures is appropriate regarding the
content of the course. Some questions will be related to the adequacy of the hours
allocated for the theoretical and practical sessions. The objective of such questions
is to ensure the right balance in dividing the hours of the course between the
theoretical and practical activities. Further questions focus on the availability of
resources, including books and multimedia tools. Instructors are also asked about
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students’ performance and attitudes during the course and lectures. Responses to
these questions will corroborate the responses of students to similar questions.

4.15 Application Design and Implementation
Form requirements elicitation it was clear that the design and implementation of
such business process improvements with all information about the lack of
information about the participants, the problems in chasing up their details. And
after an insight discussion through the whole process, it was decided to opt for an
online computerized system that will allow participants to participate in such
process and speed up the collection and analysis of the feedback forms that being
collected from them. This will allow easier management process and allow the
board staff to make sure that all participants are submitting their forms and which
ones failed to do so.
4.15.1 Graphical User Interface Design and Implementation
The GUI was designed using a user-centered approach, following the advice that
“the GUI should be shaped to fit with the needs, preferences, skills and task
requirements of the human beings who will use it” (Redmond-Pyle and Moore,
1995). Ideally, the GUI would have been designed in accordance with, for
example, the format set out in figure 4.11
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Define Users and
Usability
Requirements

Model User
Tasks

Model User
Objects

Define Style
Guide

Design GUI
Prototype GUI
Evaluate GUI

GUI Design
Figure 4.11: GUI design process (based on ‘Complete GUIDE Process’,
Redmond-Pyle & Moore, 1995)
Carrying out each stage of this model completely is very time consuming and, in
the ‘real world’, costly. Redmond-Pyle and Moore, therefore recommend that the
model should be tailored to suit each individual project, either omitting or using
simplified versions of stages of design, as required. This advice was followed
whilst designing the user interface, with time constraints being the principle factor
in restricting the extent that design methods were employed.
Define Style Guide
From examination of the user profiles above, it was decided to use the Microsoft
Windows look and feel. This would introduce a uniform style that would be
familiar to typical users.
Ideally, direct manipulation, including common WIMP (window, icon, menu,
pointer" paradigm) objects would be used. Much use would be made of menus,
buttons and dialogs. Text field and combo boxes would facilitate user input and,
along with text areas which would display error messages, would display data
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returned from the database. Time constrains would, however, mean that direct
manipulation, ICONS (Small graphic symbols that represent an application or
command) and toolbars would be employed, and their implementation would
increase the usability of the interface.
Where possible, Shneiderman’s ‘eight golden rules of dialog design’ and Nielson’s
‘checklist’ as recommended by Redmond-Pyle and Moore, (1995) were followed.
These are general principles, designed to increase usability of the interface. These
rules are:
1. Strive for Consistency
2. Enable Frequent Users to use shortcuts
3. Offer Informative Feedback
4. Design Dialogs to yield closure
5. Offer simple error handling
6. Permit easy reversal of actions
7. Support internal locus of control
8. Reduce Short term memory load
4.15.2 Database Design
The database designed, principally, using methodology as described by Connolly and
Begg (2002). The design was separated into three stages; these were the conceptual,
logical and physical database design.
1. Conceptual Database Design
A conceptual model of the data was produced. This model was to be independent of
any future implementation issues, such as the type of RDBMS (Relational Database
Management System) to be used. The conceptual model was produced in a number
of stages, these are:
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1. Identify Entity Types
Entity types were identified by examining the user and the systems requirements
documentation and searching for/ grouping nouns or concepts. Suitable entity types
were found to be:
• Faculty Committee Members
• Module
• Instructor
• Students
• Administrator
• Evaluation

2. Identify Relationship Types
Using the requirements documentation and the writer’s general understanding of the
system, the relationships between the entities were then identified.
• Administrator Manages Evaluation
• Faculty Committee member Reviews Evaluation
• Module Taught by Instructor
• Module Has Evaluation
• Instructor Fills Evaluation
• Student Fills Evaluation
The multiplicity of the model was determined and an Entity-Relationship (E-R)
diagram produced (see figure 4.12 below), using UML notation.
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class Class Model

Instructor

Student
-

Teaches

St.Name: char
1..*
St.no: int
1

1

1..*

1..*
Taught By

Studies

1..*

1..*
Complete

Module

Fills
-

module.no: int
Module.titel: char
1
Have

Faculty-Committee

1
1..*

Admin

1..*

Checks

Ev aluation

1

Manages
1

1..*

1

-

Question.no: int

Issues
1

Summerizes

1..*
Statistical-Report
1..*

Figure 4.12 Entity Relationships Diagram (ERD)

The entities and relationships are summarized in figure 4.2 below. This has been
written in a data dictionary style.
Entity
Name
Faculty
Committee
Admin
Instructor
Module
Student

Multiplicity

Relationship

Entity Name

Multiplicity

1…*

Reviews

Evaluate

1…1

1…*
1…1
1…1
1…1
1…1

Manages
Fills
Has
Taught by
Fills

Evaluate
Evaluate
Evaluate
Teacher
Evaluate

1…1
1…1
1…1
1…*
1…1

Table 4.2 Summary of entities and relationships
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3. Identify Entity Attributes
Attributes are essential facts about the entities, and are again found by examining
the requirements specification.
“The attributes can be identified where the noun or noun phrase is a property,
quality, identifier, or characteristic of one of these entities or relationships.”
(Connolly & Begg. 2002) The attributes were found to be as follows:
• Instructor (Teacher_No, Surname, Initials, Module_No, Module_Name)
• Student (Semester, Depart_No, Depart_name, Module_No, Module_Name)
• Faculty Committee (Username, First_Name, Family_Name, Password,
Email, Position)
• Administrator (Username, First_Name, Family_Name, Password, Email)
• Module (Module_Code, Module_Title, Instructor_No)
•

Evaluation (Record_No, Instructor_No, Module_Code, Material, knowledge,
rectext, easy,

exercise, interesting, handouts, covers, time, instruction,

question, mark, layout, vocab, level);
4.15.3 GUI Implementation
Below diagrams provides an overview of how implementation of the new business
process improvement automated procedure took place. (Please refer to Appendices
A and B.

Once the database structure had been designed it was implemented using MySql
version 5.6.12 using the web based phpMyAdmin version 5.4.16 management
system. The database was constructed before any of the web pages were
implemented. The code that was used to implement the database can be found in
appendix A.
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Basic HTML formatting was used to design the webpage, these ranged from simple
formatting tags to more complex table and form tags. A basic layout of the
homepage was constructed initially and this was used as template for each
subsequent page.

It was important that all the pages that were associated with the webpage looked
the same. Therefore it was decided that all styles would be controlled from a
cascading style sheet (CSS). A separate style sheets was created which can be
found under board.css in appendix A. Once this was created a simple html line of
code (shown below) was inserted into the header of each webpage to call it up.
<link href="css/board.css" rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" />
Once this was called up each webpage shared the same style. In certain pages
additional formatting was required in these cases the style sheet was over ridden by
standard HTML tags.

Main Page
First page that users will interact with when they access the system. This page is
written in simple html format that gives the user a number of options. Admin, Staff
(instructor), and Students represent the admin, staff, and student homepages
respectively and display the various options that are open to each user group. They
are written in PHP format because they include the PHP verification scripts,
discussed earlier.
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Figure 4.13: Application Main Page

Admin Login

Figure 4.14: Admin Login Page
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Add Question

Figure 4.15: Add Questionnaire Page

Instructor Questionnaire
Instructor's questionnaire page is concerned with collecting the evaluation data that
has been entered by the instructors. Instructor.php deals with the scalar questions
that are asked and consists mainly of radio buttons, each with a possible five
options.
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Figure 4.16: Add Instructor's Questionnaire Page

Students Questionnaire
Student's questionnaire page is concerned with collecting the evaluation data that
has been entered by the students. Same as instructor's questionnaire, student.php
deals with the scalar questions that are asked and consists mainly of radio buttons,
each with a possible five options.
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Figure 4.17: Add Student's Questionnaire Page

Add Module
This page aims to add any new module details such as module name, instructor
name, semester, and any other operations such as add, update, and delete
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Figure 4.18: Add New Module Page

Add Instructor
This page concerning instructors details as module title, instructor name, and
semester.
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Figure 4.19: Add New Instructor Page

Statistical Reports
Statistical reports should be used when board staff users are collecting their module
monitoring and evaluation summary forms. When a statistical report is requested
for a module, the system calculates the average answers from the forms submitted
for that module and compares them to the average answers left in the whole
system. As general indicator questions that are below average will indicate that
work needed to be done to improve that particular area of the module. The
statistical reports has two formats, one for the evaluation forms that submitted by
instructors and the other is for forms submitted by students.
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Instructors Report
Below Figure 4.20 illustrates statistical report issued for evaluation forms that been
submitted by instructors

Figure 4.20: Instructor's Statistical Report Page
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Students Report
Figure 4.21 illustrates statistical report issued for evaluation forms that been
submitted by students

Figure 4.21: Student's Statistical Report Page

Statistical Report – Decision Support Algorithm
It was clear that the current process suffers from the lack of decisions regarding
MME and this can create many problems. Any process improvements has to
consider the implementation of algorithm to help management in make use of the
data collected from different parts. Below the code for calculating the mean
averages for the evaluation forms collected from the new implemented system
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<?php
include('connection.php');
include('connect.php');
if(isset($_POST['ok']))
{
$check = mysql_query("select * from subject_vote where
subject_id='$_POST[subject]'");
if(mysql_num_rows($check) != 0)
{
$query = mysql_query("select * from questions where status=2 and question_type=1");
$count = mysql_query("select count(*) as total from questions where status=2");
$rc = mysql_fetch_array($count);
$a = 0;
$b = 0;
$c = 0;
$d = 0;
$e = 0;
$count = 1;
while($row = mysql_fetch_array($query))
{
//echo "<br>";
$votevalue = array(''الاوافق بشدة,''الوافق,''محايد,''اوافق بشدة,';)'اوافق
$VOTE = array('a'=>0,'b'=>0,'c'=>0,'d'=>0,'e'=>0);
$one = mysql_query("select count(vote) as v from subject_vote where
question_id = '$row[question_id]' and vote=' 'اوافق بشدةand subject_id='$_POST[subject]'");
$r =mysql_fetch_array($one);
//$X=
// echo $VOTE['a'] = $r['v'];
//

echo "-----> <br> $r[vote]___no: $r[v]<br>";
$two = mysql_query("select count(vote) as v from subject_vote where
question_id = '$row[question_id]' and vote=' 'اوافقand subject_id='$_POST[subject]'");
$rr =mysql_fetch_array($two);
//echo "<br>".$rr['v'];
$VOTE['b'] = $rr['v'];
$three = mysql_query("select count(vote) as v from subject_vote where
question_id = '$row[question_id]' and vote=' 'محايدand subject_id='$_POST[subject]' ");
$rrr =mysql_fetch_array($three);
$VOTE['c'] = $rrr['v'];
$threee = mysql_query("select count(vote) as v from subject_vote where
question_id = '$row[question_id]' and vote=' 'الاوافقand subject_id='$_POST[subject]'");
$rrrr =mysql_fetch_array($threee);
$VOTE['d'] = $rrrr['v'];
$threeee = mysql_query("select count(vote) as v from subject_vote where
question_id = '$row[question_id]' and vote=' 'الاوافق بشدةand subject_id='$_POST[subject]'");
$rrrrr =mysql_fetch_array($threeee);
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$VOTE['e'] = $rrrrr['v'];
$total = $r['v']+$rr['v']+$rrr['v']+$rrrr['v']+$rrrrr['v'];
echo "<br>";
?>
<script>
$(function ()
{
var dataSource = [
{ country: " "اوافق بشدة,area :<?php echo round( (($r['v']/$total ) *
100),0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?>},
{ country: ""اوافق, area:<?php echo round( (($rr['v']/$total )*
100),0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?>},
{ country: ""محايد, area:<?php echo round( (($rrr['v']/$total ) *
100),0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?> },
{ country: ""الاوافق, area:<?php echo round( (($rrrr['v']/$total ) *
100),0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?> },
{ country: ""الوافق بشد, area:<?php echo round( (($rrrrr['v']/$total ) *
100),0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?> }
// { country: "Australia", area: 5 },
// { country: "India", area: 8 },
// { country: "Others", area: 49 }
];
$("#<?php echo $row['question_id'];?>").dxPieChart({
size:{
width: 500
},
dataSource: dataSource,
series: [
{
argumentField: "country",
valueField: "area",
label:{
visible: true,
connector:{
visible:true,
width: 5
} } } ],});});
</script><?php
?>
<div class="pane">
<div class="long-title"><h4><?php
echo "$row[question_content]";
?></h4></div>
<div id="<?php echo $row['question_id'];?>" style="width: 100%;
height: 440px;"></div>
<div class="credits">
<br>
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<fieldset>
<legend><االحصائيات/legend>
<table border=0 width='700' dir='rtl' align='center'>
<tr>
<th colspan=2 bgcolor='gray'><font color='black'> <أوافق بشدة/font></th>
<th colspan=2 bgcolor='gray'><font color='black'><أوافق/th>
<th colspan=2 bgcolor='gray'><font color='black'><محايد/th>
<th colspan=2 bgcolor='gray'><font color='black'><ال أوافق/th>
<th colspan=2 bgcolor='gray'><font color='black'><ال أوافق بشدة/th>
<th bgcolor='gray'><font color='black'><العدد الكلي/th>
</tr>
<tr>
<th width="50" bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php echo
$r['v'];?></font></th>
<th bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php echo round(
(($r['v']/$total ) * 100),0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?> %</font></th>
<th width="50" bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php echo
$rr['v'];?></font></td>
<th bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php echo round(
(($rr['v']/$total ) * 100),0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?> %</font></th>
<th width="50" bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php echo
$rrr['v'];?></font></font></th>
<th bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php echo round(
(($rrr['v']/$total ) * 100),0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?> % </font></th>
<th width="50" bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php echo
$rrrr['v'];?></font></font></th>
<th bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php echo round(
(($rrrr['v']/$total ) * 100),0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?> %</font></th>
<th width="50" bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php echo
$rrrrr['v'];?></font></th>
<th bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php echo round(
(($rrrrr['v']/$total ) * 100),0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?> %</font></th>
<th width="50" bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php
echo $total;?></font></th>
<?php
$a = $a + (($r['v']/$total ) * 100);
$b = $b + (($rr['v']/$total ) * 100);
$c = $c + (($rrr['v']/$total ) * 100);
$d = $d + (($rrrr['v']/$total ) * 100);
$e = $e + (($rrrrr['v']/$total ) * 100);
$count++;
?>
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</tr>
</table>
</div> </div>
<?php
//

echo $count;
}
$avg_a = $a / $count;
$avg_b = $b / $count;
$avg_c = $c / $count;
$avg_d = $d / $count;
$avg_e = $e / $count;
$sum_avg = $avg_a+$avg_b+$avg_c+$avg_d+$avg_e;
echo "</div>";
?>
<div class="pane">
<br>
<fieldset align='right'>
<legend><التوصيات/legend>
<table border=0 width='700' dir='rtl' align='center'>
<tr>
<th colspan=2 bgcolor='gray'><font color='black'> <أوافق بشدة/font></th>
<th colspan=2 bgcolor='gray'><font color='black'><أوافق/th>
<th colspan=2 bgcolor='gray'><font color='black'><محايد/th>
<th colspan=2 bgcolor='gray'><font color='black'><ال أوافق/th>
<th colspan=2 bgcolor='gray'><font color='black'><ال أوافق بشدة/th>
<th bgcolor='gray'><font color='black'><العدد الكلي/th>
<th bgcolor='gray'><font color='black'><القرار/th>
</tr><tr>

<th bgcolor='#CCCCCC' colspan=2><font color='black' size=2><?php echo
round($avg_a,0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP) ?> %</font></th>
<th bgcolor='#CCCCCC' colspan=2><font color='black' size=2><?php echo
round($avg_b,0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP)?> %</font></th>
<th bgcolor='#CCCCCC' colspan=2><font color='black' size=2><?php echo
round($avg_c,0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?> % </font></th>
<th bgcolor='#CCCCCC' colspan=2><font color='black' size=2><?php echo
round($avg_d,0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?> %</font></th>
<th bgcolor='#CCCCCC' colspan=2><font color='black' size=2 ><?php echo
round($avg_e,0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?> %</font></th>
<th width="50" bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php echo
$total;?></font></th>
<th bgcolor='#CCCCCC' colspan=2><font color='black' size=2>
<?php
$agree = ($avg_a) + ($avg_b);
$mo = $avg_c;
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$disagree = ($avg_d + $avg_e);
if($agree > $mo && $agree > $disagree)
{
echo ";"وضع المادة ممتاز ويجب المحافظة علية
}
else
{
if($mo > $disagree)
{
echo ";"متابعة المادة واالستاذ من قبل رئيس القسم
}
else
{
echo ";"دعوه مجلس القسم لمناقشة وضع المادة
}}
?>

Figures 4.21 and 4.22 shows the outcome screens for this algorithm

Figure 4.21: the recommendation for module feedback
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Figure 4.22: the recommendation for instructor feedback

4.15.4 Application Testing
To ensure that the developed system is free of any defects and fulfils all the users
requirements as specified in the requirements document. To achieve this goal test
plan was developed and implemented.

The design of the system was that each individual function of the system was
implemented fully before the implementation of another function began. Because
of this testing was conducted on each function as the system was developed many
problems that did exist in the system had already been found and remedied before
the author reached this stage. It was however still necessary to test the integrated
system as a whole.

Testing will be split into main areas, firstly we will look at the code and how
information is transferred around the system. The next section will focus on the
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behaviour of the user interface, how it interacts with the user and whether it
executes the desired function upon demand

Code Testing
The purpose of going through the code is to determine whether the code behaves in
an unexpected fashion or produces unexpected results. This form of testing was
aided by a fellow instructor who analyzed the code himself and verbally explained
what he believed the code was doing (see Appendix B). Analysis by third party is a
useful tool that exposed many errors in the code.
For instance errors were exposed were invalid links, this occurred mainly because
the login system was implemented towards the end of the system and as a result
certain pages that started out in .html were changed to .php format which didn’t
reflect some of the coding.
Other problems were found in report.php which is responsible for calling up an
individual record. The code that had been executed called up one answer from the
record and displayed it for all the questions. This was an error that occurred during
the implementation as author failed to increment the field that was called up by one
after every question. Errors such as this were exposed by checking through the
code page by page.
Generally this method of testing was crucial in spotting coding errors that only
other programmers could spot and analyse. Such testing also allowed the discovery
of whether coding was easy to understand and follow. It would seem that if a
technical user, such as a fellow instructor, could follow and understand the code
then a system administrator would not have any problem.
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Data Consistency Testing
The purpose of this type of testing was to ensure that the information that was
entered or taken from one point of the system was displayed correctly at the other
end and the data did not change on its journey through the system.
1. Data entered = Data stored
To look on how the system stored data, a series of dummy records were inserted
into the system using the online form. Once these records were stored, the database
were accessed directly and checked against the original information. This was
carried out on all the forms that exist in the system.
All the tests were successful which wasn’t too surprising as this type of testing had
already occurred when each function was implemented individually in the system
originally.
2. Averages Calculated Are Correct
Averages were calculated using the MySQL command that exists as a built in
function of the database. It was important to check that this was producing the
correct results. Although this had nothing to do directly with the subject evaluation
system but it was important for verify that the information that the database
produced was correct as the evaluation system simply echo’s the output. A brief
amount of black-box testing occurred to ensure that the outputs that were delivered
were correct given the inputs.

As suspected the results proved positive and whatever data that was entered into
the database a correct average was returned.
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System Security and Access Control Tests
Security and Access Control Testing focus on two key areas of security:

1. Application-level security, including access to the Data or Business
Functions.
2. System-level Security, including logging into / remote access to the system.

Application-level security ensures that, based upon the desired security, actors are
restricted to specific functions / use cases or are limited in the data that is available
to them. For example, everyone may be permitted to enter data and create new
accounts, but only system administrator can delete them. If there is security at the
data level, testing ensures that user “type” one for example can see all modules
information, including the department results, however, user two only sees the
general department information.

System-level security ensures that only those actors granted access to the system
are capable of accessing the applications and only through the appropriate
gateways.

Table 4.3 summarizes the two level objective, techniques, completion criteria, and
special considerations (source)
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Test Objective:

Application-level Security: Verify that an actor can access only
those functions / data for which their user type is provided
permissions.
System-level Security: Verify that only those actors with access
to the system and application(s) are permitted to access them.

Technique:

Application-level: Identify and list each actor type and the
functions / data each type has permissions for.
Create tests for each actor type and verify all permissions by
creating transactions specific to each user actor.
Modify user type and re-run tests for same users. In each case
verify those additional functions / data are correctly available
or denied.
System-level Access (see special considerations below)

Completion Criteria:

For each known actor type, the appropriate function / data are
available and all transactions function as expected and run in
prior function tests

Special Considerations:

Access to the system must be reviewed / discussed with the
appropriate systems administrator. This testing may not be
required as it maybe a function of network or systems
administration.

Table 4.3: Two level objective, techniques, completion criteria, and special
considerations
A brief test was run to try and exploit any weakness in the login system. Various
usernames and passwords were entered in order to attempt to access the restricted
pages but to no avail.

Next test were run to try to access the web pages directly without login. Most of the
system stood up against these attacks. But more work has to be done to stop this
kind of behaviour.
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System Testing Against Requirements
In its completed form, as designed, the system could replace a typical existing
manual system. The required GUI has also been implemented. The system
implemented was developed for use by multiple users.

The user requirements are a more detailed expression of the research aims and
objectives, and the system developed will now be tested against them. The
following table (4.4) therefore also represents the testing of the application.
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User Requirement

Done

Remarks

(%)
Maintain User

The user shall be able to log into

Authentication

the system by inserting his/her

One of the most
100

details (username and password)
Complete and

The user shall be able to fill in the

Submit

feedback form and submit it to the

Questionnaire

database

Add Instructor

The user shall be able to add staff

Details

information

Update

The user shall be able to update

Instructor

staff details

successful use case
implementation

100

100

100

Details
Delete

The user shall be able to delete staff

Instructor

from the system

100

Details
Add Module

The user shall be able to add

Details

subject information

Update Module

The user shall be able to update

Details

staff details

Delete Module

The user shall be able to delete staff

Details

from the system

View Statistical

The user shall be able to view

Report

statistical

100

100

100

report

concerning

specific module

The
80

graphic

presentation
not

implemented

completely
Table 4.4: Completeness of User Requirement implementation
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was

Chapter Five
Results and Discussions
5.1 Introduction
The major contribution of this research is a new general methodology for
deepening process understanding and improving business processes, by building on
process modelling. The research has identified process improvement methods that
are well suited for complex business processes such as those found in educational
institutions. It offers guidelines to help businesses examine their processes more
easily and effectively, and to test how well business goals are achieved through
these processes. It uses RAD models combined with SSM models as the basis for
systematic further inquiry into business processes, with a view to deeper
understanding, measurement, and improvement of existing processes. By linking
an analysis of non- functional requirements (quality attributes) to RAD models, it
provides a method for improving the high- level or generic qualities of business
processes.

The modelling methods developed progressively in Chapter 4 through the three
general stages of understanding, analyzing, and improve business processes, are in
this chapter abstracted from the case details, and brought together into a general
methodology for business process improvement. The next section summarizes the
results that were achieved during this investigation. Next section discusses the
main phases of the new structured methodology, which is then evaluated and
generalized. A summary of the chapter is given in Section 5.
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5.2. Results
The main outcome of this research has been the development of a new
methodology for understanding, analyzing, and improving business processes, by
building on detailed process models. The research questions identified in the first
chapter has been answered as follows:

(1) How can business process modeling methods be used to understand and
analyze the business processes of large and complex organization?

The research study has illustrated the use of process modeling to design the
understanding of business processes in a large and complex organization
(NRU), and provide a basis for systematic analysis and evaluation of them.
Role Activity Diagramming (RAD) was used as the main modeling tool. The
resultant models were then subjected to a structural analysis and used as the
basis for extended investigation driven from the models. Other modeling
methods were used in addition, SSM graphing in particular. Process
modeling was indeed thus used in this study to understand and analyze the
business processes of a large and complex organization. The methods
developed in the study, as generalized, seem equally applicable to other
organizations.

(2) How can such methods be extended to include business goals and high
level quality attributes of business processes?

Process modeling, supplemented by structural analysis, a model-led
extended investigation, and SSM graphing, helped in the discovery of the
problems and deficiencies that limited the capacity of the current business
process to achieve its goals or to exhibit generic desirable qualities such as
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efficiency or reliability. It is a specific part of the developed methodology to
link model elements back to business objectives. Furthermore, the
methodology pays attention to general or non-functional attributes of a
business process. By adapting an analysis of Non-Functional requirements
(NFR) from software engineering, a six-step method was developed for
modeling business process NFRs and linking them to the functional view
depicted in the RADs. Effectively, the NFR model is applied to the
functional model by using it to identify activities, interactions, and roles in
the functional model which could usefully be modified to deliver or serve the
NFRs better. The research study does thus show how process modeling can
be extended to include goals and high level quality attributes of business
processes.

(3) In a typical case, how can the process models be used as a basis for
suggesting improvements to business processes?
Extension of the basic modeling technique to include the goal – and NFRoriented aspects just described moves the research study from descriptive
modeling in the direction of process improvement. The central chapters of
the thesis show how, in a typical case, the MME process in Sudan, these
methods can be used successfully to suggest improvements to business
processes. These improvements, according to experts in MME in the
National Ribat University, appear feasible and beneficial.

(4) Can these modeling methods be developed into a general methodology
for improving business processes?
The methods described, which embrace detailed modeling, systematic
analysis, and redesign for business improvement are, while thoroughly
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applied to the case under investigation, sufficiently abstract to be proposed a
general methodology for the design of business process improvements. A
methodology with seven major phases is proposed, grounded in process
modeling, which aims to guide systematic business process analysis and
improvement through a series of well-defined steps. The developed
methodology addresses significant shortcomings and gaps in process
improvement methodologies identified in the literature review. It provides a
holistic, socio-technical approach with a strong diagnostic. It is designed to
be used collaboratively by process improvement specialist working
alongside managers and staff members in business organizations.

To summarize, the research study reported here has shown:
• That an extended application of process modeling using role activity
diagramming (RAD) can enhance business process understanding,
evaluation, and improvement;
• That process modeling can usefully incorporate analyses of process
goals and high level process qualities, so producing a method for
business process improvement;
• That the modeling methods can be applied successfully to the analysis
of business processes in a complex case (here, MME), leading to the
design of process improvements; and
• That a general methodology for business process improvement which
is feasible, easy to use, and useful has been developed, which has been
tested in, but is not limited to, the case study.

5.3 The Methodology for Improving Business Processes
According to Lee and Chuah (2001), a business process improvement method is a
structured approach to the analysis and continual improvement of the fundamental
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activities of an organization by simplifying and streamlining its business processes.
Povey (1998) identified a business process improvement method as a process of
assessing, analyzing, and improving the business processes that are essential for an
organization’s success. Similarly, the new methodology now proposed has been
developed as a means of analyzing and improving complex processes through the
use of different techniques for modelling and analyzing current processes. In order
to improve complex business processes such as those in educational institutes in a
systematic and effective way, a methodology has been developed which includes
the following features:
• A structured approach to the redesign and improvement of business
processes;
• A holistic, socio-technical perspective on organizational processes;
• Systematic modelling of current processes (as-is models, in RAD);
• Use of the RAD models and SSM models to discover some problems and
bottlenecks in the current processes;
• Qualitative and quantitative assessment of activities and interaction included
in the RAD models
• Linking goals of business processes to activities in the RAD models;
• Linking non-functional requirements of business processes to RAD models
in order to improve general qualities in business process performance; and
• Redesign of the RAD models from the foregoing analyses, as a template for
improved business performance.
The methodology consists of the following seven phases as illustrated in Figure
5.1:
(1) Understand the Current Process.
(2) Model the current Process.
(3) Validate the Current Process Models.
(4) Analyse and Evaluate the Current Process.
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(5) Redesign the Current Process.
(6) Evaluate the Redesigned Process.
(7) Implement the Redesigned Process.
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START

Phase I

Understand Current
Process

PhaseII

Model Current Process

Phase III

Validate Current
Process Model

NO

•
•
•
•
•

Goals .
Top Management Commitments.
Interview.
Observation.
Identify NFRs (Literature Documentations And Interviews).

Role Activity Diagrams (RADs)

• Group Discussions.
• Individual Discussion.
• Validate New NFRS.

If any
problem
?
YES

Phase IV

Analyse and Evaluate
Process

Phase V

Redesign
Current Process

•
•
•
•
•
•

RAD Models Analysis.
Synthesizing Question From RAD Models.
Interview with Staff.
Questionnaire (Customers).
Result Analysis.
Evaluation of Business Process Against Its Objectives.

•
•
•
•

Solving The Problems Revealed in Previous Step.
Brain Storming.
Building NFR Graphs.
Linking NFRs To RAD Models.

FeedBack
Phase VI

Evaluate Redesigned
Process

PhaseVII

Implement the
Redesigned
Process

Test New RADModels.

• Plan The Implementation.
• Identify Technological Development.
• Evaluate The New Process.

END

Figure 5.1: Business Process Improvement Methodology
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5.3.1. Phase 1: Understand the Current Process
Understanding the current process is an essential step in business process
improvement. About 10 percent of the life cycle of the methodology is allocated
for this phase. As shown in the chapter 4, the steps that should be performed in this
phase for comprehensive understanding are:

(1) identify the goals of the overall business process;
(2) ensure top management commitment and involvement, and collaboration of
staff members (in the improvement project);
(3) document how the current processes work, focusing on specifying

the

objectives of each process, the role name of each actor and each department
in each process, the activities which should be achieved by each actor or
department in each process, the interactions among activities and actors or
departments, and the role of IT in each process; and
(4) elicit NFRs, by observing or interviewing people involved in the business
process under investigation, or by examination of documents.
To elicit information relating to business processes, interviews, observation and
group discussion are the most suitable techniques. Interviews should be conducted
with staff members who represent the main roles in the business processes, using
semi-structured questions to capture not only role-specific facts but also more
general process and quality issues. As stated in Chapter 3, non- participant
observation may also lead to a fuller picture of a business process. Interviews and
observation will focus on workflow of activities, the roles of employees,
interactions between the roles in each process, and flows of information from one
role to another and from one process to another.
Good understanding of business processes will feed and inform the next phase,
particularly the process modelling phase.
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5.3.2. Phase II: Model the Current Process
This phase can be considered as an extension of the understanding phase (first
phase), since modelling is an important tool to assist in understanding and
analyzing business processes and their associated activities in an organization.
According to Folk et al. (2000), the creation of a relationship map of a process
produces better understanding of the full range of all the work accomplished by
that process, and additionally helps discover bottlenecks and identify improvement
opportunities in it.

The aim of this phase is to model the current business processes using Role
Activity Diagramming (RAD) and Rich Picture Format (RPF) proposed by SSM.
About 5 percent of the total life cycle of the methodology is spent on this phase. A
process is identified as “a coherent set of actions carried out by a collaborating set
of roles to achieve a goal” (Ould, 2005). As shown in Chapter 4, RAD and RPF
models show how a certain process can be carried out to achieve an organization’s
goals by illustrating work flows, roles of employees, interactions between the roles,
and information flow from one role to another and from one process to another.

Furthermore, the RAD/RPF models, once drawn, can be used to facilitate
understanding and analysis of organizational processes, to ease communication
between members of an organization and between them and others from outside of
the organization, and to clarify the roles and responsibilities of all players.
RAD/RPF models can also be used as a basis for developing or customizing IS or
IT to support particular processes.
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The main output of the process modelling phase is as set of RAD/RPF process
models, which represent the current processes that will be validated in the next
phase.

5.3.3. Phase III: Validate the Current Process Models
Since RAD /RPF models will be the base for subsequent phases of this
methodology, how accurately they represent the current process is an important
aspect to be assessed.

As shown is Section 4.2, the validation phase checks the RAD/RPF models of the
current process to ensure that they represent an adequate description of the process.
The models should accurately and comprehensively represent the roles, activities,
interactions and workflow in the current process. This phase requires about 5
percent of the total life cycle the methodology.

The fact that RAD/RPF models are quite easy to read, understand, and trace is an
aid to validation. The models can be directly discussed with staff members in the
organization (the actors), either individually or in groups. The non-functional
requirements elicited in the first phase also need verification in this stage.
Individual or group discussions can again help check the correctness of proposed
NFRs and may also generate suggestions of additional NFRs, and/or measurements
for adherence.

Following validation of the RAD models, analysis and evaluation of the current
process can begin.

5.3.4. Phase IV: Analyze and Evaluate the Current Process
The purpose of this phase is to analyze the current business process, and measure
the operational performance or value of existing activities and interactions in the
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process. The analysis takes two forms: structural analysis of the models, and
further investigation into elements of the model. About 30 percent of the total life
cycle of the methodology is allocated for this phase.

5.2.4.1. Structured Analysis of the Current Process Models
Analysis of the RAD/RPF models themselves can give an initial indication where
there might be unnecessary complexity, invalidated date, crossovers between
functions, and/or opportunities for IT support in the modeled business processes.
(a) Discovery of Unnecessary Complexity
We can use process models to discover unnecessary complexity in the current
processes.

These complexities may prevent a certain process from achieving its objectives,
for example, one of the goals of education provision may be to deliver highly
efficient and accessible services. RAD models can be used to discover how well
the current process has achieved its goal. Interactions in the RAD models show
how roles in a process coordinate to achieve the overall goal. By focusing on
particular roles, we can find out how many activities a role comprises, and how
many interactions it drives, by examining the current process model and its submodels. It may be possible to improve a certain process by redefining or
reorganizing roles, activities, or interactions if the present arrangements appear
to cause unnecessary complexity, or reduce the quality of the process objectives.
RAD modelling followed by model analysis can thus assist discovery of process
faults. Ould (1995), comments that “earlier fault detection can reduce the
likelihood of faults getting through to later stages and can reduce the cost of
correcting”.
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(b) Discovery of Invalidated Data
RADs can be used to ascertain whether collected data is being validated by
examining the interactions that represent sending and receiving information
between roles
(c) Discovery of Cross-Functional Boundaries
One essential objective of a business process is to simplify or reduce crossfunctional flows within the overall process. The concepts of coupling and
cohesion from the field of software system design can be adopted in business
process modelling for checking inter-functional connections. In relation to
business processes, we may argue that a role should be highly cohesive, which
implies that its activities are closely integrated and serve a single purpose. Ould
(1995) argues that roles should ideally be loosely coupled, so that the number of
interactions between them is reduced to a minimum. If roles lack cohesion
and/or are highly coupled, then this may cause excessive cross-functional
connections, which can lead, according (Hindle, 1997 b), to excessive delays,
inconsistencies, duplication of effort, loss of information, and customer
dissatisfaction.
(d) Identification of Automated and Human-Based Activities
It might be possible to use RAD models to identify the potential areas for
automation, or IT support. It can be useful to indicate on a mode, e.g. by using
different colours, which activities are or should be automated. This could help
measure the operational cost in a process by indicating the relative needs for
human-and computer-based activities
More generally, the models could be annotated with additional information on
other operational aspects, including resources, timings, volumes and methods,
which are not covered in the basic notation.
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Though structural analysis of the models does not cover all aspects of business
processes, it gives an initial indication of problems and opportunities, so as to
model a good start for a detailed evaluation.
5.3.4.2. Model-Led Extended Investigation Process
The second method of analysis involves querying each element (each activity
and each interaction) of the process models, to gauge their level of efficiency.
This involves a second round of questionnaires and interviews with
organizational actors.
(a) Aspects for Investigation
Systematic, element-by-element evaluation of the model with participants in the
study can reveal deficiencies that prevent a business process from achieving its
objectives.
As discussed in Section 4.4.1, RAD models can be utilized to evaluate and
improve the process they model, if the following guidelines are followed:

(1) the evaluation needs to work systematically through the model elements;
(2) the evaluation should be comprehensive, covering most aspects of the
business process under investigation;
(3) improvements should be driven by information’s’ suggestions; and
(4) improvements should be related to business objectives that were
identified in the first phase.
Analysis of the current process can be achieved through developing targeted
questions related to activities, interactions, and roles included in the models. These
questions should be answered by informants, who can be customers, staff
members, or both. The answers, which may include suggestions from role holders,
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can then help to discover process deficiencies. The questions should be developed
in a systematic way according to the roles and workflows in the RAD models.
Further, to ensure consistent probing in the questions, they should be formulated to
address specific common aspects of activities and interactions which are of interest
from the perspective of process improvement. As illustrated in Section 5.4.1, these
can be identified as follows:

(1) Aspects Related to Activities
• Activity Duration: whether an activity is performed in a reasonable
amount of time.
• Activity Type:
(a) for a computer-based activity, how well system perform, how
helpful it is, what date is required, and/or whether the system
has missing or needs new features.
(b) for a human-based activity, how satisfying it is to do, whether it
would be better automated, and/or whether there are missing or
additional features needed.
• Information Availability: whether current information is enough to
help in performing activities well, and whether there is any missing
information.
• Flow of Activities: how well the current flow of activities supports
process objectives, and whether they might beneficially be reordered.
• Timely Execution of Activity: whether activities are performed on
time, and how non-timely activities can be made more timely.

(2) Aspects Related to Interactions
• Interaction Duration: whether an interaction is performed in a
reasonable amount of time.
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• Control: whether an interaction is well managed.
• Volume of Interaction: how many times the interaction occurs
(indication of the amount of work for each side).
• Technology: how effectively is technology used in performing the
interactions.
• Flow of Interactions: how effective and efficient is the flow of
interactions between two roles.
• Timely Execution of Interaction: whether Interactions are performed
on time,
• Information Availability: whether all required information to
perform an interaction is available.

These aspects may not be sufficient in every case, so more aspects and inquires
may need to be identified to evaluate the current process. Moreover, as discussed in
Section 4.4.1, the relation between RAD elements and identified process aspects is
a many-to-many relation, as depicted earlier. In addition to asking questions about
particular activities and interactions, and their flows in the existing role
organization, it may be worth inquiring whether the division activities and
interactions between roles in a process could be improved.
The element-by-element investigation just described will not readily capture highlevel or general attributes of the business process as a whole. The RAD models
essentially provide a functional view of the business process. By analogy to nonfunctional requirements in software system, which represent critical quality
attributes of such systems (see Kotonya and Sommerville; 1998, Cysneiros et al;
2001, Chung and Nixon; 1995), we suggest it will be useful to identify and model
such general desirable qualities or properties of business processes. An approach
has been developed to model business process NFRs and links them to RAD
models, as a way of representing and assessing the general qualities of a business
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process. Our way of proceeding is to model the NFRs of a process and map the
NFR model to the functional process model. Effectively, the NFR model is applied
to the functional model by using it to identify activities, interactions, and roles in
the functional model which could usefully be modified to deliver or serve the NFRs
better. Figure 6.1 illustrates the general approach. By systematic mapping of the
NFR model to the functional process model, activities and interactions are
modified so as to model the NFRs within them.
(b) Qualitative and Quantitative Evaluation of the Current Process
Following development of the questions for the extended investigation, as
described above, the next step is to collect and analyze the additional data from the
informants.
Data Collection
As discussed in Section 4.4.3.1, one of the important means to collect data is
interviews. Interviews should be conducted with all the involved staff in addition to
individuals who may influence the business process design and improvement, such
as top management. Interviews should avoid questions concerning personal details.
The purpose of an interview is to extract information in order to discover the main
problems in a particular sub-process as directly and systematically as possible
using the questions developed for internal organizational roles in accordance with
the RAD model. Questionnaire is a good means for collecting data in a short time
over a wider area, and hence it is a suitable alternative to interviewing when there
are many, widely spread holders of a role, typically external to the institution (e.g.
students, instructors). However, the questionnaires lack the flexibility of
interviews, but they are appropriate for collecting standard information from a
dispersed set of participants.
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Data Analysis
Findings from interviews and questionnaires could reveal many problems and
bottlenecks in a process that limit the achievement of business objectives.
Interviews data can be analyzed in the following steps:
(1) process questions and responses role by role in each process in
the RAD model;
(2) analyse the responses to questions in each role;
(3) identify problems and weaknesses (if any) that prevent efficient
and correct carrying out activities and interactions in each role;
and
(4) collect and synthesize the problems and weaknesses according to
the aspects identified in the process models analysis or according
to additional aspects which may emerge through analysis of the
responses.
Where a questionnaire is used instead of interviews, statistical analysis techniques
can be used to summarize and analyse the responses of questionnaire. Frequencies
and distributions thus found among the responses could reveal problems and
shortcomings in the current process, which could be collected and synthesized in a
manner similar to that described above for interview data.
Problems which are identified using the above techniques may limit the
achievement of business objectives as identified in the first phase. A higher-level
form of analysis which can be helpful in understanding the effect of these problems
on achieving business objectives is Case-and-Effect diagramming (Rohlder and
Silver, 1996), as demonstrated in Section 4.5.
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5.3.5. Phase V: Redesign the Current Process
The purpose of this phase is to improve the current business process using the
results of the previous phases, with the ultimate objective of achieving the business
goals identified at the outset. This phase requires about 30 percent of the total life
cycle of the methodology.
As shown in Section 4.12, improvement starts by deciding what the improved
process should look like, and a reasonable justification should be presented for
each improvement. Many ways can be used to redesign a process to resolve
identified problems, including:
• brainstorming – which generates a wide variety of ideas regarding a specific
issue of interest (Rohleder, 1997);
• changing existing activities, interactions, or roles;
• increasing use of technology;
• comparing the current process with best practices that will lead to the
identification of some required improvements; and
• following suggestions made by informants during the investigation.
Many solutions could be generated using the above methods. Those selected must
be practically achievable, consistent with the objectives of the business process,
and likely to increase customer satisfaction. In this study, RAD/RPF modelling and
subsequent analysis of the models has been used as a basis for considering what
changes might be needed in activities, interactions, or roles. The detailed modelling
and analysis also makes it easier to find points at which technology support could
be introduced. Interviewing and questionnaire subsequent to modelling provide a
means of collecting informed participant comments on detailed questions
systematically produced during models’ analysis. Brainstorming and comparison
with best practice provide a more general backdrop which informs the analysis.
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As indicated previously, general high-level qualities or NFRs are essential elements
in a successful process, which could satisfy them through linking them to
functional features. Therefore, an important prerequisite for process improvement
is the proper representation and identification of NFRs.
5.3.5.1. Modelling NFRs of the Business Process
As illustrated in the previous chapter, we have adapted Cysneiros and Chumg’s
approach to NFR analysis, which they use in software engineering to resolve
conflicts between goals in software systems (Chung, 1993; Chung and Nixon,
1995; Cysneiros et al., 2001). To model NFRs for business processes, we propose
the following six-step method:
(1) Elicit NFRs and decompose them into sub-goals,
(2) Define relationships between goals and sub-goals.
(3) Identify actors who will achieve NFRs (goals)
(4) Operationalise goals,
(5) Analyse positive and negative interactions between goals,
(6) Select which NFRs to address to achieve process improvement.

5.3.5.2. Linking Non-Functional Requirement to Functional View
Linking the non-functional view represented in the NFR graphs to the functional
view represented in the RAD models can be performed through the following
steps:
(1) Find all the NFR graph that refer to a particular process in the RAD model,
(2) Find all the NFR graph that refer to a particular role in the RAD model,
(3) Relate the activities and interactions included in this role to the roots of
NFRs which correspond to the same role,
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(4) If this role in the RAD model does not cover the nodes in the NFR graphs,
then this RAD model must be updated by adding modifying, or deleting
activities or interactions that belong to that role,
(5) If a role identified (as an actor) in the NFR graphs does not exist in the
current RAD model, then a new role must be instantiated to satisfy that NFR.
In conclusion, linking a non-functional graph of a process to its functional view is
used to improve the current process and satisfy the required qualities. The new
RAD models (the current models redesigned) will be generated from this phase to
reflect the improvements that have been suggested to solve problems and
deficiencies that prevent the current business process achieving its goals. These
redesigned models should then be evaluated to verify both their effectiveness and
usefulness.

5.3.6. Phase VI: Evaluate the Redesigned Process
This methodology shows how to improve the current business process by
developing new improved process models from an original set of RAD as-is
models. The improved models are produced by analyzing the original models,
using those models to drive further investigation, explicitly connecting the
functional RAD models to business goals and high-level business process qualities,
and revising the RAD models to represent an improved process.
The present phase evaluates the redesigned process

models, prior to

implementation, and considers the impact of the new models on the current
process. About 5 percent of the total methodology life cycle is allocated for this
phase. Kueng and Kawalek (1997) state that process modelling can assist in the
detection of problems in business processes. Therefore, it is possible to make an
initial assessment of how good the new design before starting to implement the
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new process. One way to evaluate the newly designed process is to check the
revised RAD models for evidence of the following:
(1) Increasing parallelism.
(2) A reduction in the number of interactions driven by the customer role, which
will indicate that the process will be more accessible to the customer.
(3) Increased independence of roles (by removal of unnecessary interactions).
(4) Better integration of activities within roles.
(5) Reduced overall cost (through removing non-valued and redundant activities
and interactions).
(6) Increased level of automated activities.
(7) Confirmation of improvements by managers of business processes.
Assuming a positive outcome to the evaluation of the redesigned process, the
organization can now decide how and when new process will be implemented. In
case of negative outcome, a feedback should be identified for the “redesign the
current process” phase in order to enhance the redesigned process.

5.3.7. Phase VII: Implement the redesigned Process
After a successful process remodeling, the new process needs to be implemented.
This is a large step beyond the scope of the present investigation, involving project
planning and management. RAD models of the redesigned process will provide a
detailed blueprint for guiding the implementation of the new process, which will
also aid communication between the improvement team and those involved in
operating the new process. The RAD models will clearly illustrate the roles of the
staff members, the change in those roles, and the interactions between those roles.
Suitably marked up, they can also indicate the points at which there will be some
technological innovation. This phase requires about 15 percent of the total life
cycle of the methodology.
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After implementing the redesigned process, the new process will need to be
evaluated in order to measure whether the expected improvements have been
achieved. The new process can be evaluated by applying phase 4 and 5 in order to
measure process performance against objectives, after implementation (which it
may be possible to compare with performance before the process redesign).
In the present research study (using the MME case), the redesigned RAD models
were positively evaluated by staff, and although the final stage of the methodology
was not reached, some of the suggested improvements were in fact achieved, as
discussed in the previous chapter.

5.4 Evaluation & Generalization of the New Methodology for
Business Process Improvement
The business process improvement methodology proposed here consist of seven
phases, namely: understand the current process; model the current process; validate
the current process models; analyse and evaluate the current process; redesign the
current process; evaluate the redesigned process; and implement the redesigned
process. The purpose of this methodology is to improve the business processes of
an organization in a systematic manner, by building on the analysis of process
models, and redesigning them on the basis of this analysis. Role and Activity
Diagramming (RAD) has been used as the main modelling notation, but the
modelling has been supplemented by extended investigation, structural analysis,
and analyses of goals and non-functional requirements of the business process.
The methodology has been implemented successfully prior to the phase of
implementing the redesigned process. In particular, the methodology has been
examined and validated for a complex case, namely, the process of module
monitoring and evaluation in Sudan. The methodology has been used to suggest
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improvements for this process, in particular for module evaluation and the
collection of information about instructor’s performance, which should contribute
in the longer term to the better understanding of monitoring process and reduction
of student dissatisfaction.
We believe that the methodology is sufficiently abstract to provide guidelines for
different business process improvement projects, and that it is applicable to
different business processes (particularly complex processes). The methodology is
built to be robust and clearly structured; it illustrates and explores trough a series of
steps how to guide process improvement. The methodology moves through a
logical sequence as follows:
• Understand and explore business processes using effective and efficient
methods;
• Model business processes using role activity diagramming;
• Analyse business processes through investigating the corresponding RAD
model elements (activity by activity, interaction by interaction, and role by
role);
• Use qualitative and quantitative methods to evaluate business processes;
• Redesign the business processes by applying the evaluation phase outputs
and an analysis of non-functional requirements to the process models;
• Evaluate the remodeled business processes; and
• Implement the revised processes.
In addition, the methodology provides a holistic analysis of processes, by including
organizational and technical aspects. Keating et al. (2001) stated that every process
has two subsystems, technical and social, explaining that “the technical subsystem
is comprised of the structures, tools, and knowledge necessary to perform the work
which produces products. The social system includes attributes and benefits,
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contracts between employers and employees, reaction to work arrangements, and
the relationships between individuals and among groups”. Also, this methodology
investigates organizational and technical system in parallel. The first phase (Phase
I) identifies and documents the objectives of business processes, individuals’ and
groups’ roles, activities, and interactions, as well as technical details of work flow
and information flow. In the second phase (Phase II), the responsibilities, activities,
interactions, and workflow of business processes are modeled using role activity
diagramming, which is an efficient technique to represent the organizational view
of business processes. Activities that are performed using a computer system can
be annotated on the RADs during the same phase. The third phase (Phase III)
validates technical and social aspects of the modelling. In the fourth phase (Phase
V) questions are devised to investigate the RAD models activity by activity, role by
role, and interaction by interaction by interaction in order to investigate
organizational and technical aspects such as actors’ responsibilities, system user
satisfaction, and information availability. Qualitative and quantitative evaluations
are also performed during this phase to assess organizational and technical aspects
within current business processes and also to explore the required organizational
and technical features. In the fifth phase (Phase VI), quality attributes are derived
using non-functional requirements graphing, and linked to the RAD models. This
might lead to redesign of roles, activities, and interactions, and of the technical
infrastructure. Consequently, many organizational and technical aspects can be
evaluated in the sixth phase (Phase VI) through investigating the redesigned RAD
models, such as the coherence of activities in a role and the proportion of
automated activities. Suggestions in this phase may often come from informants,
and thus they tie in to their social and technical experience. Finally, in the seventh
phase (VII), implementation of the new business process, will inevitably involve
social and technical changes, which are likely to work better if they have been
designed together.
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According to Ould (2005) RAD provides a starting point for a data-oriented
development of an information system to support business processes. Also, he
stated that “a RAD is an ideal starting point for direct implementation for workflow
on a WFM system”. Thus, a business process modelling notation serves as a basis
for the development of a technical system to support a certain business process.

According to Valiries and Glykas (1999), most methodologies are oriented towards
specialist rather than being oriented to be used by organizational managers and
people who want to carry out improvement in their organization. This shortcoming
is overcome in the new methodology proposed here, since it is oriented towards
organizations’ managers and staff, as well as to specialists. In fact, most of the
improvements which are developed using this methodology stem from, or are
checked against, the experience of informants in the organization under study.
Moreover, the tools and techniques that are used to perform the methodology are
not especially complicated and do not need much specialist expertise. Interview,
questionnaire, observation, discussion and documentation are important techniques
in the methodology which require careful planning and execution, but not advanced
technical knowledge. RAD, the main modelling notation, takes time learn and
needs clear and systematic application, but used only a few symbols and concepts
and provides a useful communication tool. NFR graphing is another modelling
notation which must be learned, but again is fairly straightforward. Other methods
which feature in the methodology, such as brainstorming, comparative analysus,
and linking NFRs to RAD models, are either general or secondary. Therefore, these
techniques do not need specialist to be performed and can be used by
organizations’ managers and members. The ideal combination may be a consult
working with a user project team, guiding rather than running the project.
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Valiries and Glykas (1999) also state that “most methodologies fail to recognize
the importance of a diagnostic stage at the beginning of the redesign process”. This
methodology by contrast includes a number of diagnostic steps, from Phase I,
where objectives and goals of the current process are identified, through Phase III,
where the current process models are validated, Phase IV, where roles, activities,
and interactions in the current business process are thoroughly investigated and
problems and deficiencies in the current process are diagnosed, Phase V, where
NFRs are derived, to Phase VI, where the remodeled process is evaluated to its
implementation.

Central continuity in this methodology is provided by the use of RADs as the base
modelling technique around which analysis and improvement methods are
organized. The RAD models themselves provide the starting point for the detailed
systematic inquiry into activities, interactions and goals. This gives a common
conceptual framework stretching through the methodology.

To access and improve higher-level or general attributes of business processes.
‘Non-functional requirements’ of business processes have been identified. The
approach used in the methodology has been adapted from methods developed in
software engineering for representing and linking non-functional requirements to
conceptual models. We have shown how the technique of NFR graphing, including
operationalisation of goals, interaction analysis and evaluation of goals, can be
performed to produce NFR models for business processes which can then be linked
to functional models produced with RAD, to improve the overall quality of
business processes. The congruence between the central notation of ‘role’ in RAD
and that of ‘actor’ in NFR graphing facilitates the linking process.
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Adesola and Baines (2005) developed three categories of measurements that could
be used to evaluate business process improvement methodology, namely:
feasibility, which refers to whether a business process improvement methodology
can be practically followed; usability, which refers to whether a business process
improvement methodology is easy to apply and use; and usefulness, which refers
to whether business process improvement methodology produces useful results.
Based on the application of this methodology using MME process in Sudan (the
National Ribat University), the following conclusions can be identified against the
above criteria:
(1) The methodology is feasible as all stages of this methodology can be applied
and followed fairly straightforwardly, and not only by experts. Business
process understanding, analysis, evaluation, and redesign methods have been
discussed and successfully applied, as shown respectively in Chapter 4
(2) The methodology aims to improve business processes by building on
process modelling of the current process. In particular, RAD models have
been used to understand, analysis, and improve current business processes.
But RAD as illustrated in Chapters3 and 4 and, according to interactions that
have been conducted with informants, is easy to use and understand. RAD is
the main particular method in the methodology. NFR graphing also needs to
be learnt, but is not more demanding than RAD. Therefore, we believe that
the methodology is easy to use and apply.
(3) The new models that have been developed for the MME process are useful
and should be helpful for quality assurance within higher education
institutions according to experts. Actors in the MME process indicated that
the suggested improvements are useful and could be used to improve the
MME process. Moreover, the administrators of the MME observed that
improvements to the MME process which had been made on other grounds
were similar to, and so could be taken as conformation of improvements
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suggested by application of our methodology. We have argued before that
the methodology is general, and not tied to specific feature of the MME
process. Therefore, if the methodology is useful in MME, it should prove
useful in other settings.

While the improvement methodology does help to deepen process understanding
and can improve business processes, it nevertheless has some limitations. The
improvement methodology may not provide the capability to assess, represent, and
satisfy all NFRs of a particular business process such as empathy, responsiveness,
and assurance; these may be too general or imprecise to link into the functional
model. These NFRs are important to higher education (and other) organizations but
the improvement methodology cannot evaluate them by investigating activity by
activity, interaction by interaction, and role by role because satisfaction of these
and similar NFRs depends on the outcomes from all activities and interactions
included in the business process, and it is difficult to specify particular activities or
interactions that are responsible for achieving these NFRs and link them to
functional view (RAD model). For example, in higher education institutions,
empathy is one of the NFRs and one aspect of this NFR is to give individual
attention to students; but this aspect is general (related to many activities and
interactions) and not specific to some activities and interactions. Moreover,
application of this methodology may take long time and more effort since the
modelling tasks are performed manually. For example, 16 months have been spent
to apply the methodology to the MME process. The duration of application of the
methodology can be accelerated by developing new tools to support modelling
tasks.
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To give a further example, one of the essential factors for a successful business
process is the quality (skill, knowledge, and attitude) of the individual staff
member; this again is difficult to pin down to activities, interactions or roles.

5.5 Summary
This chapter has presented the main contribution of this research, which has been
to develop a new methodology for understanding, analyzing, and improving
business processes by building on process modelling. The methodology consists of
seven major phases as follows: (1) understand the current process, (2) model the
current process, (3) validate the current process modes, (4) analyse and evaluate the
current process, (5) redesign the current process, (6) evaluate the redesigned
process, and (7) implement the redesigned process.

The methodology presents a systematic and holistic guide process redesign and
improvement. It has a strong diagnostic content. In addition, it is oriented not only
to process improvement experts, but also to managers and staff members of
business organizations.

Role Activity Diagrams (RAD) has been used as the main modelling notation from
which to analyse and improve a business process. New techniques have been
adopted to subject the models to systematic inquiry, which includes linking the
models back to business objectives. The methodology has borrowed the notion of
Non-Functional requirements (NFRs) from software engineering, and a method
developed in that field for linking NFRs to conceptual models has been adopted
and applied to business process modelling as a way of representing and improving
general or quality attributes of business processes.
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The methodology has been applied to the MME process up to the point of
implementation of the redesigned process. The outcomes of that application
indicate that the methodology is feasible, useable, and useful. The successful
application of the methodology for the MME process and the fact that the
methodology is defined at a level of abstraction beyond the detail of any case
indicate that the methodology is generalisable and can be used in other domains for
business process improvement.

Finally, the chapter concluded by covering the results achieved from this research
and give answers to the research questions that been introduced in chapter one
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Chapter Six
Conclusion
This chapter presents a summary of the research investigation in addition to the
main outcomes of this research. This is followed by suggestions for further
research.

6.1 The Research Investigations
This research investigation has used process modeling and case study to design
understanding of complex organizational processes in order to make suggestions
for business process improvements. From that, a general methodology for
understanding and improving business processes has been developed. Furthermore,
this research has extended process modeling to include non-functional or quality
attributes of business processes. Three broad stages have been proposed for the
overall method: understand, evaluate, and improve the business process. These
stages have been applied and studied in the MME case. A sequence of logically
ordered steps covering the three stages has then been put forward as a general
methodology for improving business processes.

6.1.1. Development of the Thesis
The research investigation as presented in the chapters of the thesis can be
summarized as follows:

In the first chapter, the research problem was stated, and from it the aims of the
research and the research questions were introduced. The area of study connects
modeling of complex organizational processes with business process improvement.
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In chapter two, a literature survey was carried out. It focused on the latest studies
and contributions in the area of business process modeling and business process
improvement methodologies, and identified some shortcoming and gaps in current
approaches. The need to model non-functional view was identified. A lack of
methods for building process improvements from process models was revealed,
confirming a need for a systematic

model-based process improvement

methodology.

In the third chapter, research methods were identified which were appropriate to
the research aims and questions and seemed likely to help close some of the gaps
identified to the literature survey. Role activity diagramming (RAD) and Soft
System Methodology (SSM) was chosen as the main method for modeling business
process. The process of module monitoring and evaluation (MME) in Sudan was
selected as a suitable case study in this research. A practical case-study centered
research investigation was laid out with three main stages: "understand the business
process", "evaluate the business process", and "improve the business process". This
sequence would make the connection from process modeling to process
improvement.
The proposed methods for the three stages – understand, Evaluate, and improve the
business process- was described in chapter 4. Interviews, observation, and process
modeling with RAD and RPF were main methods used to understand the current
process. Role Activity Diagramming (RAD) and Rich Picture Format (RPF) was
used to model and understand the MME process in detail, resulting in the drawing
of a set of RAD and RPF models, covering students feedback, instructors feedback
The proposed methods for the second stage of the investigation – evaluate the
business process – were illustrated. Two main approaches were deployed – a
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structural analysis of the current process models, and a model-led extended
investigation process. Structural analysis, as applied to MME process, led to a
number of conclusions: that RAD models can help to identify and remove
unnecessary complexity in processes, and can be used to raise questions about data
validation, that we can informally apply notation of cohesion and coupling to
identify possible cases of poor role integration or separating; and that we can use
the models as a basis for systematic consideration of which parts of the process
might benefit from automation. The extended model-driven investigation, as
applied to MME, showed that systematic inquiry into each activity, interaction and
role in the models, could produce valuable data from informants on how process
improvements could be made and how they linked to business goals.
The proposed methods for the third stage of the investigation – improve the
business process – were discussed. The main new method was the application of
main requirements framework for remodeling business processes, in order to
achieve better representation and realization of 'functional' aspects of processes.
This approach was adopted from methods developed in software engineering for
linking requirements to conceptual models. We have drawn an analogy between
requirements in software terms and general or overall quality aspects of business
processes, which are not well captured in functionally oriented process modeling
methods. Use of the requirements framework and other improvement methods led
to suggested solutions for problems in the current MME. The remodeled business
processes were evaluated by inspection of the diagrams and by validating them
with informants. The evaluation of the improved MME process models indicated
that the suggested improvements would be useful and might help to achieve the
objectives of the MME process more fully.
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In chapter 5, a new general methodology for improving business processes on the
basis of systematic process modeling was assembled from elements of the three
stages presented in Chapters 4. This is a structured methodology with a diagnostic
emphasis intended for practical use not only by process improvement expert, but
also by managers and staff members in organizations. Although the methodology
was developed out of the MME case study, its stages and methods are sufficiently
abstract to suggest general applicability, in other education domains and perhaps
beyond.

The present chapter, Chapter 6, forms the conclusion of the thesis. It summarizes
the investigation and outcomes, and makes some suggestions on further research.

6.1.2. Research Schedule
This section presents the outline schedule which was followed in carrying through
the stages of the research study.
November – December 2012: Interviews and observation were conducted at the
National Ribat University- Faculty of Computer Studies to collect information
about the module monitoring and evaluation process.
January – April 2013: A literature review was carried out. It focused on the latest
studies in the areas of business processes, business process modeling, business
process improvement methods, and module and evaluation process.

May2013: Interviews and observation were conducted in the other higher
education institutes in order to understand the module monitoring process in similar
bodies
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June – October 2013: Interviews and observation were conducted in the National
Ribat University (Quality department (RQD) and Faculty of Computer
Studies9FCS))

in order to collect further information about monitoring and

evaluation process in the selected university (RQD and FCS) – as case study).
November – December 2013: The process of module monitoring and evaluation
was modeled using RAD and Soft System Methodology (Rich Picture Format).
January – September 2014: The models were systematically analyzed, to provide
a basis for evaluation of the current processes and also to derive a plan for an
extended investigation of them.

October - December 2014: Interviews were conducted in FCS and RQD to
validate the RAD and Rich Picture Format models of the MME process.
January – May 2015: Interviews and questionnaires, derived from systematic
analysis of the models, were conducted in RQD and FCS to collect more
information for the analysis and evaluation of the current process.
June – November 2015: the collected information and the process models were
further analyzed to identify deficiencies and problems that limit the ability of the
process of monitoring and evaluation in Higher education institutes (Sudan) to
achieve its goals.
Dec 2015 – May 2016: Based on the outcomes of the evaluation of the current
MME process, improvements were suggested using the FR approach and other
methods
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June – September 2016: The improved MME process were modeled

October - December 2016: Interviews were conducted in FCS and RQD to
validate the suggested improvements for the MME process.
January – May 2017: The methods of detailed modeling, systematic analysis, and
redesign for process improvement were, having been thoroughly applied to the
MME process, were abstracted from the case in order to propose them as a general
methodology for business process improvement.
June – July 2017: Final editing and modifications

6.2. Recommendations
While many issues regarding business process modeling and improvement have
been addressed, this research has also exposed a series of issues for future research.
There is scope for expanding consideration of the role of IT in enhancing the
business process. Bridging the gap between business process models and system
models is important for the different stakeholders involved, so as to ensure that an
anticipated software system will be in line with the business processes. However,
the gap may be further widened given the rate at which software technology
develops, for example with the emergence of grid technology in business
environments. Therefore, the challenge here is to investigate and synthesise
approaches that will in some way support, and perhaps partially or fully automate
the business process so that the process is not simply modeled but also enacted,
through an IT-based solution. These approaches can range from being semi-formal
to formal. As an example of a semi-formal approach, the notion of coloured RAD
models presented in Chapter 5 can be used to pinpoint which activities can be
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automated, partially or fully. It might be possible t trace systematic relationships
between coloured RAD models and class diagrams in term of the following
pairings: (automated activities, operations), (interactions, links0, (data related to
roles, attributes), and (roles, classes). It would be useful to investigate if class
diagrams for the anticipated software system can partially derived using coloured
RAD models of a business process, and incrementally refined as the business
process is investigated and revisited. The relationship is sketched as figure 8.1.
It was shown in Chapter 6 how the improved RAD models advanced beyond the
initial RAD models, for instance in the use of colouring to indicate possible sites
for automation. They could also be used, in the way that Ould (2005) suggests, to
develop process architecture for an organization (or a type of organization).
Process architecture shows the essential business entities an organization has to
deal with, and illustrates the processes for handling and managing them. Research
in this direction could well deepen the generalisability of the methodology
developed here. A further avenue of exploration would be to investigate the
feasibility of using a set of process models, or a process architecture, as a base for
deriving an information architecture for an organization.
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Cloured RAD Models

Activities

Interactions

Roles

Close the gab

Operations

Links

Feedback

Attrib
utes

Classes

Applications

Generated Class Diagrams
Evaluation and
Validation
Operations

Links

Attrib
utes

Classes

Real Class Diagrams

Figure 6.1: Linking RAD models to Class Diagrams

Future work could be usefully done to enhance the business process improvement
methodology developed in this work. The quality of the business process models
are generated in the process modeling phase (second phase) would be improved by
providing appropriate annotation to the models to represent further aspects of
business processes such as resources, timing, volume and methods, which are not
covered in the basic colouring scheme. Moreover, the implementation phase (seven
phase) needs fuller development. This is essential phase to help organizations to
achieve the enhanced results they expect when they apply the proposed
improvements. A more detailed and practical implementation phase is needed to
ensure successful results. For example, priorities and dates of implementation,
training programs, and sponsorship should be identified.

In Chapter 6, analysis of non-functional requirements analysis has revealed how
some of these requirements can be satisfied by modifying specific activities,
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interactions, or roles in the functional model of the business process. But other
NFRs, such as empathy and assurance, may be too general for this work. It would
be useful and interesting to see how NFRs like these, which resist distribution
among model elements, might nevertheless be represented and somehow included
in the process model. Another useful development in relation to NFRs might be if
some method or tool could be developed for analyzing NFRs and linking them into
a functional process model, which has in this research been done informally and
manually.

Finally, the methodology that has been developed in this research has been
investigated and critically evaluated using the module monitoring and evaluation in
Sudan Higher Education Institution. Although it is reasonable to claim both that the
MME application has been successful and that the methodology is generalisable,
further application and test, especially in different domains would further confirm
its general validity and usefulness.

As a recommendation for any future work, the following points have been
identified:
1. Creation of a centralized system for ministry of higher education that allows
for monitoring and evaluation of institutions performance
2. Increase the overall control of management of the evaluation process.
3. Increase the amount of involvement that instructors have with the whole
evaluation process
4. Allows text entering within the forms so different opinions can be collected
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Appendixes
Appendix A: Students Module Evaluation Form

1. The module contains too elaborate information
2. The module requires a certain pre knowledge
3. One or more references have been recommended
4. The reference book is available in the college library
5. The reference is beneficial
6. The syllabus is off appropriate level
7. The contents is generally engaging/ interesting
8. The examples presented were adequate
9. The assignments were of benefit to learning
10. The exercises in the class were useful
11. The handouts/study books were useful
12. Coherent and well organized
13. The instructor was punctual
14. The instructor provided a good description to the course content and the
requirements in the first session
15. The instructor voice was loud and clear
16. The instructor writing in the board was legible
17. The instructor used the multimedia tools effectively
18. The instructor organized the material and lectures efficiently
19. The instructor explained the material well
20. The instructor presented the material in enjoying way
21. The instructor linked the material with other varied/ broad views
22. The instructor responded to students questions effectively
23. The instructor was keen to collect, mark, and return students work
24. Writes comments and directions on students work after correction
200

25. The general appearance is good
26. Treats all students equally
27. Effective/ competent
28. The numbers of lectures you attended
29. The numbers of assignment you performed
30. The numbers of assignment you submitted
31. The numbers of laboratory sessions you attended
32. The numbers of tutorials you attended
33. The number of questions you asked in lectures
34. The number of hours you spent in revising the course material
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جامعة الرباط الوطنى
كلية دراسات الحاسوب
إستمارة المتابعة والتقئيم (يمأل بواسطة الطالب)
القسم _________:الدرجة :بكالريوس ( ) – دبلوم ( ) اسم الكورس _______:الفصل الدراسى______ :
الرجاء اإلجابة على األسئلة التالية بدقة شديده حتى نستطيع التقئيم بدقة
الكورس:
أوافق بشدة

أوافق

محايد

ال أوافق

ال أوافق بشدة

يحتوى على معلومات أكثر مما يحتمل
الفصل
يحتاج الى خلفية معرفية مسبقة
تم تحديد مرجع أو مراجع
المرجع متوفر بمكتبة الكلية
المرجع مفيد بصورة عامة
المنهج سهل بصوره عامة
المنهج ممتع بصوره عامة
االمثلة المقدمة كافية
الواجبات مفيدة بصورة عامة
التمارين فى المحاضرة مفيدة بصورة عامة
المذكرات المقدمة مفيدة بصورة عامة
متماسك ومتسلسل بصورة عامه

أستاذ المادة
أوافق بشدة

أوافق

األستاذ ملتزم عموما بزمن المحاضرات
قدم شرحا عاما للمادة والمطلوبات بها فى
المحاضرة األولى بشكل جيد
قدم المادة بصوت واضح ومسموع
يكتب على السبورة بوضوح
يستخدم الوسائط المتعددة بصورة جيدة
ينظم المادة والمحاضرات بصورة جيدة
يشرح المادة بصورة مقبولة
يقدم المعلومات بصورة جذابة
يربط الماده بمفاهيم مختلفة وواسعة
يستجيب ألسئلة الطالب بصورة ممتازة
حريص على جمع الواجبات وتصحيحها
وإرجاعها للطالب
يكتب تعليقات وتوصيات فى الواجبات بعد
تصحيحها
المظهر العام لألستاذ مقبول
ال ينحاز فى التعامل مع الطالب
فعال وجيد بصوره عامة
202

محايد

ال أوافق

ال أوافق بشدة

الطالب:
 15فما فوق

11-14

عدد المحاضرات التى حضرتها
عدد الواجبات التى قمت بها
عدد الواجبات التى قمت بتسليمها
عدد المعامل التى قمت بحضورها
عدد التمارين التى قمت بحضورها
عدد األسئلة التى طرحتها فى المخاضرات
عدد الساعات التى قضيتها فى مذاكرة المادة
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6 -10

1 -5

0

Appendix B: Instructors Module Evaluation Form

1. Scheduled timetable of the lectures is appropriate with respect to the content
of the course

2. The time allocated to the theoretical part is reasonable
3. The time allocated to the practical part is reasonable
4. The time allocated to the exercise is reasonable
5. The references specific to the course are available
6. The resources specific to the course are available
7. The attendance of the students to the lecture was good
8. The responses of students to questions were satisfactory/good
9. Students asked questions during lectures
10. Students submitted their assignment on time
11. The laboratory sessions were run satisfactory
12. The multimedia tools were available adequately
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جامعة الرباط الوطنى
كلية دراسات الحاسوب
إستمارة المتابعة والتقئيم (يمأل بواسطة الطالب)
القسم _________:الدرجة :بكالريوس ( ) – دبلوم ( ) اسم الكورس _______:الفصل الدراسى______ :
الرجاء اإلجابة على األسئلة التالية بدقة شديده حتى نستطيع التقئيم بدقة
الكورس:
أوافق بشدة

أوافق

مواعيد المحاضرة مناسب مع محتوى
الكورس
الزمن المحدد للجانب النظرى مناسب
الزمن المحدد للجانب العملى مناسب
الزمن المحدد للتمارين مناسب
المراجع الخاصة بالكورس متوفره
المصادر الخاصة بالكورس متوفره
حضور الطالب للمحاضات كان جيدا
تجاوب الطالب مع األسئلة بصورة جيدة
الطالب قاموا بتوجيه األسئلة فى المحاضرات
قام الطالب بتسليم الواجبات فى مواعيدها
المعامل سارت بصوره مرضية
الوسائط المتعددة متوفره بصورة جيده
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محايد

ال أوافق

ال أوافق بشدة

Appendix C: Application Codes
Instructors Questionnaire
<!DOCTYPE html>
<?php
@SESSION_START();
//echo $_SESSION['sid'];
//echo $_GET['SID'];
include('connection.php');
?>
<?php
if(isset($_POST['submit']) && $_POST['submit']='{)'صوت
@ $Pid = $_POST['Id'];
@$staff_id = $_POST['staff_id'];
@$subject_id = $_POST['subject_id'];
@$semester = $_POST['semester'];
@ $section = $_POST['section'];
@ $degree = $_POST['degree'];
$sql = "select * from questions where status=1";
$result = mysqli_query($con,$sql) OR die(mysqli_errorlllllllllllllllll);
$INSRT="";
while ($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result) ){
$id = $row['question_id'];
// echo ">>>>>>>>>>".$id;
$Vote = $_POST["$id"];
$INSRT .="('$id', '$Vote','$subject_id')";
}
//echo $INSRT ;
// echo "<br/>";
/// replace --)(-- with ---),(-$Rightinsert = str_replace( ')(' , '),(' ,$INSRT);
$SQL ="INSERT INTO teacher_vote (question_id,vote,subject_id)
VALUES".$Rightinsert ;
$Result = mysqli_query($con,$SQL) OR die(mysqli_error);
if($SQL){
//echo "<h1 font-color = 'green';>vote seccessfully</h1>";
echo " <script language=\"javascript\"> alert(';)'تمت عملية التصويت
</script> ";
$ok = "ok";
}}
?>
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<html lang="en">
<head>
<title>< جامعة الرباط الوطنى/title>
<meta charset="utf-8">
<meta name="format-detection" content="telephone=no"/>
<link rel="icon" href="images/favicon.ico" type="image/x-icon">
<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/grid.css">
<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/style.css">
<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/camera.css"/>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/owl.carousel.css"/>
<script src="js/jquery.js"></script>
<script src="js/jquery-migrate-1.2.1.js"></script>
<script src="js/jquery.equalheights.js"></script>
<!--[if (gt IE 9)|!(IE)]><!-->
<script src="js/jquery.mobile.customized.min.js"></script>
<!--<![endif]-->
<script src="js/camera.js"></script>
<script src="js/owl.carousel.js"></script>
<style>
.inputdes{
width:150px; height:30px; border: 1px solid #28CC75; direction:rtl;
margin:10px ; padding-right:10px;
margin-left:5px;
}
</style>
</head>
<body >
<div class="page">
<!--========================================================
HEADER
=========================================================-->
<div class="header_bg">
<div class="container" >
<div class="row">
<div class="grid_2" style='height:155px; background-image: url("images/bg.png") ;'>
</div>
<div class="grid_8">
<p style="margin-top:50px;text-align:center; margin-bottom:auto; font-size:36px; fontfamily:andalus;margin-right:50px">< جامعة الرباط الوطنى/p>
<p style="margin-top:25px; margin-right:50px;text-align:center; font-size:30px;fontfamily:italic"> < كلية دراسات الحاسوب/p>
<p style="margin-top:25px; margin-right:50px;text-align:center; font-size:24px;fontfamily:italic"> <نظام المتابعة والتقييم للكورسات/p>
</div>
</div></div></div>
<header id="header">
<div id="stuck_container">
<div class="container">
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<div class="row" >
<div class="grid_12" >
<div class="brand put-left">
</div>
<nav class="nav put-right" style='font-size:36px;width:100%; margin-top: 2%;'>
<ul class="sf-menu" style=" float: left; "><li ><a
href="http://localhost/project/admin/index.php">< رجوع/a></li></ul>
<ul class="sf-menu">
<li ><a href="teacher.php?<?php echo"SID=$_GET[SID]";?>">االستبيان
</a></li>
</nav></div></div></div></div>
</header>
<!--========================================================
CONTENT
=========================================================-->
<section id="content">
<div class="container">
<div class="row ">
<div class="grid_9">
<br><br>
<table border=1 align='center' valign='top' dir='rtl'>
<h1><tr>
<td bgcolor="#444444"><font color="white"><اسم المادة/font></td>
<td bgcolor="#444444"><font color="white"><اسم االستاذ/font></td>
<td bgcolor="#444444"><font color="white"><الفصل الدراسى/font></td>
<td bgcolor="#444444"><font color="white"><العمليات/font></td>
</tr></h1>
<?php
include('connection.php');
$result = mysqli_query($con,"select * from subjects where staff_id='$_GET[SID]'") OR
die(mysqli_error);
while ( $row = mysqli_fetch_array ( $result) ){
?>
<tr><td><?php echo $row['subject_name'] ?></td><td><?php
$sql = "select staff_name from staff where staff_id =". $row['staff_id'];
$result_staff = mysqli_query($con,$sql) OR die(mysqli_error);
$row_staff= mysqli_fetch_array ($result_staff);
echo $row_staff['staff_name'];
?></td>
<!--<td><?php
$sql = "select lab_name from labs where lab_id =". $row['lab_id'];
$result_lab = mysqli_query($con,$sql) OR die(mysqli_error);
$row_lab= mysqli_fetch_array ($result_lab);
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echo $row_lab['lab_name'];
?></td> -->
<td><?php echo $row['semester'] ?></td>
<td>
<?php
$r = mysqli_query($con,"select * from teacher_vote where subject_id='$row[subject_id]'") OR
die(mysqli_error);
if(mysqli_num_rows($r)==0)
{
?>
<a href="?subject_id=<?php echo $row['subject_id'] ?>&&SID=<?php echo $_GET['SID']; ?>">
< اختيار/a> </td></tr>
<?php
}
else
{
echo ";"تم التصويت مسبقا
}
}
?>
</table> <hr>
<form action="?subject_id=<?php echo $_GET['subject_id'] ?>&&SID=<?php echo
$_GET['SID']; ?>" method='post'>
<?php
if(isset($_GET['subject_id']))
{
include'getquestion.php';
echo "<input type='hidden' name='subject_id' value='$_GET[subject_id]'>";
echo '<input type="submit" name="submit" class="btn_2" value=" ;' "صوتif(isset($ok))
echo "Disabled"; echo'>';
}
?>
</form>
</div>
<!-<script>
<?php/*
if(isset($_GET['msg']) && $_GET['msg'] =='success'){
echo "alert(';")'تمت العملية بنجاح
}
else if(isset($msg))
echo 'alert("'.$msg.'");'; */
?>
</script>-->
</div></div>
</div> </div></div>
<div class="bg_1 wrap_16 wrap_10">
<div class="container">
<div class="row">
</div> </div></div>
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<div class="container">
<div class="row wrap_4 ">
<div class="grid_12">
<!-<div class="box_3">
<ul class="list_1">
<li><a class="fa fa-twitter" href="#"></a></li>
<li><a class="fa fa-facebook" href="#"></a></li>
<li><a class="fa fa-google-plus" href="#"></a></li>
</ul>-->
</div></div></div></div></section></div>
<!--========================================================
FOOTER
=========================================================-->
<footer id="footer" class="color_9">
<div class="container">
<div class="row">
<div class="grid_12">
<p class="info text_4 color_4">
<a href="#"> </a> <br/>
< جميع حقوق النسخ محفوظة لa href="#" rel="nofollow">< جامعة الرباط الوطنى/a> <span
id="copyright-year"></span> ©
</p>
</div></div></div>
</footer>
<script src="js/script.js"></script>
</body>
</html>

Students Questionnaire
<!DOCTYPE html>
<?php
@SESSION_START();
include('connection.php');
?>
<html lang="en">
<head> <title>< جامعة الرباط الوطنى/title>
<meta charset="utf-8">
<meta name="format-detection" content="telephone=no"/>
<link rel="icon" href="images/favicon.ico" type="image/x-icon">
<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/grid.css">
<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/style.css">
<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/camera.css"/>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="css/owl.carousel.css"/>
<script src="js/jquery.js"></script>
<script src="js/jquery-migrate-1.2.1.js"></script>
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<script src="js/jquery.equalheights.js"></script>
<!--[if (gt IE 9)|!(IE)]><!-->
<script src="js/jquery.mobile.customized.min.js"></script>
<!--<![endif]-->
<script src="js/camera.js"></script>
<script src="js/owl.carousel.js"></script>
<style>
.inputdes{
width:150px; height:30px; border: 1px solid #28CC75; direction:rtl;
margin:10px ; padding-right:10px;
margin-left:5px;
}
</style></head><body ><div class="page">
<!--========================================================
HEADER
=========================================================-->
<div class="header_bg">
<div class="container" >
<div class="row">
<div class="grid_2" style='height:155px; background-image: url("images/bg.png") ;'>
</div> <div class="grid_8">
<p style="margin-top:50px;text-align:center; margin-bottom:auto; font-size:36px; fontfamily:andalus;margin-right:50px">< جامعة الرباط الوطنى/p>
<p style="margin-top:25px; margin-right:50px;text-align:center; font-size:30px;fontfamily:italic"> < كلية دراسات الحاسوب/p>
<p style="margin-top:25px; margin-right:50px;text-align:center; font-size:24px;fontfamily:italic"> <نظام المتابعة والتقييم للكورسات/p>
</div></div></div></div>
<header id="header">
<div id="stuck_container"> <div class="container">
<div class="row" ><div class="grid_12" ><div class="brand put-left">
</div>
<nav class="nav put-right" style='font-size:36px;width:100%; margin-top: 2%;'>
<ul class="sf-menu" style=" float: left; "><li ><a
href="http://localhost/project/">< رجوع/a></li></ul>
<ul class="sf-menu">
<li><a href="help.php"><مساعدة/a></li>
<li ><a href="contacts.php?VOTEID=1">< االستبيان/a></li>
</nav></div></div></div></div></header>
<!--========================================================
CONTENT
=========================================================-->
<section id="content">
<div class="container">
<div class="row "> <div class="grid_9">
<?php
if(isset($_POST['submit']) && $_POST['submit']='{)'التالى
$Pid = $_POST['Id'];
$staff_id = $_POST['staff_id'];
echo $subject_id = $_POST['subject_id'];
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$semester = $_POST['semester'];
$section = $_POST['section'];
$degree = $_POST['degree'];
$sql = "select * from questions where question_type = $Pid";
$result = mysqli_query($con,$sql) OR die(mysqli_error);
$INSRT="";
while ($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result) ){
$id = $row['question_id'];
$Vote = $_POST["$id"];
echo $INSRT .="('$id', '$Vote',
'$staff_id','$subject_id','$section','$degree','$semester')";
}
$Rightinsert = str_replace( ')(' , '),(' ,$INSRT);
$SQL ="INSERT INTO staff_vote (question_id, vote,staff_id,
subject_id,section,degree,semester) VALUES".$Rightinsert ;
$Result = mysqli_query($con,$SQL) OR die(mysqli_error);
if($SQL){
}
}
?> <?php
if(@$_GET['VOTEID']==1 ){?>
<div class=" grid_9 newsbar ">
<p> <b>< المرحلة األولى تقييم المادة/b></p></div><div class=' box_1'>
<form method="post" action="subject_vote.php">
<p> < القسمselect name="section" style="width:150px; height:30px; border: 1px solid #28CC75;
direction:rtl; margin-top:18px; padding-right:10px; " required>
<option value=""><إختارمن القائمة/option> <option value="<علوم حاسوب">علوم حاسوب/option>
<option value="<تقنية معلومات">تقنية معلومات/option>
</select> </p> <p>< الفصل الدراسىselect name="semester" onchange="showUser(this.value)"
style="width:150px; height:30px; border: 1px solid #28CC75; direction:rtl; margin-top:18px;
padding-right:10px; " required>
<option value="all"><كل المواد/option><option value="< االول">االول/option>
<option value="<الثانى">الثانى/option><option value="<الثالث">الثالث/option>
<option value="<الرابع">الرابع/option><option value="<الخامس">الخامس/option>
<option value="<السادس">السادس/option><option value="<السابع">السابع/option>
<option value="<الثامن">الثامن/option>
</select> </p><script>
function showUser(str) {
if (str == "") {
document.getElementById("txtHint").innerHTML = "";
return;
} else {
if (window.XMLHttpRequest) {
// code for IE7+, Firefox, Chrome, Opera, Safari
xmlhttp = new XMLHttpRequest();
} else {
// code for IE6, IE5
xmlhttp = new ActiveXObject("Microsoft.XMLHTTP");
}
xmlhttp.onreadystatechange = function() {
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if (this.readyState == 4 && this.status == 200) {
document.getElementById("txtHint").innerHTML = this.responseText;
} };
xmlhttp.open("GET","getsubject.php?q="+str,true);
xmlhttp.send();
} }
</script>< اخيار المادةdiv id="txtHint" >
<?php
$sql = "SELECT subject_id,subject_name FROM subjects ";
$res = MYSQLI_QUERY($con,$sql);
?>
<select name="subject_id" style="width:150px; height:30px; border: 1px solid #28CC75;
direction:rtl; margin-top:18px; padding-right:10px; " required>
<option value=""><إختارمن القائمة/option>
<?php while( $row = MYSQLI_FETCH_ARRAY($res)){ ?>
<option value="<?php echo $row['subject_id'] ?>"> <?php echo $row['subject_name']
?></option> <?php } ?></select> </div>
<p> < الدرجةinput type ='radio' required name='degree' value='بكالريوس'>بكالريوس
<input type ='radio' required name='degree' value='دبلوم'>دبلوم
</p> <?php
include("getquestion2.php");
echo '<input type="submit" name="submit" class="btn_2" value=">"التالى
<input type="hidden" name="Id" value="'. $gid = @$_GET['VOTEID'].'">';
}
?>
<?php
if(@$_GET['VOTEID']== 2){?>
<div class=" grid_9 newsbar "><p> <b> <المرحلة الثانية تقييم أستاذ الماده/b></p></div>
<div class=' box_1'> <form method="post" action="staff_vote.php"> <P>
<?PHP
echo '<input type="text" name="section" class="inputdes" value="'.$_SESSION['section'].'">';
echo '<input type="text" name="semester" class="inputdes"
value="'.$_SESSION['semester'].'">';
echo '<input type="text" name="degree" class="inputdes" value="'.$_SESSION['degree'].'">';
//echo '<input type="text" name="degree" class="inputdes"
value="'.$row_subject_name['subject_name'].'">';
include('connection.php');
$subject_id = $_SESSION['subject_id'];
echo'<input type="hidden" name="subject_id" class="inputdes" value="'.$subject_id.'">';
$sql_subject_name = "SELECT subject_name FROM subjects where subject_id=$subject_id";
$res_subject_name = MYSQLI_QUERY($con,$sql_subject_name);
$row_subject_name= MYSQLI_FETCH_ARRAY($res_subject_name);
echo '<input type="text" name="subject_name" class="inputdes"
value="'.$row_subject_name['subject_name'].'">';
?> </P>
<?php
include("getquestion2.php");
echo '<input type="submit" name="ok" class="btn_2" value=" >"التالي
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<input type="hidden" name="Id" value="'. $gid = @$_GET['VOTEID'].'">';
}
if(@$_GET['VOTEID']== 3){?>
<div class=" grid_9 newsbar ">
<p> <b>< المرحلة الثالثة تقييم الطالب/b></p></div><div class=' box_1'>
<form method="post" action="student_vote.php"> <P>
<?PHP
echo '<input type="text" name="semester" class="inputdes"
value="'.$_SESSION['semester'].'">';
echo '<input type="text" name="section" class="inputdes" value="'.$_SESSION['section'].'">';
echo '<input type="text" name="degree" class="inputdes" value="'.$_SESSION['degree'].'">';
include('connection.php');
$sql_subject_name = "SELECT subject_id,subject_name FROM subjects where
subject_id=".$_SESSION['subject_id'];
$res_subject_name = MYSQLI_QUERY($con,$sql_subject_name);
$row_subject_name= MYSQLI_FETCH_ARRAY($res_subject_name);
echo '<input type="hidden" name="subject_id" class="inputdes"
value="'.$row_subject_name['subject_id'].'">';
echo '<input type="text" name="subject_name" class="inputdes"
value="'.$row_subject_name['subject_name'].'">';
?> </P><?php
include("getquestionstudent.php");
echo '<input type="submit" name="submit" class="btn_2" value=">"التالي
<input type="hidden" name="Id" value="'. $gid = @$_GET['VOTEID'].'">';
}
?><?php
if(isset($_GET['msg']) && $_GET['msg'] =='successs'){
echo "alert('must be fill all answers')";
}
else if(isset($msg))echo 'alert("'.$msg.'");';
?>
</script>
</div> </div> </div></div></div>
<div class="bg_1 wrap_16 wrap_10">
<div class="container"> <div class="row"> </div></div>
</div><div class="container">
<div class="row wrap_4 "> <div class="grid_12">
</div></div></div></div></section></div>
<!--========================================================
FOOTER
=========================================================-->
<footer id="footer" class="color_9">
<div class="container"> <div class="row">
<div class="grid_12"><p class="info text_4 color_4">
<a href="#"> </a> <br/>
< جميع حقوق النسخ محفوظة لa href="#" rel="nofollow">< جامعة الرباط الوطنى/a> <span
id="copyright-year"></span> © </p>
</div></div></div>
</footer><script src="js/script.js"></script></body>
</html>
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Statistical Report
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml">
<head><title><التقارير/title>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8">
<meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="IE=edge">
<link href="styles.css" rel="stylesheet" />
<script src="js/jquery-1.10.2.min.js"></script>
<script src="js/knockout-3.0.0.js"></script>
<script src="js/globalize.min.js"></script>
<script src="js/dx.chartjs.js"></script>
</head><body>
<div class="header"><div class="content">
<div class = "logo"></div></div>
</div><div class="line"></div>
<div class="title" dir='rtl'><h1 dir='rtl'> تقارير النماذج المستلمة من الطالب لتقييم
<المادة/h1>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;<h2>&nbsp;</h2></div>
<div class="content"><fieldset dir='rtl'><legend></legend>
<form action='' method='post'> ?< اختيار المادةphp
include'connect.php';
$subject = mysql_query("select * from subjects ");
echo "<select name='subject'>";
while($rsub = mysql_fetch_array($subject))
{
echo "<option value='$rsub[subject_id]'>$rsub[subject_name]</option>";
}
echo "</select>";
?>
<input type='submit' name='ok' value='>'موافق
</form> </fieldset>
<?php
include('connection.php');
include('connect.php');
if(isset($_POST['ok']))
{
$check = mysql_query("select * from subject_vote where
subject_id='$_POST[subject]'");
if(mysql_num_rows($check) != 0)
{
$query = mysql_query("select * from questions where status=2 and question_type=1");
$count = mysql_query("select count(*) as total from questions where status=2");
$rc = mysql_fetch_array($count);
while($row = mysql_fetch_array($query))
{
//echo "<br>";
$votevalue = array(''الاوافق بشدة,''الوافق,''محايد,''اوافق بشدة,';)'اوافق
$VOTE = array('a'=>0,'b'=>0,'c'=>0,'d'=>0,'e'=>0);
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$one = mysql_query("select count(vote) as v from subject_vote where
question_id = '$row[question_id]' and vote=' 'اوافق بشدةand subject_id='$_POST[subject]'");
$r =mysql_fetch_array($one);
//$X=
// echo $VOTE['a'] = $r['v'];
//
echo "-----> <br> $r[vote]___no: $r[v]<br>";
$two = mysql_query("select count(vote) as v from subject_vote where
question_id = '$row[question_id]' and vote=' 'اوافقand subject_id='$_POST[subject]'");
$rr =mysql_fetch_array($two);
//echo "<br>".$rr['v'];
$VOTE['b'] = $rr['v'];
$three = mysql_query("select count(vote) as v from subject_vote where
question_id = '$row[question_id]' and vote=' 'محايدand subject_id='$_POST[subject]' ");
$rrr =mysql_fetch_array($three);
$VOTE['c'] = $rrr['v'];
$threee = mysql_query("select count(vote) as v from subject_vote where
question_id = '$row[question_id]' and vote=' 'الاوافقand subject_id='$_POST[subject]'");
$rrrr =mysql_fetch_array($threee);
$VOTE['d'] = $rrrr['v'];
$threeee = mysql_query("select count(vote) as v from subject_vote where
question_id = '$row[question_id]' and vote=' 'الاوافق بشدةand subject_id='$_POST[subject]'");
$rrrrr =mysql_fetch_array($threeee);
$VOTE['e'] = $rrrrr['v'];
$total = $r['v']+$rr['v']+$rrr['v']+$rrrr['v']+$rrrrr['v'];
echo "<br>";
?>
<script>$(function ()
{
var dataSource = [
{ country: " "اوافق بشدة,area :<?php echo round( (($r['v']/$total ) *
100),0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?>},
{ country: ""اوافق, area:<?php echo round( (($rr['v']/$total )*
100),0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?>},
{ country: ""محايد, area:<?php echo round( (($rrr['v']/$total ) *
100),0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?> },
{ country: ""الاوافق, area:<?php echo round( (($rrrr['v']/$total ) *
100),0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?> },
{ country: ""الوافق بشد, area:<?php echo round( (($rrrrr['v']/$total ) *
100),0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?> }
// { country: "Australia", area: 5 },
// { country: "India", area: 8 },
// { country: "Others", area: 49 }
];
$("#<?php echo $row['question_id'];?>").dxPieChart({
size:{ width: 500
},
dataSource: dataSource,
series: [
{
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argumentField: "country",
valueField: "area",
label:{
visible: true,
connector:{
visible:true, width: 5
}}}],});}); </script><?php ?>
<div class="pane"><div class="long-title"><h4><?php
echo "$row[question_content]";
?></h4></div><div id="<?php echo $row['question_id'];?>" style="width: 100%; height:
440px;"></div><div class="credits"> <br><fieldset>
<legend><االحصائيات/legend> <table border=0 width='500' dir='rtl' align='center'>
<tr>
<th colspan=2 bgcolor='gray'><font color='black'> <أوافق بشدة/font></th>
<th colspan=2 bgcolor='gray'><font color='black'><أوافق/th>
<th colspan=2 bgcolor='gray'><font color='black'><محايد/th>
<th colspan=2 bgcolor='gray'><font color='black'><ال أوافق/th>
<th colspan=2 bgcolor='gray'><font color='black'><ال أوافق بشدة/th>
<th colspan=2 bgcolor='gray'><font color='black'><العدد الكلي/th>
</tr><tr><th width="50" bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php
echo $r['v'];?></font></th> <th bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php echo
round( (($r['v']/$total ) * 100),0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?> %</font></th>
<th width="50" bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php echo
$rr['v'];?></font></td> <th bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php echo round(
(($rr['v']/$total ) * 100),0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?> %</font></th>
<th width="50" bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php echo
$rrr['v'];?></font></font></th> <th bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php
echo round( (($rrr['v']/$total ) * 100),0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?> % </font></th>
<th width="50" bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php echo
$rrrr['v'];?></font></font></th>
<th bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php echo round(
(($rrrr['v']/$total ) * 100),0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?> %</font></th>
<th width="50" bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php echo
$rrrrr['v'];?></font></th>
<th bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php echo round(
(($rrrrr['v']/$total ) * 100),0,PHP_ROUND_HALF_UP);?> %</font></th>
<th width="50" bgcolor='#CCCCCC'><font color='black' size=2><?php
echo $total;?></font></th>
</tr></table> </div></div>
<?php
}
echo "</div>";
}
else
{
echo "<p align='center'><font color='red' size='2' ><strong> لم يتم التصويت حتي
<االن/strong></font></p>";
}
}?>
</body></html>
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Add new module
<?php
include('connection.php');
include('updatdeletesubject.php');
?>
<!-- <h1> < شاشة اضافة المواد/h1>-->
<?php
if(isset($_GET['add']) || (isset($_GET['action']) && $_GET['action']=='fetch')){
?> <div class="brand "> <form method="post" action="subject_process.php">
<p><اسم المادةinput type="text" class="btn" name="subject_name" value="<?php echo
(isset($row['subject_name']) ? $row['subject_name'] : ''); ?>" placeholder=" "أدخل إسم الماده
required></p> <p> اسم االستاذ
<?php
$sql = "SELECT staff_id,staff_name FROM staff";
$res = MYSQLI_QUERY($con,$sql);
?>
<select name="staff_id" value="" class='btn' required>
<option value=""><إختارمن القائمة/option>
<?php ////////////////////// question....
while($row_staff = MYSQLI_FETCH_ARRAY($res)){
if($row['staff_id'] == $row_staff['staff_id']){
echo "<option selected value='".$row_staff['staff_id']."'> ". $row_staff['staff_name']
."</option>";
}else{
echo "<option value='".$row_staff['staff_id']."'> ". $row_staff['staff_name'] ."</option>";
}}
?></select></p>
<!-<p>اسم المعمل
<?php
$sql = "SELECT lab_id,lab_name FROM labs";
$res = MYSQLI_QUERY($con,$sql);
?>
<select name="lab_id" value="" class='btn'>
<option value=""><إختارمن القائمة/option>
<?php ////////////////////// question....
while($row_lab = MYSQLI_FETCH_ARRAY($res)){
if($row['lab_id'] == $row_lab['lab_id']){
echo "<option selected value='".$row_lab['lab_id']."'> ". $row_lab['lab_name']
."</option>";
}else{
echo "<option value='".$row_lab['lab_id']."'> ". $row_lab['lab_name'] ."</option>";
}}
?></select></p>
--><p>< الفصل الدراسىselect name="semester" class='btn' required>
<option value=""><إختارمن القائمة/option>
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<?php
$semester =array(''الثامن,''السابع,''السادس,''الخامس,''الرابع,''الثالث,''الثانى,';)'االول
foreach($semester as $value ){
if($value == $row['semester'] ){
echo "<option selected value='".$value."'> ".$value."</option>";
}else{
echo "<option value='".$value."'> ".$value."</option>";
}}
?>
</select></p><p></p>
<p class="submit">
<input type="hidden" name="subject_id" value="<?php echo (isset($row['subject_id'])) ?
$row['subject_id'] : '' ?>"></p>
<input type="submit" class='butt' name="submit" value="<?php echo $submit; ?>">
</p> </form> </div>
<?php
}
?> <h1><a href = "?page=subjectform&add=new">
<img src="Add.png" width='30' height='30'/> < إضافة ماده جديده/a></h1>
<?php include("getsubject.php"); ?><script>
<?php
if(isset($_GET['msg']) && $_GET['msg'] =='success'){
echo "alert(';")'تمت العملية بنجاح
}
else if(isset($msg))
echo 'alert("'.$msg.'");';
?></script>
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Appendix D: Users testing questionnaire
Staff User Questionnaire
Task Required
1. Successfully login into the system using username and password.
2. Produce a statistical report for subject “Module name”.
3. Use the “View text” function to view feedback for specific module “module name”.
4. Exit system

Question about experience
1. Was the system easy to navigate through?
2. Was the system easy to use?
3. Do you feel you require special training to use this system?
4. Whilst testing the system, did you experience any errors?
5. Did you have trouble accomplishing your task(s)?
6. Do you have any other comments you would like to make regarding the system?
7. Do you think that new system will improve the module monitoring and evaluation process?
8. What changes you think might be required for the implemented system?
9. Do you overall think that the new system will improve the quality of evaluation within the
institution?
10. Do you think that the new implemented system will reduce the time and the amount of
work that staffs has to do?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I ………………………………Certify that I tested the Online Evaluation System under test
conditions. I also certify that the comments I made are my own view without any influence of
the developer.
Signature:……………………………………… Date: …………………………..
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Students User Questionnaire
Task Required
1. Access the system
2. Fill in the evaluation form responsibly for module you select
3. Submit answers
4. Opt to fill in second questionnaire
5. Submit the answers
6. Exit system

Question about experience
1. Was the system easy to navigate through?
2. Was the system easy to use?
3. Do you feel you require special training to use this system?
4. Whilst testing the system did you experience any errors?
5. Did you have trouble accomplishing your task(s)?
6. Do you have any other comments you would like to make regarding the system?
7. Do you think that the implemented system will encourage students to fill in the feedback
forms?
8. What changes you think might be required for the implemented system?
9. What are the disadvantages that the new system includes?
10. Do you overall think that the new system will improve the quality of evaluation within the
specific faculty
I ………………………………Certify that I tested the Online Evaluation System under test
conditions. I also certify that the comments I made are my own view without any influence of
the developer.
Signature:……………………………………… Date: …………………………..
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